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'Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, December 23,
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WATTEE

RAILROADS

ON, KE

CUT

FREIGHT RATES

EDITOR, WKO
Body Is to Remain in Vault at Jacksonville
Until Spring When It Will Be Taken to
Louisville for Burial; Hundreds of Messages cf Condolence Sent to Widow.

ON FARM GOODS
BY
Will

1CPER

CM

Put New Tariffs, Into

Effect First of Year or
(BY TIIE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 22. A acute attack and was ordered to
Soon
After
for ,,$ix
simple service attended only by bed by his physician.
Months'
Colonol Watterson, suffered very
members of his family will mark
tomorrow the funeral of Henry little but was in a comatose condiWatterson, Journalist and soldier, tion most of the time from early REDUCTION- APPLY
who died today at a hotel here. in the evening until tho end.
Tho body will rest In a vault here
COUNTRY
OVER
Henry Watterson was one of the
until spring, when it will be taken
last of the old time personal jourto Louisville, Ky., for burial.
as on Livestock
Henry Wattersoni ;r., announc- nalists. More than halt a century Reduced
Also-'Bing the arrangements, said that be- his editorials, with their brilliant,
Continued
comcause of the health of his mother orlsinal and phrase-makin- g
had
been
attention.
decided
wide
it
that it woul.l position, attracted
30, 1922;
be inadvisable for her to go to They were commented
on and
Be Lower,
Wr
Louisville during the winter.
copied by the press of the nation.
Hundreds of messages of con- Besides his power in molding pubtie AMorlRted Prni.)
dolence wera received today by lic opinion through
editorials
Mrs. Watterson from old friend) Watters&n's
On..
influence is credited
Neb., Dec. 22 (by the
of "Murse Henry " and newspapcr- - with having shaped the platform of Associated
Press). The railroads
will put into effect on January 1
or as soon thereafter an possible a
voluntary 10 per cent freight rate
reduction on cotton, butter, poultry and other commodities, as well
as the reductions ordered by the
Interstate Commerce Commission
for western territory on grain
and grain products
and hay
to a statement Isf
according
sued tonight by F. W. Robinson,
freight traffic manager of the
Union Pacific system.
The voluntary 10 per cent cut Is
to be effective for six months as
an experiment and will apply to the
mm
entire country.
Mr. Ttobinson also announced
the roads would continue until
June 30, 1922. reduced rates on
livestock and that a 10 per cent cut
ill?!
in rates for livestock on which no
cut has been made, would be put
into effect.
The statement Is as follows:
'
"Reduction in the rates on grain,
grain products, hay, butter, eggs,
cheese and other commodities will
be undertaken by carriers to become effective January 1, on one
day's notice, or as soon thereafter
as tariffs can be nmended. In any
event, reduced rates will become
effective on date named or very
soon inereaiter,
"A reduction of 10 per cent applying generally throughout the
United States will be made on the
commodities:
following
Cotton,
ouiter, eggs, cneese, poultry, live
or dressed; cotton seed, cottonseed
hulls,
unmanufactured tobacco.
fruits, fresh or green, not Including
or
canned
preserved fruit, dried or
evaporated, other than candled,
canned, crystalized, glaced or Btuff-eVegetables, fresh or green
vegetables, dried or evaporated,
wool and mohair.
"This 10 per cent reduction to
continue in effect for an experi
COLONEL IIEXRT WSTTERSOX
mental period of six monthsending
men who trained under him. Ona, the democratic party in more than June 30, 1922.
"Effective
was from Ar- one presidential campaign.
September 20, rates
peculiarly touching
In excess of 50 cents
thur Krock, ' editor of the Louiswas perhaps through an ac- on livestock
It
100
ville Times.
per
pounds were reduced 20
"Jim and I are weeping for the cident that Henry Watterson pur- per cent. These reduced rates were
Early in life he published to expire December 31.
death of old Marster,"
it., read. sued journalism.
"Jim" is Jim Wilson, aged negro evinced unusual musical talent and 1921. It has now been arranged
his
It. A mis- that this 20 per cent
parents
encouraged
reduction
servant who has resided at the
hap that crushed his left thumb, shall be continued until June 30,
Watterson home for many years.
Colonel Watterson, who with his leaving that member stiff, caused 1922. and that other rates on
the musical education to be abanon which reductions have not
family came here from Louisville doned,
as the piano was his favor- been made are to be reduced 10
three weeks ago to spend the winite
instrument.
such reductions are to he
of
result
as
tho
cent,
ter, passed away
A natural bent for writing de- per
IfJ
undertaken effective with January
heart trouble, superinduced by
WatMr.
even
in
but
this
1st."
bronchial congestion, after, an Ill- veloped
was
terson
seriously
handicapped
A
made
With
ness of only a few hours.
greater reduction will be
as an Illness In infancv had affect- on grain
and grain products and
only their son and daughter and
several grandchildren present, Col- ed his vision. His first journalistic hay, in compliance with the opinHUERFAWO AREA
was
Washon
trained
a
ion of the Interstate Commerce
onel and Mrs. Watterson celebrat- experience
ed their 56th wedding anniversary ington,' D. C., newspaper as musi- Commission in the case rcqently
Theso reductions apply
Tuesday. During the day Colonel cal and dramatic critic. His father, decided.
Watterson contracted a slight cold Harvev M. Watterson, for twenty only in western territory, that Is,
'of
outbreak
the
west of Chicago, St. Louis and the
which was not regarded seriously years preceding
lower Mississippi river. In the so- an
(Continued on Paga Two.)
but yesterday he ' suffered
called western group territory west
of Chicago and east of Denver,
Colo., and Cheyenne, Wyo the re- Change to Come in 10 to
duction in wheat, wheat products
15 Days Unless Compland hay will be 13 per cent; on
corn and corn products, reduction
ications
Develop, Says
will be 21.7 per cent.
In the territory west of Cheyin Charge.
Officer
enne. Wyo., and Denver, Colo., reduction on wheat and wheat prod(By The AHwIntrd PreM.)
ucts and usually related products,
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 22. Martial
will be 10 per cent and on corn and law in Huerfano county, where
coarse grains the reduction will be miners employed by the Colorado
19 per cent of the present rates.
Fuel and Iron company are on
Sen77
44
strike against wage reductions, will
bo lifted In ten or fifteen days unSPEAKER SAYS ROADS
less unforeseen complications deCOULD SAVE BILLIONS velop in the coal fields, Adjutant
De
General Patrick J. Hamrock, comCOSTS mandant in the military area, deIN OPERATING
clared here tonight.
"I am eager to have martial law
(By The Aamrinted TrrtiO
lifted as soon as the situation is
sav"A
22.
Dec.
Washington,
(BIT THE ASSOCIATED PKES8.)
billion dollars In tho such that It can be turned over to
Dublin, Dec. 22 (by the Associat that if a vote had been taken on ing of two costs
the sheriff of Huerfano county,"
ed Press.)
The dail eireann, 77 to the treaty itself, the majority would operating realized ofif the railroadj he said. "The outlook
at the presthe earnings
44, decided late today, on a motion have been so great, but there is no might be
ent
time Is ten to fifteen days unwere
not
roads
improperly
submitted by Michael Collins, to doubt in the minds of observers of the
takes
unforeseen
Identi- less something
to adjourn debate on the Irish treaty that this vote roughly approximated diverted," W. Jett Lauck,
until January 3. It was not the the sentiments for and against the fied with the American Federation place."
stated
he
The
adjutant general
motion but an amendment on which treaty. This is denied by some of Labar, declared C.tonight in reply was satisfied
with the situation in
H. Markham,
the vote actually was taken. The treaty opponents, who assert that to a statement by
strike ssone except for the "dire
amendment introduced and second- It was not a fair tost, as many dep- president qf the Illinois toCentral the
what straits" of some ot the striking
road, who took exception
ed by treaty opponents, tailed for uties disliked tho idea of the
in Huerfano county. The
miners
continuous sittings day and evencontinuing through Christmas. he termed "a campaign of ' abuse" miners are
badly in need of finanIn fact countess Markievicz, a by certain labor leaders.
ing until a division was taken on
Mr. Markham, in a statement cial aid he said.
the treaty's ratification or rejec- strong opponent of tho treaty, sec"At least 600 families In Hueronded Mr. Collins' proposal, ap- Tuesday to the employes of his
tion.
Defeat of the amendment auto- parently having in mind, as indi- road criticised the testimony be- fano county are needing assistance
and conditions are steadily becommatically decided the motion. With cated by her satirical seconding fore a senate committee recently
worse, because of the failure of
few exceptions the vote followed speech the possibility of the debate of Mr. Lauck and others as being ing
the union to give benefits. Withthe party lines of those favoring or continuing through Christmas day "without a shred of evidence."
out
a doubt conditions actually are
Mr. Lauck said that If President
and night,
opposing the treaty.
deplorable.
Mr. Collins showed eagerness to Markham and other railway execNobody tonight believes of course
"Unless immediate relief Is afrush his motion through to quick utives hope to retain the loyalty
decision. Ho checked Mr. Mllroy, and
of their employes, forded it will be up to us to appeal
who Interrupted the vote to have "they should be scrupulous In as- to the American Red Cross for rethe question cleared up as to certaining and stating the truth lief."
He declared the appearance of
whether deputies representing two frankly and openly." He said that
should have two the constructive policy of the rail- children on the streets of various
constituencies
he
mining
camps "in almost a barevotes. Mr. Collins declaring
roads had only embraced three
FORECAST.
would not hear of having the fate points, which he classified as foot condition" was not an uncomsevere cold
Denver, Colo., Dec. 22. New of Ireland decided on a technicality. "abusive attacks upon those who mon sight, despite
Mexico:
When it became apparent that
Friday, rain, turning to
for the employes, the reduc- weather. He related several stories
snow north
knew were
he
of
families
he
said
and east portions; there was to be a party line up on speak
tion of railway wages, and the
probably heavy north portion; cold- the vote tho atmosphere became grabbing from the public treasury destitute and "didn't know where
er with a cold wave in northern tense with expectation. De Valera's of the largest sums obtainable."
their next meal was coming from.
"At several of the camps the
portion by night.
Saturday, snow; face was stern and grim when the
colder Bouth- - portion with a cold figures were announced.
Considstrikers are out of money and have
wave southeast portion.
no means of
erable elation was shown by Colany In the
EMPTY STOCKING FUND mines, inasmuchmaking
Arizona:
Desmond
as the companies
fair west, rain lins and his adherents.
southeast,
to
snow, probably heavy Fitzgeraldj minister of propaganda,
refused
have
give them work
northeast portion; colder with a who supported the treaty, said tobecause of their strike activities,
Tho following contributions
moderate cold wave north portion; night he believed that not more
wore received yesterday to be as in the case of the leaders," AdjuSaturday, generally fair.
than ten opponents of the treaty
distributed by t b e Salvation tant General Hamrock asserted.
for
voted
adjournment.
and the Bureau of
Army
LOCAL REPORT.
Pierce Beasley, an active sinn
Charities to give tho poor of CONGRESS WILL REST
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
flener, who Intended to speak today
the
city a Merry Christinas:
hours ended at 6 p, m., yesterday, for ratification, Informed the AssoUNTIL AFTER. HOLIDAYS
$ 10.00
Elks Club
recorded by the university;
ciated Press correspondent shortly
1.00
Friend
68 before the vote was taken that he
Highest temperature
Washington; Deo. 22. ConWoodmen Circle, Cot41 could not make a guess on the out
Lowest
recessed late today un5.00
gress
tonwood
Grove
believed
come
but
the
of
17
Range
treaty vote,
til January 3 for the ChristAllah, Betty and Jun' 50 that "the fate of Ireland is tremo-lln- g
,
Mean
mas and New Year holidays.
1.50
ior l'nssinore.
in the balance."
43
Humidity at 6 a. m
. The house adjourned at 4
Mr. Collins' proposal had been
32
Humidity at 6 p. m
o'clock
and the senate at 4: BO.
17.BO
$
Total
Trace suggested by him some days ago,
Precipitation
All business will be suspended
$355.00
Previously
reported
at
and
down
that
36
turned
wind
by
time,
.Maximum
velocity
during the recess except for
Direction of wind
South Eamon de Vnlera and Arthur Orlf- tariff hearings by the senate
Total to date
$.173.40
f day
Character
Cloudy
(Continued on Page Two.).
finance committee.
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Tom Slaughter, photographed shortly before his break for liberty and,
inset. Jack Howard, the man who killed him.
Slaughter was convicted and sen- to police officers in neighboring
tenced to a life term.
While a towns nnd counties posses began
prisoner at Hot Springs a constant forming almost immediately.
One of these posses was led by
guard, including a company of Hot
Springs natioual guardsmen, had J. J. Crow, sheriff of Saline counover
After
watch
tha
Jail.
kept
ty. It followed the trail of the esthe Jury's verdict was announced caped prisoners to a heavy forest
about fourteen miles west of Bon-toSlaughter turned over to tho
A deserted motor car at thi?
guards a handful of hacksaws, rehad
tha
that
sentence
roadside Indicated that tho occumarking
been death he never would have pants had taken to the woods.
remained in Jail over night.
After penetrating the woods for
Last September Slaughter added some distance tho posse met Howanother chapter to his long list of ard and two of the negro fugitives.
crimes, when. In a sensational at- Howard tnld Sheriff Crow be had
tempt to escape from the Arkan- killed Slaughter when it beram"
sas prison farm, ho killed one man apparent the posso would capture
and shot two others, all "trusty" them.
guards, with a rifle smuggled to
"Slaughter forced me to go with
him from some one on the outside. him from the prison," Howard reOnly the loyalty of a small band lated. "I left a note telling Warof "trusties" prevented the escape den Dempsey I would sot him tho
of two hundred or more prisoners. first chanco I got and return to
It was said his plan for the the prison. My
came
wholesale delivery provided that and I seized it." opportunity
other convicts should rush to tho
Howard said ho shot Slaughter
guards as he Bhot them down, ob- from behind whllo the "killer" lay
tain the guards' weapons and join on tho ground, revolver
loaded,
him In the fight. The determined waiting for tlno first member ot
efforts of the guards nnd their the posso to appear in the darkrapid fire kept the other prisoners ness.
corralled in the bath house. For
DAubt was expressed nt first as
that crime Slaughter was sen- to the truth of Howard's story.
tenced to die In the electric chair But the posso returned to Benton
December 15.
becauso It was too dark In the
Fosses 8(n Out on Trntl.
woods to search for the body. The
libnext clay It was found. Tho remainSlaughter's final break for
erty occurred December 9. Again, ing three negroes, one of whom
it was with the aid of a revolver was said to have been wounded by
that had been smuggled to him the Benton marshal In tho rilnnin.
that Slaughter effected his escape fight through that town made
from the penitentiary.
their escape.
"Tom Slaughter is out again."
A carge of first degree murder
When that message was flashed has been filed against Howard.
scattered.
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COLD WAVE DUE
IN NORTH PART
OF NEW MEXICO

AMERICA,

ITALY

LABOR
IN FRISCO CUT
DOLLAR A DAY

to
Roughly Approximate
timent For and Against New Pact; May
Swing Doubtful Regions into Line;
Vetera Seeks to Keep Dail Sitting.

Formal Stand of Americans
Not Taken, Though Advisory Committee Favors
Retention of Submarine.
(By The Anaorlutrd rrrm.)
Washington, Dec. 22 (by the Associated Press.)
The British statement in opposition to the uso of
submarines was submitted to the
full naval committee today. The
presentation was followed by a discussion by the delegates of all the
powers on tho submarine question.
The committee then adjourned until 3 o'clock tomorrow
Lord Lee, head of the British admiralty, presented tho British argument for abolishment of submarines. Mr. Sarraut, head of the
a
French
presented
delegation,
statement for France opposing
vigorously abolishment of submarines.
by Senator
Italy, represented
richanzer, lined up with France in
of submarines.
urging retention
Japan also took the same stand, her
declaring that alrepresentatives
though Japan regarded the German
submarine warfare as barbarous,
Japan was not ready to abolish the
submarine as a naval weapon.
The American position was Indicated by the presentation and
reading to the committee of the
committee's
American
advisory
unanimous report opposing abolAmerican
submarines.
ishment of
delegates, however, did not declare
for or against submarines at this
time, but promised to take the British and other statements under con
sideration.
The British case was said to have
been stated very frankly by Lord
Lee.
He was said to have contended that the submarine was a
menace to the national lifo of the
British Islands nnd that It constituted an especial menace to British
shipping. He also emphasized the
humanitarian factor.
It was said to be probable that
tt tomorrow's meeting further discussion of the British proposal
v.'ovld be followed by a decision.In vlew"6f the opposition of
Franco, Italy and Japan and that
In prospect by the United Stntes
tho
against the British position, was
opinion In American circles
that, falling to reach an agreement
for abolishment of the submarine,
the foreign delegates would bo prepared to accept the American plan
for a definite limitation of
-

ERECT

MONUMENT

TO

S0.750

SKILLED

Votes of

nrakes Full.
"I did not think I was driving

JAPAN THiETgERMAN
USE WAS BARBAROUS

fast when I was crossing Central
BOLL WEEVIL, GREAT
avenue," Trujillo said when ques"MAIL KAHLY" WINS.
Chief
tioned
of
Police
Oalusha.
ENEMY OF COTTON
by
Washington, Dec. 22. The
"I tiled to stop the car when I
postoffice
department's in- saw tho crowd by the street car
(By The Awnrluted Frew.)
junction to "mail early" is
and put on, the emergency brake,
F.nterprise, Ala., Dec. 22. The
being observed with satisfac- but It did not work."
monument to the boll weevil
tory results, the department
Aside from giving his name and fust
the
greatest enemy ot cotton
announced
Chrlst- tonight.
all has just been erected here.
nddresfi, this was practically
(By Tll AKorlated TreM.)
mas mall handled up to De- Denver, Colo., Dec. 22. Another Trujillo said after arriving at the
Coffee planters expressing "procembcr 21, approximates an
cold wave with probably heavy snow
found appreciation" for the rav''ontinueU un Page Two.)
increase of about 20 per cent
fall
is
on
the itoeky
bearing down
ages of tho cotton enemy, havo
over last year, it was said.
mountain region, the district
erected a beautiful bronze founweather bureau announces tonight.
tain in the heart of the business
4
bo
RAISED
It will
much colder in tho
district here. It is a monument to
northern and central parts of the
the foo that conquered the counregion tomorrow and tho snow fall
It is explained, and then pointty,
will be heavy in Colorado, northern
ed the way towards prosperity and
New Mexico and northeastern Arihopes.
OF newGrowers
zona, it was forecasted.
of cotton who fathered
A storm-o- f
marked intensity wis
the erection of the monument to
central tonight over southwestern
tho weevil, declared that tho cotL"tah.
It caused rain, the weather
ton enemy had been a blessing in
bureau stated, in California, southdisguise in that it had brought
western
in the
snow
nnd
Arizona,
about diversification of crops and
(By The Associated Freu.)
northern plateau district embracing
thereby established a new era in
San Francisco, Calif. Dec, 22.
the western slopo of Colorado and
tho south.
A basic minimum wage of
northern Wyoming.
ExThe inscription on the fountain
Manager of Drive
$8 a day for skilled mechanics
reads:
was decided upon today by the
Enof
presses Belief That
"In Profound Appreciation
UNIDENTIFIED MAN IS
Impartial Wage Board of the
Boll Weevil and What It Hal
Amount Will Be Sub- the
tire
Industrial association of San
ot
Done as the Herald
Prosperity
SHOT IN SOUTH OMAHA
Francisco in its revision of
tha
scribed Before January 1 This Monument Is Erected by
wage scales in the building inof
Citizens
Enterprise. Coffeo
(By The Assocliitrd Tre.)
dustry here. The new schedule
With 58,7!j0 subscribed since the County, Alabama."
is effective January 1.
Omaha, Neb.i Dec. 22. An unip
south has become
The wage board's recommendentified man about 27 years old, renewal of tho Albuquerque hotel as The
a result ot the terrible ravages
was fatally shot in tho South drive, bringing the total subscripdations are accepted by the
of tho weevil, an agricutulturnl
employers, but tho employes
Omahja packing district early to- tion up to almost $20,uuu, Sidney
which in the future will
have never recognized
the
night: He had two addresses in his Weil, manager of tho drive, ex- country
according
board's authority. Tho decispocket, one reading the Omaha pressed his belief last night that become
to
Coffee
the
county planters, who
total amount, JUGO.OUU, would
ion classified common labor at
Employment Bureau, 121 Nortn tho
"A Sow
the
have
be
slogan,
adopted
raised before tho new year.
$4.50 a day and skilled laborFifteenth street, nnd the other 606
has
been to a Plow." The disease of cotton
ers at $5 a day. Electricians
"Albuquerque
East Sixteenth street, Des Moines,
oiny
south,
and other craftsmen were reIowa. He died an hour after be- scratched in so fur as her ability to that threatened to ruin thebeen
effurnish funds for tho community these farmers declare, has
duced from J9 to JS a day.
ing shot.
hotel is concerned," Weil declared. fectively checked by the advent
"If tho workers will continue their of the weevil, and new condition
efforts Friday and Saturday, the brought about which mean future
showing will be so good that enough growth and agricultural prosperenthusiasm will have been created ity.
The Herald of lust evening ran n Utile box lend to a story to renew the drive Tuesday and to
and lauded it "Only a Week Jito With News." It declared that
fiKIIMAV GENERAL DIES.
complete it by tho end of the
Albuquerque people were surprised to find n story rcgui'ding the
week."
Berlin, Dec. 22 (by the Associatstatement of Alice Katonku which was published In the Herald
Gen. Hans von Beseler,
Tho amount raised this week is ed Press.)
of December 1j, lu the morning paper. Stale news in the 3ourual already in excess of the amount who raptured Antwerp and who
does surprise people.
was later governor general of the
which leaders of the drive
It is said: "The Herald carried moot of tho statement of would be raised In the entire figured
week. German occupied territory In RusAlice Katonku on December 15." On tluit day, the Herald printed One committee canvassed
one of sia during the war, died here
8"j inches relative to tho statement. Tho Journal yesterday cartho industrial plants of the city
ried u summary of the statement which run 19 Jj Inches and did
yesterday and secured sixteen subnot begin to carry the complete text.
1i go Into tho history of the Kutonkn case: The Morning scriptions.
Indications of the fact that the
Journal in December 8 curried the first story of Mrs. Kutonka's Kiwanls
club members are indiarrest. The Evening Herald on December 8 carried much tho vidually entlniBiatic
regarding the
same story, but ended with this. statement: "So far us is known
is the recent subscription of
hotel,
here, nothing further has been heard of liatonku."
J4,uu0 from club mem-betHut something had been heard. The next morning, the Jour-nu- l more than
Most of this
was in
printed tho first story of his arrest and the fuct that he relatively small sumsamount
subscribed in
clu lined his wife had killed tho men. - Tho Herald that aftersubto
addition
sums
tho
larger
noon ran a story apparently
from tho Jourmil.
scribed during the first drive and
The Herald on December 15 carried a story that Mrs. Kutonkn
conto
indicate
gave her version of tho double murder.
The Journal carried contracted simply
much tho same story tho next morning. The Herald enrried a fidence In the proposition.
subA
of
number
story on December 17 with a few new farts. No comprescriptions have been received withhensive summary of tho confession of Mrs. Kntonkn had then
out
are
solicitation.
these
Among
been printed by either paper.
the subscriptions of N. Amrstrong,
Wednesday afternoon, n i Journal
checked
representative
N. M.
through tho full statement nnd prepared n summnrv. The (iul-lu- p of "ICuba.
fully realize what the hotel
Herald had prfnted a great hulk of the information previwill mean to Albuquerque and to
ously.
Feeling, however, that tho story still had news merit, New Mexico," Mr. Armstrong told
the Journal ran it.
If eld, president of the hotel
Had every development tn the Katonkn rase appeared (n the Louis
company, when he called upon Mr.
Journal first, there would havo been no boost about
it in this
Ilfeld to make his substantial subpaper. Tho files of both papers can bo Inspected. The enterscription.
prise of a Journal reporter enabled this paper to present first
Among the larger subscriptions
stories of tho arrest of both Mrs. Kntonka and her
husband.
recently received is that of Juan
We treated them as plain news 'beats.'
Candelaria. sheep grower, and of
Wo members of the Charles Ilfeld comPerhaps we were a week late with a full nummary.
would havo printed It
month from now It It was still of Inter-es- t. pany. A canvass of the county ofAnd wo ore willing thut people In gluss houses should
fices by a committee yesterday netted $750, mostly in second
throw stones.
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OF JANUARY AFTER HARD FIGHT

II

RENEWAL

,

IIOTELCAMPAIGN

one-cro-

.

People Who Live in Glass Houses

WEATHER

s.

-'

'

1

........

'

....

avenue, was
seriously cut and bruised: II. V.
Aievay was hadly injured and a
number of other persons were cut
and bruised yesterday afternoon at
4:10 o'clock when a Ford i:utnmo- bllo driven by Anostacio Trujillo,
411 Wert Atlantic avenue, dashed
Into n. crowd of persons who were
standing at the corner of Central
avenue and North Soeond street
o
waiting tn board a street car.
is hold by police pending re
sults or tne accident.
Miss Welch sustained a fractured
,
and
skull, a dislocated shoulder
other raises and cuts. Hhe and
.Miss Kallog were completely run
over by tho car nnd were taken to
M. Joseph
hospital while in a
condition.
Hr. W. It. Lovelace
operated
upon Miss Welch Immediately upon
her arrival at the hospital and ex
pressed the belief that she had a
chance for recovery.
Tho injuries of Jllss Kallog are
not expected to prove fatal and al
though H. W. McVay was run over
by the car, lie was able to walk to
bis home.
Patrolman Fred Ttenfro, who
on traffic duty at the Central
w;i
and Second street, intersection, immediately took charge of Trujillo
and Hiss Lupita Montano. 410 West
Atlantic avenue, who was with him
In tho automobile.
She wan later
released after being questioned by
Chief of Police
Trujillo
was held at the city Jail to await
the results of the injuries of Muss
Welch. In ease they should prove
fatal, a charge of manslaughter
will be placed against him, Chief
Galusha said yesterday.
Trujillo
slated that he hail attempted to
brakes
but
the
that
apply
they had
not worked.
l'olieeninn Shouts Warning.
Officer Itenfro
stated that n
Trujillo passed the center of the
intersection of the two streets, he
called to him to stop, as he was
driving at a hlgb rate of speed and
in a reckless manner.
Trujillo did
not stop and Itenfro called to the
crowd of people getting on the car.
J. W. Miller, dispatcher for the
street railway company, heard the
rail, looked up and saw the machine dashing toward the crowd
and acting in an instant, threw a
number of persons out of the
street to the sidewalk, probably
saving them serious
injury or
denth.
Tho three who were most seriously Injured were completely run
over by the car, which jamme.1
against another car at the curb
and stopped. The identity of those
who were slisbtly injured has not
heen reported to police, but It In
woman
believed that an elderly
was badly bruised, as tufts nf
gray hair were found on the
street after the crowd had been
1.
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BRITISHAGAINST

Miss Vera Welch Is SeriAWU JAPS FAVOR
ously
Injured;
Many
Others Receive Cuts and
Lord
Lee Presents EngBruises; Driver Is Held.
land's
for
Argument
Mi.s Vera AVeleh, 1314 Kast
Abolishment
of
Copper avenue, sustained injuries
of a critical nature; Miss M. D.
Style of Warfare.
1122 Kant Central

twenty-se-

x
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fn-t- al
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Dally by Carrier or Mall, tt!ic a Month
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When Pal Murdered Slaughter
West Was Rid of Worst Badman
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 22.
(Special.) A prison grudge, ending with a bullet from the night,
brought to a close the long career
of crime by which Tom Slaughter
was known throughout the southwest as "the killer."
Tho target of one of the six men
he had liberated, a few hours before, from tho Arkansas penitentiary at Little Rock, tho desperado died as he had lived, crouching
defiantly in wait for pursuing officers. In the fastness of the Ozark
hills he was shot from behind as
a posse approached
the place
where he lay In hiding.
J. C. Howard, who fired the
shot, was the only white man
among the six liberated by Slaughter in a spectacular escape from
the prison.
"I left the prison with the Intention of getting him the first
chanco I got," was Howard's only
explanation.
Tom Slaughter left behind him
a crimo record that dates back to
his early youth. He was born
ven
years ago at Dallas, Tex.,
and was reared in southern Arkansas. When fourteen years old ho
was convicted of grand larceny
and sentenced to the Arkansas reform school.
Hcenn First Prison Term at 14.
Slaughter served his term, then
s
drifted into Oklahoma. His
for the next few years conof
motor
sisted largely of a series
e
car thefts throughout Texas,
nnd Arkansas. In 1916 he
Tex..
escaped . from the Dallas.
county Jail, one of the largest and
most strongly bull in the southwest, liberating seven other prisoners at tho same time. He was
arrested later in Oklahoma and
sent to tho Texas penitentiary, but
escaped soon after. He was arrested the second time and escaped again.
One of Slaughter's most spectacular escapes was in March, 1918.
With his brother, Dave Slaughter,
he was arrested in Oklahoma and
was being taken to Dallas by two
detectives in a motor car. Slaughter leaped from the rear seat to a
position behind the wheel and
sped away, taking his brother
wllh him.
Numerous bank robberies In
Oklahoma,
Arkansas,
Texas,
southern Missouri and southern
Kansas (n the next two or thn-In
years were laid to Slaughter.
1917, while a prisoner at Nowata,
the
Okla., Slaughter held up
jailer and escaped. He was recaptured and placed in the Bartles-villOkla., prison, where he escaped three days later.
Still another escape was made
from a county Jail near Louisville,
Ky., where Slaughter was being
held on a bank robbery charso.
Slaughter often boasted that he
never would go to thei' electric
chair. With Fulton (Kid) Green
he was attested Octobiii", 1D20,
near Cedarville, Kans., whers !t
was charged, the two woro preparing to rob a bank. Ha was placed
In a jail at Sedan, Kans., for safj
keeping, and later was turned over
to authorities at Hot Springs, Ark ,
where he was alleged to have
killed Row Brown, a deputy sheriff, in a gun battle October 10.
Gets Arkansas I.ifo Term.
After a trial lasting several days
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EDITOR OF LAS
VEGAS PAPER IS
SENT TO PRISON

BCH0QLBU1LDING
BEGANTOSUPPLY
WORK If!

Ill

Total Construction Under
Way Passes Twenty Million
Figure; Will Add
36,271 Seats in Schools.

(Sperlnl rorrespnnilrnin In The .Tniirnnt
Las Vegas, N. M Dec. 22.

io

Duarte, editor of a Spanish
language
newspaper
published
here, was sentenced to from on
year to fifteen months In the state
penitentiary,
con
following hi
viction nr having threatened Man
uel i.niiegos with a gun.
Judge
ieany imposed the sentence. Duarte is under indictments, returned at the present term of court
for criminal libel against Lorenzo
Pelgado. mayor of the town of Las
Vegas, and Manuel D. A. Maese, a
prominent stockman and politician.
jnese cases will not be tried
at the December term, and may be
dropped, since Duarte will begin
serving his sentence soon.
Ignaclo Burrola, convicted
of
holding up a pool hnll here, was
given three to five years In the
state penitentiary.
Lawrence Freeman, aged Id, was
given from one year to fifteen
months In the state reformatory
at Springer. Ho was found
of robbing the cash drawerguilty
of
Juan Ortega, an Fast Side merchant, of over $G0 last summer.
The boy's parents made good the
less when It was found that ho
the guilty person.
Thursday, December 20, Judge
Leahy will pass upon the motion
of Thomas p. Pennington for a
new trial. Pennington was convicted of the killing of .Too Tit,.,i,r,.
here last summer, the verdict
cnarging manslaughter.
Sentence
has been deferred until after the
motion has been acted on. Pennington Is in a sanitarium here.

JOURNAL CAMPAIGN

ENDS

The .Journal Salesmanship ("Inn Camnalirn came to n close
10 o'clock last night. All day yesterday itnri un until the closing hour of the campaign a Ktendy stream of candidates filed
Into Hie Journal office to dcpoMt their reserve votes and final
collections.
At 10 o'clock tlio campaign wnn declared closed and the scaled
and locked bullot box whs again taken to tho Cltlcus National
Bank and deposited in the vaults.
The box will remain there
until tomorrow evening when the nidges will take possession
of It and make the final count.
Today will brlnit a flood of mall from tho energetic workers
In KlsirlctM ,os. 2 and 3 and this will ho placed
In the ballot
As long as tho letters show by
box.
k
were
that
mailed heforu the Hostile hour of campaign, they will hethey
counted.
The results of tho cuniiialjcii will bo announced In tho Journal
Sunday morning.

December 23, 1921.
VARSITY FOOTBALL
MEN GET SWEATERS

ATTACK VALIDITY

at

Cherry and Silver sweaters have

OF KANSAS PLAH

Ifj LABOR COURT

nost-mar-

Hy The AftMiclntrd Prerw.)

Just been distributed to members
of the U. N. M. varsity football

team for their work during the
past season.
The sweaters are of a bright
cherry color, with N M In gray
block letters eight Inches high oi
the front. Gray bands on the
sleeve Indicate the number of yeai
In which the player has won hh
letter with New Mexico's gridiron
eleven.
The sweaters were awarded ti
Captain Frank Sreenleaf, Managet
John Fernstrom, John Popejoy
Tom
Edwin Manes
Popejoy,
Thomas Calkins, Vernon Wilfley
Ogle
Jones, Ralph Hernandez.
Walter Hernandez, Cullen Pearce
Marlon Stinnett, Kenneth Greuter,
Max Fergusson,
George White.
Clifford Bernhardt.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 22. Suit
attempting to prove the Kansas In
dustrial court act unconstitutional
and Invalid will be brought shortly
as the "free silver heresy" being in Kansas at tne instance or the In
SIMPLE FUNERAL FOR
Headquarters of the
"as dead as African slavery," in tornatlonal
Mine Workers of America,
HENRY WATTERMAN TO the United States, he became a United
(Special Correnpoiidence to The Inumnl.)
John L. Lewis, International rjrenl
warm supporter of Bryan
Lec. 22. I'igures
Washington,
He
BE HELD IN FLORIDA
Mr. .Watterson also devoted Some dent, announced lute today.
made public todiiy by the presisaid
Judge J. T. Clarkson, of Albla,
of
his
editorial
social
to
attention
on
dent's conference
counsel for the Unit
unemployment
questions.' He once made a savage Iowa, general
(Continued from Page Ono.)
show that an enormous amount of
Workers Inithe Iowa dla
attack on New York society women, ed Mine
is under way
Hchool construction
numbor
of the union, had
trict,
the war between th states, was a calling them, "a flock of unclean Been directed 11 to
and that a larger additional amount
prepare auch
of
In
one
as
the
has boon authorized
representative
action.
congress fl"nm
Tennessee. It was during this time fondness for display that ruined the
means to give immediate relief to
Mr.
Lewis
made
a
brief state
and a love of champagne and ment
the nation's unemployed. Accordtienry watterson laid the founda men,
regarding general conditions
ruineu
u"
weir
aseventuauy
nn
tlons
for
J" morals.
i,
and prospects in the Kansas coal
ing to the National Educational
of national
sociation, new Bchool buildings are
affairs, he spending
fields, where a contest Is In nrog
His dashing style gave him such ress
much of his time associating with nicknames
between followers of Alexan
going up, or contracts about to be
as "Lltrht Horse Harry"
der
let, to the amount of i!0, 553,250,
Party leaders of that period and In and "Henry of Navarre " He
Howat, whom Lewis deposed
was
needed
close contact with the operation of more
which will provide much
from office as
of district
popularly called plain "Marse 14, U. M. W. Apresident
the government.
October 12, and
Keating capacity for 36,271 pupils.
Take
Watteraon's course In letters and Henry."
miners
officials
union
and
who have
.Reports from nearly every state inAs effectively as he wrote Mr.
dicate that building is being now
Journalism in the national capital Watterson
the
of
Lewis
heeded
orders
in
and
on the public ternatlonal officers
spoke
was interrupted lust as hn nttHlnert
speeded up and that new school enacting at his
His reputation as an direction.
platform.
his majority by the outbreak of orator
The Howat partisans do
terprises are fast assuming workhe not
Its
reached
climax
able shape.
war. witn his rather, he opposed delivered an address at thewhen
removal
the
and a
recognize
dedica
the secession movement but upon tion of the Columbian exposition
Secretary Hoover of the departhearing on a suit, brought In tho
ment of commerce, called upon the
name
of
men
and
Howat
tho declaring of hostilities he re- when he
who were
appeared as the govern- district board officials in district
educational leaders of the nation
turned to his Tennessee home and ment's official
spokesman.
14 under him, has been In progress
nmong the first to do their share in
Joined the army of the confederacy.
books he
Among the several
the movement to relieve unemploy
He served throughout the war, ex- wrote
Ijewls and other In
Mommy.
or
were "Oddities Eince
ment. Not only was aid asked for
officials
ternatlonal
the
and
for a period of ten months of Southerncompiled
cept
Life
and
Character," a Southwestern Interstate Coal
the Jobless, by means of a program
when he established and operated volume of southern humor;
Oper
"The ators' association are
of school building, but also a camdefendants
at
n
Chattanooga.
"The
Tenn.,
War," written in this suit. Upon
paign was started by school chilagreement by
Hehel," a
paper.
concurrently with the events, and attorneys, further
dren to find the millions of small
Mr. Watterson oerved first as an his
hearings were
of deferred
latest
work,
"Compromises
Jobs their parents might have
December
27.
until
to
aide
the
famous cavalry leader Life," a compilation of his lectures,
chores about the farm, buildings to DAIL
Nathan Bedford Forrot
addresses and numerous editorials
EIREANN ADJOURNS tien. was
be cleaned or painted, fences built,
on the staff of Gen. Leon- - from the Courier-Journa- l.
later
clothes mnde over, and scores of
DEBATE ON IRISH PACT mas roiK.
Of his career Mr. Watterson re- CHRISTMAS FREEDOM
tablets j&j?
similar tasks occurring to the active
During the campaign
between cently said:
minds of youngsters.
UNTIL JANUARY THIRD Oenerals
FOR
OFFENDERS
OF
. "I came out of the war like many
Sherman
Johnston
and
Commenting upon these figures.
Watterson was chief of scouts of of the young fellows of the south,
WAR LAW CONSIDERED
Colonel Arthur Woods, chairman of
me eonieaerate army.
(Continued from Fags One.)
a very picked bird, Indeed. In orthe committee on civic and emerg"The Hebel" Instantly achieved der to escape the humiliation of
Be
"Hundreds
said:
measures,
get
ency
(By The Awnclnffd From.)
fith. It had in the meantime be great popularity.
The paper was borrowing from a northern uncle,
of new school buildings are needed come evident
Dec. 22. Christmas
Washington,
I
the
not
that
and
did
outspoken
whose
I
foreapprove,
proceedings
independent,
politics
in every state in the union. Hun- were not
freedom
law
war
for
was
offenders
an end: more ciiouoK in many mines the Louis- went with my watch to an "uncle"
dreds of thousands of school chil- than twentyHearing
a lineal de- who had no politics at all and got given final consideration by Frest
speakers ville Courier-Journa- l,
dren in the lending cities are in had Indicated additional
their
intention to scended to follow It within a few fifty dollars on It, Along with two dent Harding tonight at an after
school only half time for want of talk,
blanket-mateand the tendency years.
who were as poor as dinner conference at the White
seating space. Other hundreds of of all assembly,
General
Abraham Lincoln was said to be myself, I started, or rather revived, House with Attorney
speeches was to increase in
The genuine bears this signature
thousands are seated In buildings
the
length.
great passion of Watterson's publication of an old suspended Daugherty. Announcement of those
whose light and sanitation Is a
Air.
do
selected
It
for
executive
Valera
met
life.
His
the
Nashville.
ure
proat
clemency.
again
on
"Lincoln"
Nothing
was newspaper
mennce to health. Millions are In
of Michael Collins, with delivered In hundreds of cities and could withstand the energy and ar- was said. Is to be made tomorrow.
buildings 111 suited to the purpose posal
At tonight's conference the presstrong opposition
and suggested It was his pride to tell of calling dor which we three threw Into the
and requirements of education as It sitting
We were working for ident was understood to have srone
is now conceived and organized. view tofur into the night, with a on Lincoln the morning of his In enterprise.
Price 30c.
shortening the speeches auguration and of standing beside bread and had to have It. When we over with Mr. Daugherty the digest
Many such buildings added to the and reaching
a decision this week, him at the ceremony.
began there were nine dally papers prepared by the department of Jus-tir- o
larger building programs of the
John
a
treaw oppo
"Let no southern man point Ills struggling for a footing in the lit
containing the history of the
Jlaontee,
cities can be made to create a great
followed de Valera, giving as ringer at me," Mr. Watterson
war violators and to have taken
tide of employment which must cer- nent,
said, tle Tennessee capital. At the end 197 each
one
his
of
reasons
cs.e separately.
for
and
up
were
but
I
because
of
the
there
two,
advocating
canonize
the
year
for
tainly mem better times for
continuous sittings, his belief that he was the one friend Lincoln,
It was thought probable In ofof the
we had at of these ours had
nation and its people."
if
the
dail
tho
circles
ficial
the
that the case of Eutreatv,
rejected
court; wnen mends were most In business. After two years I W!
Some of the ptntes report extenwould follow the dail. He need."
gene V. Deba was considered as an
called to Louisville to take an
sive school building programs as country
concluded by moving continuous
When Watterson
founded the
position on the old Louisville individual raso upon Its wrtts, as
follows: Pennsylvania, $10,. TOO. 000; and
sittings until a de- Journal he made a plea for har- Journal, the paper cf George D. were the other law offender.
New York, $50, 000. 000; South Caro- cisionprolonged
was
reached.
While It was expected that quite
Prentice. Six months later Walter
mony In the couth.
lina, JH. 000, 000: Mfilne, $1,000,000;
The
Indication of the mo- reconstructed himself, heThoroughly
a number of these offenders would
N. HUdeman, who owned the Couall
Kentucky, $1,420,000; South Da- tive forfrank
urged
this course afforded the to follow his course In complete rier, Joined with me In combining be granted freedom high officials
kota, $3,730,000; Utah, $800,000; first test of
the relative strength of submission to the federal govern- the Journal and Courier. Inciden- maintained that there would be no
Connecticut, the
Arizona, $1,321,000;
15 Dny Blr7-and supporters of ment.
opponents
tally this led to the purchase of the general amnesty extended war
$3, "PR. 000:
$400,000. the treaty.
Delaware,
I.arrt stork nt .!..,. . 8nl.- ti. ,
Mr. Watterson always advocated old Louisville Democrat, this publiFlorida, $700,000. These amounts
oviir ihown Id
was
soon seen this procedure a "tariff for revenue
Albuquerque, at reduced
It
cation losing Its Identity entirely.
nre not Included In figures already raised
only,'
an important
technical phrase which he coined, and
which That Is about all "
BROAD mOTCTE
given but Indicate future work.
FINANCE
CORPORATION
TRADING CO..
of
the
consolidation
point, for there are five members finally was adopted by the demo- three
The
MO South Second Street.
two constituen- - cratic party. He was an ardent papers was the first of the great
PF.T T A Pt MVPOW OTtCTTFR-TR- who represented
ADVANCE
APPROVES
OF
It result,f,,t,hPS0 mpmber". friend of drover Cleveland during newspaper combinations.
TONIGHT. COTXF.GF, INX.
L,r ffith, Collins Milroy and Mac- - the hitter's first administration
NEARLY
MILLIONS
KATS
as ed In the first appearance of the
SWEETS- -P ANCI.VG.
Courier-Journa- l,
wm1e
8, 186 8.
November
t,lc
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
president, but opposed Cleveland's
f tlcaty'
?ypp2de
he
the
In
his
Amiorlutrd
Valera,
The
opposes
superintend
early
years
third nomination
Prria.)
(Ity
Women's hats are luxuries anl
De
Valera's supporters His servii e as a public official ed the detail of every department,
22.
Dec.
100 8. Second St.
therefore liable to the luxury tax. treaty. that
Washington,
Approval
Tel. 1847-only one vote each was confined to a fractional term and for more than thirty years "put of 205 advances for agricultural
according to the German minister argued
be
should
debate
and
to
the
thn
allowed,
every
night.
in
press"
He accepted a seat
paper
and livestock purposes aggregating
congress.
of finance.
was becoming
He was born in Washington, v. $6,917,000 was announced tonight
very acrimonious there in 1876-- 7 at the wishes of
Mr. Collins waived any claim Samuel J,
with whom he C, on February 16, 1S40.
by tho war finance corporation.
Give
ififts of when
to two votes. The deputy speaker was closely Tilden,
allied. Mr. Watterson
Tho pians Included:
Colorado,
hardware f o r Christmas. gave a ruling allowing only one. refused
for the full ALBUQUERQUE
BUSINESS $.1,000: Idaho, J13.000; Iowa, J899,-00net
The
of
the
is
vote
two
result
term.
to
for
run
Raabc and Mauer'a, open fold. The
Frequently urged
Montana, $329,000; Nebraska,
country will have an high office he always refused, C0LLFGE IS BOUGHT BY $:S7ii,000: New Mexico, $16,000;
evenings until Christmas.
opportunity of Influencing the vari- maintaining:
and Wyoming, Skill
$602,000,
Utah,
and Learning are In demand.
ous representatives between now
"I shall stay where I am. Office MAY AND HOSKINGHERE $806,000.
Awkwardness and Ignorance comand January and such portions of Is not for me.
In
Beginning
mand
the country as nre doubtful, may, Ulavery to end with poverty It Is
nothing in tho way of
The sole ownership of the AlIt Is expected by some, be Influ- odious to my sense of freedom. "
power.
earning
Business
college hai
This " School
enced In favor of the treaty by the
has
From 1872 to 1892, however, he buquerque
SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED,
SPECIALIZED
Impression that the figures repre- - sat at all national conventions of been purchased by L. A. May and
a
E.
L.
a vote in Its favor.
TEACHERS.
the democratic party as a delegato-at-tnrg- e
The courses are
Hosklng. Mr. May bought
jsent
half Interest In the school eight
d
When the question was put. It
from Kentucky.
He
thorough, modern and complete.
from
months
seen
d
Our
over
Mr."de
In demand and
Goodell,
ago
the
that
convention
are
Joseph
that
students
jwas Immediately
are being placed as fast as they
Tilden In 1876 and was chair at the same time taking an option
Valera, Krskine Childers, Austin
Stack, Charles Burgess and their man of the platform committee In on the other half interest. Under
complete our courses.
the new ownership, the college will
activo supporters all desired to those of 18S0 and 1888.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
name.
same
be
continued
the
the
under
dail
while
Mr.
William
Watterson
Arthur
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
keep
opposed
sitting,
Mr. May leaves for .it. Louis
cost much.
Griffith, Michael Collins, Eamonn Jennings Bryan In his candidacy for
J. Dugan, I'rof. John MacNelll and president In 1896, but In 1900 the tonight to attend the annual
advocates of the treaty were equal- Courier-Journgave him luke- meeting of the National Commer-Teacher- s'
In 1908, however,
ly anxious to afford an opportunity warm support.
association, to bo held
to all members for a breathing what Mr. Watterson denominated December 27, 28, 29 and 30.
Wind Shield Glass-Lumbspace of Intercourse with their
l. 0. BAI.I1HI. ( E I.L'MHKH CO.
as
admitted
who,
Ibon 402
lit Boutb tint Street.
the
debates,
largely
v:ronghout
H'Port the treaty.
The division followed almost, hut
not quite strictly party lines, for
there were some members who
looked solely to the question of
ISpeli it backwards
convenience.
When the final decision Is actu
ally taken the members may be
much closer than the adjournment
figures indicate
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Cold

in One Day

Spanish-America-
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Christmas.

TWO MORE SHOPPING

DAYS

To become fully imbued with that Christmas Spirit
you should have a quiet, restful Christmas Eve.
You know a gift will be successful if you choose it
at Kistler, Collister'& Co.'s.

Beacon Blanket
Robes
$5.85 to $15.00

Why Not a
WEARABLE

Charming styles for women
and misses. Satin and cord
trimmed" blanket cloth, in
floral and conventional patterns. A large assortment of

For Slather, Sister or
Daughter?

colors

and

GIFT
Exceptional values offered as
suggestions.

sizes.

Vari-Colore-

J!

sure you

.v-w-- w

'.eT4

Christmas Sale
Linens

d

Costume Blouses

$7.50,
$12, $25
Smart costume

$6.95
Pure Irish Table Cloths;
72x73
splendid
patterns,
Inches. Friday Special, $0.95

blouses are
developed In crene de chines
and
georgette.
Becoming
modes trimmed In beading,
colored
and fancy
olnlng
stitching.

Pyralin Ivory at prices marked from
d
to
less than today's market prices.
One-Tihr-

s,

One-Ha- lf

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

Wee

two-thir-

edi-torl-

iifaMiiiiii IT
Phone 283

"The Growing Store"

.1

A

'7,

tit,'

useful

0;

IF--

Last
Minute
Christmas

pre-ide-

nom-nnte-

al

There's anyone
In your
Gift list

Suggestions

BE

You can find

Exactly the
Right gift

AUTO

PLUNGES
INTO CROWD AT
SECOND STREET

Some Lloyd Woven
Large Size Fern

LSD
FRESH

Stands

MILK-POWDE-RED

Cedar Chests

Continued from Page One.)

.

MATSOH'S
Central

Gift

Our specialty is
accurate delivery
on Christmas Eve
or Christmas
Morning.

'station. Pending the result of the
injuries of Miss Welch, he will be
held at police quarters or released
on bond.
Tatrolman Renfro declared that
jit appearedMissto him that both Tru- -'
Montano were drivjillo and
ing the car when it passed the
center xt Central avenue. In a
statement to the chief, MifH Montano explained this by saying that
she became scared when she real-- .
lzed the danger of hitting the peo-- ;
pie about to get on the Btreet car
and tried to stop the car herself.
iHhe paid that Trujillo pulled the
emergency brake clear back Just
(before hitting the crowd, but that
It did not seem to work.
She denied that she was driving
the car and stated that she had
only attempted to stop it when she
saw there was danger. According
to her statement, she was walking
from her home when Trujillo, whr
is a near neighbor,
came along
with his car and brought her
to
the business district of the city.
Trujillo Is a student at the vocational training center on Nortn
Second Btreet. He stated that he
had been driving a car for several years and '.hat he knew th
traffic laws of Albuquerque. His
car carries a state license and h
has a city driving license. Patrol-

No ice required

Table Lamp
Floor Lamp
Tea Wagons

Fresh and sweet
when you add
water

Doll Buggies

Dinner Ware
Aluminum Ware
Library Table
Fibre Rockers
Leather Seated
Rockers

WANTED
YOUNG MAN

.

Give

S.

&

H. Green

Stamps

ATSON'Q
200

GIFT

Central

TV.

HEADQUARTERS

Piles Cured in

(I

to U Days.

Druggists refund money If PA0
OINTMENT fails to cure Itching,
Blind, Bleeding
or Protruding
Piles. Instantly
rclloves Itching
Piles. 60c.

Journal want

ads get results

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Knglnecn Founder! Marhlniita.
Castlnsri in Trnn Hr.u 14,..
Inum.
Electrlo Motor. Oil Enirlnet,
I'umni and Irrigation.
Works and Office AJbnqnerque.

,v
J

f

...v

Phone

1057--

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT, s
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST 8THEKT.

ALL

COAL

PRICES

$1.25 PER TON.
FANCY

REDUCED
TRY OUR

EGG

$11.25

AZTEC FUEL COMPANY
Phone 251

1. J.

MILLER, Pres.

To learn a good paying business.
those who regard an

Only

opportunity for
advancement more highly than immediate
salary expected, need apply.

THE RED

'

ARROW

116 SOUTH THIRD

This
66

is-

-

HIS" STORE

'Do not put off until the last minute to
buy
that dift for "HIS" (Christmas
Give the men folks the same consideration

you give the rest of the
ciate it

familythey'll

appre-

Dressing Tables
Pyrex Ware
Mahogany Trays
Electric Cleaners

Our's is essentially a man's store where all
discriminating men buy. Here you'll find lots
of things he needs and would like to have.

Here You Can Find
Something for
Every Member of
the Family.

If you cannot call, phone us your needs.

,

man
Renfro
believes Trujillo
crossed Central avenue at a speed
of about twenty miles an hour.

We

Fourth.

RECEIVED
BY EXPRESS

lorry!

206 West

107 8.

JUST

Overlooked

at

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION

er

Who's been

Don't

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
J O O R N A L OFFICE

.

'

Open Evenings Until Christmas

STRONG BROS.
Furniture

E. L. Washburn Co

Second at Copper

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

Phone

75
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MAN IS KILLED

JURY INSPECTS

SEEKING THEFT
OF LOADED AUTO

RUBYPOSTOFFIGE
IN MURDER Gf iSE
(By The Associated Press.)

Nogulea,

Dec.

Ariz.,

22.

The
Silvan

l'laelno
Jury before which
is being tried on a charge of murder in the superior court here, returned tonight from Ruby, Ariz.,,
where it went today to visit the
where Postmasyo9tofflce-ror- o
ter and Mrs. Frank Pearson were
killed aunnK a raiu iy uauun.s
August 20 last. The charge against
Sllvas alleges that he participated
in the raid during which Pearsons
was killed.
Before the Jury and court officials left for Ruby this morning,
Coupty Attorney A. H. Debe Itiemer
necesdeclared that it would
sary for the party to pass tothrough
Ruby.
Pima county on the way
He asked if court would be dissolved by passing out .of Santa
Cruz county.
of Judge W. A.
On request
the
Connor, who is presiding at Sllfor
trial, A. A. Trlppel, counselnot
take
vas, agreed that he would
might be
any legal advantage that
possible by reason of the court
passing out of the county. The
court in asking Mr. Trlppel to
make the promise pointed out that
the trip was being taken on motion
of counsel for the defendant.
Tho, Jury visited the Ruby Mrs.
where Mr. and
Pearson were killed, where they
viewed the postofflce safe that had
been opened by the bandits with
an axe. The Jury also visited the
homo of Mrs. Rosa Rodriguez toe
determine whether tho postoffiee-Btorcould be seen from her front
door as she testified. She testified
was standing in her front
she
that
the
"door and saw Silvan enter
store with the other raiders. The
in
Arlvaoa,
home
defendant's
where the defense contends Silvas
was during the time of the raid,
was also visited by the Jury.
No testimony was taken during
the trip but the hearing of witnesses will be resumed tomorrow
morning. Counsel for both sides
that they betonight announced
lieved the case would go to the
Jury some time tomorrow.

'

WEIRD CASE' IS

PETE HERMAN LOSES
BOUT WITH MIDGET
SMITH AJNEW YORK
(Bv The Associated Tress.)

UNVEILED WHEN

(By The Associated Press.)
Chicago, Dec. 22. One man was

killed and another captured toWilliam
Policeman
night
by
Naughton after they had kidnaped
an automobile party made up of
Mrs. James Callahan, wife of the
former manager of the Chicago
White Sox baseball
team, her
daughter, mother and father, and
had shot Emil Kroten, the chauffeur.
Members of the party and
Kroten were in an automobile' in
front of the Callahan home. Mr.
Callahan was at the curb. The two
men appeared
suddenly, pointed
revolvers at Kroten as they jumped
on the running board and ordered
him to drive on. Kroten was slow
In obeying and
one) of the men
shot him through the cheek.
The chauffeur then started the
hailed! a passing
car. Callahan
automobile and started In pursuit,
picking up the policeman.. As the
pursuers drew near the men Jumped from the Callahan car. Policeman Naughton opened fire and the
men did likewise.
One of the men was shot through
the head, dying instantly, and the
other surrendered. The dead man
was identified by his companion as
Carl Gilbert of Omaha, Neb. The
man l who surrendered gave his
name as Claude Thomas of Seattle,
Wash.

RQTAR1ANS HEAR

ISICPROGRI;

MM

AGED

DIES

(By The Associated Tress.)

Seattle, Wash., Dec. 22.
came with a rush today in the
case of Ferdinand Hochbrunn,
in
wealthy aged man found dead but
his apartment here yesterday,
solve
the
tn
,aa oHonmira
mystery of his slaying. Hochbrunn
aeau. iwu
oeen
had
seemingly
months.
First among developments were a
with
variety of facts connected whom
Miss Clara Elizabeth Skarin,
nAti.nra eai,i Mnphhrunn had de
scribed as a ward, and who had
lived in his apartment ior u. nine.
Miss Skarin, whom the neighbors
said had had access to the Hochbrunn apartment recently, was
found by the police to be in reality
Tjnhprt Wlnborn. having mar
ried' a barber of that name in Ann
Arbor, Mich., about two years
The wedding was performed while
hmk,. n.'ia in his death bed and
pneumonia claimed him soon after
ward.
The woman left for San Bernaracdino, Calif., late in November
W. t,.
cording to her aunt, Mrs. accomDatesman, who Baid she
panied her niece to the train.
The police discovered WinOorn
was dead when they began to unravel the circumstances following
in attack make by a former Mrs.
Wlnborn on Miss Skarin three years
was
ago. In this Miss Skarin the
wounded, her mother slain, and own
her
died
by
first Mrs. Wlnborn
hand.
Information that Hochbrunn had
been attacked by some unknown
alperson about an equal time ago
by the police.
so was obtained
Hochbrunn was said to have feared
this assailant, whom he knew well.
Meanwhile, all up and down the
Pacific coast, officers were searchsigning
ing for the person who,
to telegrams
Hochbrunn's name
mans
dead
and imitnting the
has been obtaining the
income from Hochbrunn's property
(.
for several weeks.
i,-- a

"

SUPPORT HOTEL
Members of the local Rotary
club held their regular Christmas
program yesterday noon, being entertained chiefly with a series of
excellent musical numbers. Christmas presents were given the club,
consisting chiefly of horns, drums
and other toys. The presents were
later placed in a bag for delivery
to the orphanage.
Maurice Klein opened the program with a solo, "O Fair New
Mexico." Mrs. Faw was at the
piano. Mrs. K. J. Ualdridge presented a vocal solo with violin
by Miss Dorothy Cameron
and accompaniment by Miss Norma
Williams.
Btortz sang "Pale
Miss Grace
Moon." Miss Cameron offered a
Klein closed
Maurice
violin solo.
with another solo.
Announcement was made that
David S. Rqsenwald had twenty
hotel workers as hia guest, Addresses were made by W. A. Kele-he- r,
Louis Ilfeld, Henry Coors,
Sidney Weil and Mr. Rosenwald.reThe last speaker sought to
cruit workers for the hotel drive
from among Rotary's ranks. He
announced that on Tuesday all the
male help at the Rosenwald store
would assist in the campaign. In
Rotarlans volunall, twenty-thre- e
teered for a day'a service.

TRAVELERS SHOULD
TAKE PRECAUTIONS
AGAINST SMALLPOX

"Holiday travelers should make
sure that they are Immune to
vaccination,
through
smallpox
declared Dr. Frederick J. West,
countv health officer, when speakin travel during of tho Increaseseason.
ing the Christmas
Although this locality has been
epidemic
fortunate in escaping an
of the disease many of the suroutare
suffering
states
rounding
breaks and thousands of cases arc
condition
reported. The congested
of the trains is an added reason
for extra precautions at this time
of year. Dr. West urges that persons who intend traveling at this
time and who have never been vaccinated, or who have not been
vaccinated for a number of years,
take the precaution before leaving
I
the city.
MIXING APSAYKIl DIES.
J. H. EVANS, FORMER
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 22.
IRRIGATION" OFFICIAL, John Van Tuyl, 67, mining engineer and for more than thirty
MOVES TO ALBUQUERQUE years mining assayer in Colorado,
died here today. He had lived in
K. M.. Dec. 22.
T.nk rvitcpd
Minneapolis for the past three
T TT WvnnH. whn served
years.
as secretary of the Elephant ButteuiIrrigationTondistrict in tne general will
enico. fnur vpars.
Join the U. S. biological survey Jan
uary 2, to extena tne gpnur mm
to

22. Midget
New York, Dec.
Smith of New York was given tho
neiman,
Judge s decision over
former bantamweight champion,
rotinl
fifteen
their
of
at the end
but in Madison Square Garden tonight.
Herman, who apparently was
not at his best, employed wide
Ha
open tactics against Smith.
fared well in the earlier rounds
Into
him
but his carelessness led
many tight places, and he was
worsted In the hard exchanges.
In the third round Smith cut
Herman's lip and eye with hard
Orleans
rights. The little New but
had
boy rallied in the tenth,
tired and his blows had little effect.
Herman weighed .118 pounds
and Smith 119
Gene Tunney, light heavyweight
champion of the A. E. F., knocked
out Eddie O'Hare, a former sparring partner of Dempsey, in the
sixth round of their preliminary
bout.
Jack Renault, claimant of the
Canadian heavyweight title, received the Judges decision over Al
Reich eight rounds. Dave Rosenberg, New York middleweight, re- New Mexlcoi with headquarters at
ceived the Judge's decision over
'
Jimmy Darcy, Portland, Oregon, In Albuquerque.
a
.vManM nf ttin nnnreclation
eight rounds.
in which
esteem
of his work and the
he Is held by the directors of the irEXTRAORDINARY SCENE
rigation district, a' special commit
a., croon,
of
consisting
IN DAIL WHEN MOVE tee, i,i.4-T
And
I.
... Tovlnr
w.
"j
inrucin,
offered
the
following
UP
IS
McKamy,
TO ADJOURN
resolution at the last meeting or
was adopted
which
the. hoard,
London, Deo. 22. According to .nHlmmialv.
fiRSnnlatfnn
ttiA
in
Trps
ArnrV
"Whereas, 'Governor' J. H. Evans
from Dublin, extraordinary scenes has served the Elephant Butte irrioccurred in the dall over the ad- gation district faithfully and well,
journment mption.to A reference by
the length of and"Whereas, he has now been ofArthur Griffith
Mary MacSwiney's speech brought fered and has accepted a more
Miss MacSwiney to her feet with a
nnoitinn with the United
tearful remark:
States biological survey, be It
sat
r
I
days
"For seventy-fou'"Resolved, by tne directors or me
Brixton
Butte irrigation districtthrough Brixton (meaning
Elephant
.
a
have
I
I
think
and
right
...... -mr Rtncerft- snnre,t.n,
avnfoaa
prison)
a
tllttt
to speak for the honor of my na- elation and thinks for the faithful
tion."
work of 'Governor' Evans ana exAnother Incident occurred when tend to him, individually and colthe Countess Marklewlcz referred lectively, our best wishes for sucto Michael Collins as having faced cess In his new position."
Premier Lloyd George night after
night until Mr. Collins was worn SELIGMAN SUGGESTS
out and weary. To this, according
to the Press association, Mr. ColEARLY MEETING OF
lins retorted:
out
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
and
worn
never
was
"I
weary."
JOUSNAU
"Well, he admitted that he was
(PtClM. OISPSTCM TO MOM1M
somewhat befogged," retorted the
Santa Fe, Dee. 22. Arthur
i.
democra-of
countess.
the
chairman
has
Dtnfa oonfrnl
committee,
"I did not," shouted Mr. Collins.
Rays a written the members of the comThe Press association
veritable babel of voices followed mittee asking for their suggestions
ultimately
am tn the most suitable ana con
the exchange but that
Countess Markiewlecz apologized to venient date to hold a committee
Mr. Collins.
meeting some time eariy next
the oryear. The idea is to get on
ORCHFS-THthe
RAINBOW
DEI.TA
ready 'ta "get
ganization
TONTGnT. COTJ.F.GTC INN. Job" In the next campaign, which
as
KATS SWEETS DAXCING.
already has been opened insofar
some of the foreslghted and ambiconcerned.
of
ts
are
Give
tious candidates
gif
Christmas. Cordell Hu, national chairman,
hardware f o
visit New Mexico ai me um
Raabe and Mauser's, open will
of the meeting and make an address to the committee.
evenings until Christmas.
2.

I

i
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VALERA'S COUNTY IS
FAVORABLE TO PACT
WITH GREAT BRITAIN

SHORT SPORT

(IJ.V The AnxoHntrd Trpsi.)
Philadelphia. Pa., Dec. 22. Tak
Knnls, Ireland, Dec. 22 (by the
ing the final block of his
Clare
match with Koger Conti, French Associated
Press). The
billiardist, Jake Schaefer, worlds county council, the constituency of
18.2 balk line champion, easily won Kamonn do Valera, today voted 17
the match tonight, with a total of to 5 for the treaty between Ireland
2,888 points to 2,120 for Conti.
and Grei.t Britain and requested
Mr. de Vnbra to use his Influence
Denver, Colo., Dec. 22. Morris for the imtintcnance of the naSchlatter, of Omaha, was disquali- tional unity.
fied on a foul in the fifth round of
The resolution admitted that
a scheduled twelve-roun- d
bout here there wero grave objections to the
tonight with Frankle Murphy, of trenty but declared there was no
on even rational alternative to its accepDenver. They fought
terms for four rounds, although the tance.
referee repeatedly cautioned Schlai-fe- r
the
"Rejection of the
for striking low. The men are resolution added, "wouldtreaty,"
be almost
welterweights.
certain to involve us In a war of
annihilation, because our people
Duluth, Minn., Dec. 22. Howard Mil be divided, and because world
Mayberry, of Duluth, decisively opinion, instead of being with us
outpointed "Demon Joe" Rivera, of as at present, will be against us."
d
Pueblo, Colo., in a
bout here tonight, accoid- a majority of the sport critics. FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
lig to are
bantamweights.
They
MRS. SIMMS WILL BE
22. Ralph
New York, Dec.
AT 2 O'CLOCK TODAY
Greenleaf, pocket billiard champion, tonight won the second block
of his 450 point title match from
The funeral of Katherine Mather!
Arthur Woods, of Minneapolis, 148 Pimnis, wife of Albert Gallatin
unan
to
86. Greenleaf had
points
Simms, will be hold this afternoon
finished high run of 56. Tho cham- at 2 o'clock from tho Simms resi-- ,
pion's total score for the two blocks dence on North Fourteenth street.
played is 305 against Wood's 219. Ferviees will be conduced by the
The match will be resumed tomor Right Reverend Frederick R. How-- ;
row.
den. Rurlnl will be In Farview
cemetery, The following have, been
22.
Dec.
Ala.,
Birmingham,
chosen to not as pnll bearers: Rob-- ;
Stanislaus
heavyweight ert K. Diets, IT. B. Jamison, Roy
Zbyszo,
world champion
wrestler, threw McDonald, 'Pierce
I. N.
Goho Gobar, Hindu grappler, twice Sprecher nr Charles Hrdey,
Roehl.
here tonight, winning both falls
Mr. and Mrs. F. L,. Iovelace. Mrs.
easily.
Simms'
and mother,
and her brother, Richard Mather,
from
are
here
Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
STATE APPROVES NEW
to attend tho funeral. C. T. French
is in' charge.
STOCK ISSUE PLANNED
BY PULLMAN COMPANY
IIAnTKY MVDS WATTEItSOJT.
I,ondon, Dec. 22 (by tho Ass(flppplftl Corrfspondrnre to Th. Journal
Santa Fe, Dec. 22. Governor ociated Press). Ambassador HarMechem and the New,Mexico state vey, commenting today on the
corporation commission have ap- death of Col. Henry Wattersnn,
n
death of Colonel
proved the rullrnan company's ap- said: "The
marks the end of a marplication for authority to lssuo
American
career. lie was
$15,000,000 additional stock. This velous
of the most talented an versaapplication was made to the Inter- one of
men
tile
nnd
more
a
which
state Commerce commission,
loyal friend
always refers such applications to never lived."
the several governors and state
Journal Want Ads bring results.
corporation commissions, to
whether there are any obProceeds
of
Issue.
to
the
jections
this issue will be used tn purchase
the plnnt and business of the Haskell and Barker Car company, of
CEO
New York.
ffKSS
IIATF MIIiMOX TO CHARITY.
St. I,nuls, Mo., Dec. 22. Georrre
W. Brown, pioneer St. Louis shoe
Ur. L:uui has abMulute proof that tu
manufacturer who died in Tucson, berculosis
can be healed In all climates
Ariz., December 13, left half his by THE INHALANT METHOD. RosuUt
.
estate, estimated at about one are
For further particulars
million dollars, to charity and the address THE INHALANT METHOD CO.
other half to his widow, according Suite 609 Utilim Leaeua Bldg., Koy No.
to his will filed for probate today. 32, Los Angeles, Calif.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

re

December 23rd
Friday,
DOLLAR
OF THEM IN
GIFTS-SCO- RES

mawfcf
l
For wjmen; neat hemstitched edge, embroi- Q-dered corners, in white and colors. 3 in a box. . . . tpX
68c Women's Sport Handkerchiefs in shades of Copen
hagen, rose, pink, heho, and reseda ; lines and
fine lawns. Two for
30c Women s Initial Handkerchiefs. Good
(T l
tPA
quality, fine lawn Handkerchiefs. 5 for

431

$1

SHIRTING MADRAS
light grounds with
colored stripes, assorted

BLEACHED BATH TOWELS
Good weight, hemmed ends;
size 18x38. 4 for

36-in-

$1

60c

nation-wlrte-

KIMONA

36-inc-

h

,6 to 46.

1

SI

Each

$

85c KAYSER KNIT GLOVES

CHILDREN'S

Knit of
yarn in white only;
plain and fancy weaves;
all sizes. 2 pair
ij)X

KID GLOVES

Broken lines of Children's Kid Gloves.

all-wo- ol

Tho flreal national need today Is the
nbility to relax mul relieve tension. Every
man. woman and child should relax at
least 15 minutes each day.

...$1

yards

CHILDREN'S COVERALLS
Made of fast color, heavy blue denim,
rea trimmed; size
1 to 8. Pair

SILKS

in tan, Copenhagen, reseda, old
rose, and gold. Yard

RELAX

-

tpJL

beautiful color combination

36-inc- h,

3

Values to $2.25 Bandeau Brasseriers
Satin and Webbing; sizes

English
(T-

fancy

ch

patterns.

NAINSOOK

Extra fine quality
Nainsook; white and
colors. 2'2 yards

HjflKW
n

SPIRIT

THE STORE OF CHRISTMAS CHEER

Wat-terso-

1

Ji me

Golden

3,200-pol-

Tan, brown and

(T-

red.

rt

--

Pair

t

fnmni."

w

.

V

t.

r

JUST PISH THJE

DRUG

STORE

Wants Your Order for

This famous
chair
encourages restful relaxation.
You sink
into it (tratefuilv.
Pull out the
Ieer Rest
push tothea famous
"Push Tiutton" and recline
nosition
of perfect rest. Release the button and
the back locks. No strain to anv tiosl
tion. Just "Push the Button" a patented
and exclusive ltoval feature.

$1

"Push-the-Butto-

1- -

m Suggestions

mm

ior

Christmas

$1.75 Infants' Knitted Sacques
All wool, white with pink and
d
blue trimmings. Each

ve-lo- ur

1

1

to $1.50 Lace Collars"
Venetian Jace collars, and collar and
cuff sets, assorted

patterns.

star

Pajamas

rul?Nrrtjrc

UBW.OOkO AVE.

Lounging Robes
House Coats
Bath Robes

mm

PMONt 409 W

LiggettV-Gut- h's

Sweet's

and Martha Washington Candies

Phone us your order and let us deliver it.

BUTT'S
The

DRUG

ft

STORE
Store

FIRST and CENTRAL
Two Phones, 63 and 65.
Free Delivery

for

Daintily made of white organdie, d j
Each
etc., lace trimmed.
tpl.
--

DX

Pink and blue, wash satin lace
and net combinations. Each. .

P3

mm

color combinations.

2

j)X

CHILDREN'S

KNIT GLOVES

Red, navy, brown and grey.
2

J

(--

yards.

$1

pair
TWEEDIE

$X

yards

vX

HAIR BOW RIBBONS

All good patterns, in
plaids, checks and
plain colors.
5

l

(t--

.

Beautiful quality satin and taffeta
Ribbons, width to 6 inches; gool

25c GINGHAMS

m

BOOT TOPS

Broken color line.
Pair

(J-

-j

...v.. ... $X

Cravats
J,

Mufflers
Slippers
Silk Shirts

Special

Grips
Suit Cases
Hose

'

Values to $2.50 Bead Necklaces
Even and graduated Beads, all (Ilengths, and colors. Each

Excursion Fares
I.

WASHBURN

Values to $1.50 Stamped Goods
Includes Gowns, Combinations,
D1
Scarfs, etc. 2 for. . .

BLANKETS
$1.45 NURSERY CRIB
Several
30x40.
size
Cortex finish,
colors
to
select
from;
patterns
pink and blue. Each
59c BATH TOWELS
Heavy weight, double thread
2
size
for....tDX
22x45.
bleached;
(J-

V

On Sale December
1921
Final return limit January 4, 1922
22-23-2-

.

-

vX

Holiday
"V

'Here's the famous list we carry

2

co.

Night Robes
Belts

Handkerchiefs

"J

Values

Your Credit Is Good at the

VALUES TO $2.50 TEA APRONS

$1.35 BOUDOIR CAPS

vl

Modern or Period deslsrns oak or
finish tanestry. fine leather
or fabricated
leather coverings
Prices moderate.
Fullv guaranteed. See
a demonstration at the Star
Furniture Co
Get Your Roval Easy Chair in time for
Christmas.

HIS'

.

Candy

$1

Values to $2.50 Women's Union Suits
All wool, wool mixed and fleece lined
Union Suits; sizes
38 to 44. Suit

BUTTON

Madras Shirts

BUTT'S

tyjL

Ti

,

useful

-l

(T-

. . .

$1.45 Misses' and Children's Felt
Slippers, all colors and sizes. Pair.

ct.

A

$2 Women's "Daniel Green" Felt
Slippers, all sizes, in grey only. Pair.

4,

Fares will apply where
y
rate is $25.00 or less. The min-

T6 $1.95 MEN'S TIES

VALUES
Men's

Ties, knit,
crepe and Brocaded Silks. Each
Four-in-Ha-

nd

Ji

J)X

$1.25 BAR PINS
Diamond finish, safety clasp,
Rhinestone settings. Each

Q--

J

DX

one-wa-

COMPANY
Albnqncroue'B
Exclusive Clothiers

imum excursion fare

$2.50

being1

Including

Here is your opportunity

cordovan,

grasp it
Let me give you details, actual ratea.
Phono 204

and

get your

Values to $1.75
Women's Silk
Hose

GO!!
reservations.

R. W. HOYT, Agent.

Albuquerque.

plain,
white
also

and black;
fancy weave in
brown.

Pair.

.

$1

BUSTER BROWN HOSE

For boys and girls; fine
and heavy ribbed, brown
and black; all
. J)X
sizes. 4 pair. . .

...

NO C. O. D.'s, REFUNDS OR PHONE ORDERS
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1

CSte.

START PROBE OF

I

1.

the phoposel?

poik-powe-

"

ii

OP3F0RTHEPHQFJC
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REHST

iTXt
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NEAR EAST HAS
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r

REACHED NORM

L

to develop the Iron and silver
mines In the Harchute valley, on
condition that 50 per cent of the
capital be Turkish. A large part
of the Greek population left the
territory within twenty days of
the sighing of the compact.
The French evacuation was regarded as a
day by the
entire population. Adana, the scat
of the government,
decided
to
commemorate it as an annual pub
lic festivity. A general
holiday
was declared and the shops closed.
All private and publio
buildings
were bedecked with green and red"
flags. It had been announced that
the new nationalist governor would
arrive at the residence house at
noon.
The narrow picturesque
streets began to pack at 8 a. m.,
with eager crowds.
At the appointed hour the governor, dressed In military uniform,
in the midst of the
appeared
throngs. Immediately a deafening
yell filled the air as an expression
of the people's loyalty to Mohammedanism and to Kemal Pasha.
Speeches were then delivered and
the usual official ceremonies held.
The new governor delivered a long
address.
He reviewed the events of the
red-lett-

RETAIL PRICES

POLITICAL LIFE
(By The AsRoclatftd

Too
Cost of Necessities
Claims
Attorney
High,
General; to Act Through
Several Channels.

Preffii--

Adana, Clllcia, Dee. 22. The
Near East, which experienced
many turnovers during the great

war. Is now settling down to what
may be regarded as political normalcy. England has already rid
herself of Mesopotamia and Trans- jordanla and now France has re
leased Ctllcia.
By an agreement reached be
tween Franklin Bouillon, representing the French government
and Mustapha Kemal Pasha, the
entire province of Celicla is handed back to the Turkish nationalists.
In return one French company
has received a lease on the Bag
dad railroad between Bozanti and
Nessibir and another a concession

assured his
"Turkey's mighty
world
the
thought
power which
had waned is now in reality in the
Continuing he said:
ascendancy."
"With the sword we fought and,
won our great empire; with the
sword we shall fight until we re
gain all we lost."
past five years and

hearers that

During the whole of the Christ
mas holidays the people of rural
France leave a portion of bread out
on a table night and day, in the belief that the Madonna may come in
to share it.
CUT

Tins

OCT Tt IS WORTH
MONEY.
Blip, enclose with Bo
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
for pains In sides and beck; rheu- natism, backache, kidney and blad
der ailments; and Foley Cathartic
ablets, a wholesome and thorough
ly cleansing cathartic for constipaheadaches, and
tion, biliousness,
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere,

Cutout this

(By The Asuoclnted rrrm.)
Washington, Dec. 22. Federal
of retail prices
investigation
charged in various parts of the
country for food, fuel, shoes and
clothing was initiated today by Attorney General Daugherty. He ordered Director Burns of the bureau
of Investigation of the Justice department to assign men at once
t obtaining data on retail prices.
Mr. Daugherty declared prices of
necessities were too high and that
in some instances profits of rei.i)iin mi! M'i'l .mK$ HffVrfW"1 .fIL:'l"."l't"J'!,"Mil""l!.S'?'!'Jll'!''l ;yfisyP,wp!ftMy!lif jiisJ. nmmmm ,4mtnip
nijpumiMi
'
THE END OF THE " YFIP ' DISPUTE
tailers were "unconscionable."
OLD KINb" GOBBLER M 6IFT 70 PRES.
P1Y OLD HEM "
UNDlRUOOO'FfiRflER-NEflIt would never be possible, he
HERB
"BETWIXT THEM BOTH THEV CIE4PE0
7RMmWN6
UNION BRICK'NA
WL TON &REEN-Oasserted, to get prices down Co
IB0MIM6
THE PL UTS
NO IICKSQ TUB.
CPPS7T1HS ?
SRYS HE OWNS El HEN THHTLPVS
r
v- the
level, but with wages
lUffvimrL
VCrcwvo
PLnTTEff QLCffN "
rwo
TO
NOT
BE
OP
TO
BE
of
WE
THPTS
foodstuffs
costs
lowered and the
HE NOW IMS P BREED WHICH HP J
t
DOiOnN-INl7- f
to
OlS PNC T REP WHITIPND BL UEKtPNtL S
reduced, he was determined
learn whether the present "badly
NOBLER TO SlPFeP
HE HPS SENT flil EH ft 70 TH PPEWEBlX
C.$!i$sZ
;
proportioned" retail prices should
the x- - TODie-rfo&um&m
'II
maintained.
BE 0 TUFFED PHD rXW.
be
I
Mr. Burns was Instructed also to
ROPS TED TO FEED
have his men obtain in various loTH PRESIDENT
calities the retail prices of genOR TO LIVE
eral foodstuffs, such as meats,
70
butbread
and
beans,
provisions,
ter, fuel, shoes and clothing and
:l
and to make schedules.
Reports
on
wholethe
will also be gathered
sale prices of wheat, beef and
meat, in order, Mr. Daugherty exfill
might
plained, that comparisons
be made of the costs of these commodities with the retail prices.
Action to remedy price condiJust received; Both Silk and Wool $1.25 Shirts, at.
85c
declared,
tions, Mr. Daugherty
would be taken through several
Hose.
;
$2.00 Shirts, fine Kepes and
.
channels. In the muin, he said, the
. .
Madras
situation was a local one and the
$1.35
. . . .
. .B5C, $1.00
.
WOOL .
states would be asked to aid. Sec$4
g.jk
gtriped
he
be
added, would
tt
retary Hoover,
invited to Join in the efftftt to lowCords, finest materials
Silk, with clocks. . . .
:. .$1.00
$2.85
er prices, while it was believed
that the publication of the comand retail
parative wholesale
prices would do much to remedy
high prices.
'
Three pairs 50c Silk Lisle, at. . .$1.00
Organizations of retailers In difValueS t0 $10-00- SIMON B1B0, PIONEER
'
ferent parts of the country were
Pure Wool, $1.00 Hose, at. . . . . 65c
I
I
NEW MEXICAN, IS ILL
blamed by Mr. Daugherty for high
RAILROAD
to
Hose
Values
Silk
at
and
.
80c
.
. .$7.45
$1.25
$15.00.
fancy
plain
prices. These associations, he declared, were formed
"by smart
Simon Bibo, an old pioneer of
men who sold a scheme to defeat
New Mexico, now living in San
"15" Theater The Famous Play- the laws by perfecting an organi-ratio- n
IS OE Francisco,
British Producers, Ltd.,
Calif., has been stricken
for fixing prices which conwith paralysis, and Is in a serious
present a Paul Powell production,
cealed its real purpose under a
45c Regular $3.50 Gloves, at. . . . . .$2.15
- Lies, "
75c fine Silk Four-in-Hancondition, according to word which
with David
Dangerous
declaration of a desire to help
His left
reached here yesterday.
title role. It is a Par
fine
to
65c Regular $4.50 Gloves, at. . . . . .$3.45
silk
$1
$1.25
competition."
side Is affected and he has lost the
n II i. UHU 'amount picture. Also Monty Bunks
The department, he stated, Infinest Silk and Knitted Tie3.85c Fine lined Auto Glovexs, regular
DONE
$1.50
use of his arm and leg. He Is one km
two
eacelul
a
Alley,'
tends to "get these smart fellows"
of the earliest white settlers of
. .$2.45
$3.50 kind, at.
dy.
$2.00 Silk and Knitted Wrinkle-proo- f
while at the same time recosnizing
New Mexico and Is known to many
Lyric Theater-- -, The Goldwyn
. .$4.15
the best in the new shapes. . .$1.15 Regular $6.00 kind,
that many innocent merchants
.
state.
in
the
"All's
to
the
Fair
people
A
Corporation
throughout
presents
Christmas
pilgrimage
had been imposed on by them. He SOUthWeStem Part CI State Luve,"
from
the
stage
adapted
to
hear
mecca
tho
musical
of
stale
declared himself in favor of trade
IT. J. Heinz & Co. will have their 8RI
"i ne iiriaal i'atn, ' uy
world - famous contralto, representative, at Daily's Cash and
Sees Only Active Con- success,
organizations which confined operThompson Buchanan; also "Back the
Bchumann-Helnations to Improving their service,
Ernestine
Chris- Madame
From the Front," a two-reCarry today to demonstrate their
struction in Nation; 400 tie
but he asserted they would not be
who appears here in con- products.
comedy.
allowed to fix prices or apportion
28
on
December
cert
the
at
armory
Miles to Es Spanned.
Pastime Theater "God's Couni
will be made by hundreds of New
territory among their members,
try and the Law," a James Oliver Mexicans
thus stifling competition.
from all parts of the state.
Is
Curwood
Amuckited
The
being
picture,
repeated
Tress.)
(By
Trade associations generally, he
large delegation is
Wichita. Kans., Dec. a:. The today; also "Tho Nuisance," with A particularly from
said, were showing a commendaSanta Fe for
coming down
as the star.
in
built
now
Aubrey
railroads
Jimmy
being
only
ble willingness to confine activithe occasion.
United States are two In numties to the lines suggested by the the
It is probable that between 150
ber and both are in southwestern
Ave.
114
520
Justice department as in conformiand 200 Santa Fe people will come
to tho m;in who BEDDING NEEDED BY
Kansas,
according
ty with the law, but where the is building
here for the concert. Ernest
O. P. Hyers.
them,
THE
CHARITY
COLONY
and A. S. Kirkpatrlck, repredepartment's advice had been disare the Kansas and Oklaho
and Ointment to clear Dandruff aniHtrhhiar.ttc.
sentatives of the Apollo club, which Soap
regarded, It had been necessary to They
each. ampltia(ro(0tlara,0pk.X.H-ldDUftig,
ma, a 2.5 mllo lino lrom morgan,
reinstitute proceedings under the Okla.,
have
is
After
"
concert,
the
new
six
frame
staging"
placing
Just across the Kansas line,
in
Sherman anti-triFe
to
a
from
act.
Santa
turned
in
the
bureau
charibuildings
of
trip
thence
and
west.
to
Kans.,
Liberal,
The decision of the supreme o Baca and Las Animas, Colo., with ties colony, tho bureau has found the interest of the entertainment.
court Monday in the hard wood Trinidad
as the ultimate objective; that there is not sufficient bidding They report enthusiasm for tho
to supply the new quarters. One musical treat and commendation
case, which defined the general and the Wichita Northwest,
exscope of activities of trade associa- tending 144 miles across three case ln particular is in urgent need for Albuquerque who took advanttions, he added would do much countit-3- from Pratt to Kinsley and of immediate attention in this mat- age of the prima donna's visit to
to remove uncertainty as to the ex- Larned, which
is completing a thir- ter. Although through the Elks' the city to arrange the concert
act application of the law to the teen mile stretch
Parties from Santa Fe to Albufrom north of clothing drive, there is plenty of
activities of trade associations and Lamed to La Crosse where It will wearing apparel, there Is a great querque for the concert will be
headed
would enable accurate definition have connection with the Missouri lack of blankets, comforters, and
by Governor Sterritt C.
of what practices were legal and Pacific railroad. Trains have been so on.
Mechem, Mrs. E. J. Fisher, Mrs. W.
which were illegal.
Upon being notified, either Rabbi Ci. Sargent, Dr. E. W. Fisk, Arthur
operating on this road for several
will Sellgman, Mrs. Harry Bowman,
years, although tho project is far Bergman or Captain Guest furHobert L. Ormsby. the Rev. W. M.
gladly call for any bedding r
from completed.
to
niture
available.
Trowbridge, "Wes" Connor, Miss
"As far as I have been able
Mugler, E. Dana Johnson, Brian
find out, or as rhown by the records
Boru Dunn, Bertha Cruder, Mrs.
of tho Interstate commerce comNEW
ROAD
DRAGS
FOR
Minnie Brumback and others
mission in Washington, these are
jor STRONG, STURDY. FUN LOVING. BOYS and GifUS
all
REPAIR IN MOUNTAINS of In order to assure seats for
the only linns under construction
of
the
the
members
Mr
said
in
the
t'nited
States,"
now,
audience the local sale will close
Hyers, who is president, general
and effective repair work when all of the Wats have been
manager and construction superin onRapid
within
the
road
canyon
Tijeras
spoken for. Aftuquerqtie patrons
tendent ef both companies.
Manzano national forest will are
advised to purchase their
Construction of the Kansas ana the
be
now
after
possible
immediately
tickets at once lest they lose out at
out' of Liberal will con- snows and rains. Three road
OVER HIGH WALL Oklahoma
drags
es the New Mexico Phonthe
door,
tinue all winter, weather permit- have been received from District
where tickets are
ting, Mr. Byers said. This month Engineer A. E. St. Morris for use ograph shop
available, will be closed Sunday and
an entire trainload of steel mils in accordance with an
agreement
are no reserved
There
Monday.
B.t The
arrived and more than 14,000 ties mado between the
Prms.)
forest service seats. The doors will be open at 7
iSfcTl.
tr MESH
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 22. Hiram are piled at intervals along the right and
the state highway department o'clock end the concert will begin
Phillips of St. Louis, consulting of way.
several
The
weeks
of
work
8
at o'clock.
ago.
Mr. Eyers Is a type or ranroan
engineer on the new 2,000,000 wa
the roads will be done
ter system here, was instantly man of the "old school." His ex- dragging
A Shoe with SERVICE TIPS
of Forest
Would never Wear Qui
Toledo, Ohio, boasts of the .largkilled. Mrs. Phillips was severely perience dates back more than under the supervision
safe
est goldfish hatchery In the world.
Injured and L. B. Hitchcock, city fortv vears when he worked as a Hanger Warnock at Tijeras.
Like
This
Like This aa- -"
Lflst year the firm controlling the
engineer, was badly bruised when laborer on the old Kansas and Pa
Lady June Butler, 20 years old. hatchery shipped 25 carloads of
an automobile In which they were cific now the Union Pacific line
JiiBt published a book of goldfish and 20 carloads of flsh
through this state. Ho was a su- who has
riding plunged over a
ln England, inherits her lit- globes,
on the Verde high- perintendent of construction on thes, poems talent
retaining wall
ancl
slioes
"cr
on
from her mother, Lady
Hoys
erary
way, 1 hirty-flv- o
miles northeast of Hock Island across Kansas to
been a recORCHKS-TItTtET.TA HATXHOW
Texas, ln the middle 'SO's. He Carrick, who haslong
Phoenix, today.
on
the
literature
ognized
TONIGHT.
Southern
and
IXN.
rOIXFGK
authority
the
Hutchinson
built
The two engineers, accompanied
EATS SWEETS DANCING.
by Mrs. Phillips, left hero this railway, from Hutchinson, Kans., to of Ireland.
morning in an automobile driven Blaekweil, Okla., now a part of the
by Hitchcock to make the final In- Santa Fe system.
The counties through which the
spection of the new water svstem
before the water from the Verde Byers lines run, are heavy prothat won't wear through
river Is turned Into the city's ducers of wheat, in production of
,
which eron Kansas leads the world,
'
mains.
the
(it:
issued
to
a
Bbster Brown models made with
two
report
are
by
I
'Here
The party had Just passed the according
The
workmen's camp on the Verde state board of agrlwtlture.
f
service and price considered
this
Quality,
tip.
highway and were within about a Byers lines are financed by the peothe
......
greatest
represent
mile of the intake when Hitch- ple they serve, rather than by rail
they
cock apparently lost control of the bonds marketed in mnney centers.
through
townships
machine and it plunged over the Towns and
'
wall. Mr. Phillips was crushed which they pa? vote their propor
under tho car but Mrs. Phillips tionate amounts.
and Hitchcock were thrown parGive
ijifts of,
tially clear of the machine.
of
day. Buster Brown Gun Metal Genuine
Mr. Phillips was credited frith hardware
f o r Christmas.
Goodyear Welt, Foetshaping Last. Buster Service
THE
CAR
lhaving been one of tho first to rec- Raabe and
Mauser's, open
ognize the Verde river
Tip, all seams stitched, reinforced with heavy wax
thn log
ical source for an adequate
Christmas.
until
evenings
thread uppers selected heavy weight. gun metal
supply
of soft water for Phoenix.
His
t,AAlfl
i n 1.,.
'
first work In connection with the
vcttio, in seeping wau me wear resisting qualities
4
07
new system was done in 1912 and'
of
2K-this
1214-- j
Buster
Service
specially
Boys'
youths'
designed
y5l
Mlsse. ' l
Tip.
Child's 8tf-- ll
ipj
he has been consulting engineer on
the project through all the preParents who have had trouble getting the right
.
over, the last
leather, which after being for:
liminary surveys and construction
kind of wearing shoes for the children will be
retains its shape, looking ju
work. Actual construction of the
as neat as a
new system has occupied more
lighter weight shoe. It is designed especially
particularly, pleased.
than two years.
for those bpys and girls who are liard on shoes.
Mr. Phllllpg was a member of
This tip is not an accessory of the shoe, such as
Besides the Vonderful tip, these shoes have metal
the American Bociety of Civil Engineers and of the American Asa rubber heel, but a part of these Buster Brown
heel protectors the surface of which being even
sociation of Engineers as well as
is
with the top piece of the heel will not click or
Shoes, built into the shoe at the factory.
overal other less well known
'
of
made
water
tanned
scratch
uicia
proof
any hard or polished floor.
B' i
S.D BN., 11:22 AM, 26. Blue, 1 extra.
an I
Mrs. Ferris, the new mayoress of
the town of Devizes, in Wiltshire,
Ci
Denver, Colo., Dec. 22nd, 1921.
England, Is filling the same office
Br
as her mother did twenty years
Quickel Auto and Supply Co.,
go. thereby
a most unusual record. creating
Also Interesting Is
Bring in your boys and
yourself the
the fact that Mrs. Ferris' grandAlbuquerque, N. M.
girls have them fitted
splendid values . we are
mother Js still alive, and has thus
with the proper shoes.
now offering on all shoes
had the unique privilege of seeing
You can positively assure public no
both her daughter and her
first
of
of the wide variety of cakes and
change
year.
price
occupying the highest
pastry that we bake fresh every
tlvic positions,
FORD MOTOR COMPANY,
day. Our cakes and paBtry represent the acme of the baking
Afton.
art because we employ expert
bakers and use only the purest
For special occaIngredients.
sions we will supply you with
to
cakes
order at reasonable
fttnp'.e
toM quickly
Boili, Carbuncle,
P. MATTEUCCI, Proprietor
relieved by
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BEAUTY CHATS

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

Friday.

Woman's club will meet at
es under the armpits.
Tou will
be able to do it comfortably by P. m.
Forest
service Christmas tree
Doctors say that amazingly few letting the back part of the fingers party at 4 p. m.
and
rest
hands
the
body.
against
to
how
breathe propChildren's dance at Oestrelch
people know
Now breathe deeply.
8 p. m.
You will feel this part of the home at
erly. I do not doubt It in the least.
I do not see how most people are body inflate with air. If you stand
THREE-PIEC- E
to know how to breathe when ev- erect and keep the abdomen conSUIT

S

FOlt BEAUTY.

ery year them 13 a new fad. When
I went to school I had a teacher
who told me that I had to breathe
Into the abdomen and that my
chest would take care of itself. She
taught class after class what she
called abdominal breathing and I
am quite sure that we all grew up
with large waist lines and flat
chests.
I think this must have
been a reaction to a perid when
women laced in so tightly that
there was no room for any air to

penetrate the lower lun(?s.
And now there is another method. It is to breathe so as to fill
the middle and back part of the
lungs. If you once learn the trie
it is easy enoURh. First of all hold
in your mind the thought that it is
the middle part of the lunKs that
is to be inflated. If you do this
all the muscles in that resion wi:l
respond to your
unconsciously
brain action, and will thus enablo
you to draw your breath into that
particular part of the lungs.
To make more certain of it hold
your hands at your sides high up
so that the fingers are a few inch

tracted it will be much easier.
You will fill not only the middle
part of the lungs, but also the
chest. In time you will be abio
to do this unconsciously.
Fifteen, Dolly S.,
Annabelle,
Q, H. and S., Etc.: Many young
girls have a bust measure that is
much too large for the figure. As
they mature the bust will reduce
of itself; so byVhe time they are
completely developed this part of
the body is in proportion to all the
rest. If you are too stout, of course,
a general reduction in the entire
body will also reduce the bust.
A Friend: Blackheads and pimples are the result of either a disordered digestion or constipation.
If you will eat moderately of simple foods, take plenty of exercise,
and drink about six glasses of coul
water every day, the pimples will
disappear, and the blackheads will
also disappear if you will give your
skin a thorough dally cleansing
Margaret: If you are 15 years
old and weigh 132 pounds you are
overweight unless you are more
than 6 feet 7 inches.

IS SPRING IDEA
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CHAPTER 46
For days Margaret wandered
about like a lost soul..
"I can't stand it, Hannah!" she
said more than once. "I shall have
to give up and go to New York."
"But Miss Joan didn't want you
to do that."
"I know but I am so lonely.
The house Is so quiet."
Margaret, after Joan had decided to go to New York, had proposed going with her, taking a
small apartment and keeping
house thus making Joan a day
scholar. Joan objected strenuously. She said: "No, Mumsie! I don't
want you. I want to be alone, dependent upon myself. I want to
meet the students, not as your
daughter, but as Joan Hayden.
Then I shall probably do many
things that would make you unhappy If you were with me."
"I don't understand, dear. What
things?"
"Oh, everything the people do
who want to- learn, who want to
try out things for themselves.
I
expect I shall be a socialist,
najja an anarcnist, ir 1 reel like It.
I am cure I shall be quite uncon
ventional.
I want to visit all the
queer out of the way places.
Greenwich Village, the Italian restaurants one reads about, the gay.
resorts.
Oh. I know you would
be in a continual state of shock!"
"Your studies will not give you
time to do all you are planning,"
Margaret returned, smiling and unafraid. Joan was to be trusted.
Had she not proved it in all the
years that had passed?
But alone, all these things Joan
had said recurred to her. Would
Joan become enamored of the Bohemian life of the metropolis'
Things new and Btrange often held
unaccountable fascination for the
young. Joan, while so liberally
allowed her freedom, had never
before left an environment of reShe knew absolutely
finement.
nothing of the views of the extremists whom she might meet,
save what she had gleaned from
-

per-jigln-

books.
She

was an anomoly, A girl
who having never boon reproved,
never as far as she knew influenced, yet, as innocent, and in
some ways as ignorant, as a baby.
"The foundation is there. She
never will go far wrong,'1 Margaret
said, to herself, needing comfort.
But as the days passed and letters came from Joan, bright, gay
letters describing her new environ
ment, the people she met, Marga
ret grew more reconciled. Then

Old Subscriber: "Is thers any
remedy for Buffalo Bugs?"
Answer: Buffalo Bugs (or "Carpet Beetles") feed upon carpets,
woolens and silks. To rid your
home of them, spray your carpets
with benzine (but not near heat
nor flame) and wash the floor beneath with hot water. Pour kerosene into floor cracks and under
base boards, then fill the cracks
with plaster of parls. Tarred paper, if laid under carpets, will
often prove a good exterminator.
Replacing carpets by rugs Is also
most advisable. Many housewives
use this method: place a damp
cloth over the infested carpet and
iron upon this with a hot Iron.
Steam will pass through the carpet, killing insects directly under
the ironed part. Anothor method
Is this: have your druggist dissolve
60 gr. corrosive sublimate In 1
pint of alcohol; apply this to
edges and under sides of carpet.
This destroys larvae. But great
care must be taken in using corrosive sublimate as it is poisonous.
High School Girl: "Help! Help!
What shall I give my teachers for
Christmas?
Please print this in
time even it it's Christmas eve!
I can't think of a thing and nm
always dashing around on the 24th
in a frenzy, buying gifts.
My
brother soys, "All the cucko'bs
aren't in the clocks!"
Answer: Well, little Reader-Frienyou seem to be the Horrible Example that all these
- Christmas - shopping - early
t
people are preaching against!
think your teachers might like
some of the following gifts: small
silver pencil for handbag, small
notebook with a good leather cover, lily bulbs In a pottery bowl, inexpensive bar pin, folding metal
drinking cup for ttjelr vacation
outings, .dainty handkerchief, cup
and sauoer, calendar of cheerful
quotations, or a good box of correspondence cards.
An interested Reader: "Can you
tell me what will bring the lustre
back to a black satin skirt which
has become dull? I have made a
new part to It and now wish to renew the appearance of tho rest of
the skirt. Jlere is another problem that troubles mo: I have made
up a silk comforter and the cotton bat must have been damp and
musty, for there Is now a decid'-dlmusty odor about it even though T
have sunned it well and warmed
it at the register."
Answer: Here is a mixture which
renews the lustre of silk, and it Is
said to bo equally successful with

V

do-yo-

there followed a feeling which she
fought to submerge, yet which
grew daily a sense of freedom
she had never before experienced.
For the first time in er life Margaret could do exactly as she
wished without question or argument.
This feeling1 went to her head.
It was like wine to one needing a
stimulant.
At first old Hannah was amazed,
almost frightened. Had her. mistress become just a bit weak in
the head because of Joan's departure? Then she commenced to
She
and approve.
understand,
loved Margaret only next to Joan.
1'erhapB more than any other had
she realized Margaret's unselfishThen she
ness, Joan's demands.
had had a glimpse of Margaret's
longings when she dressed for
Craig Forrester. She had been delighted when her mistress changed
her manner of dress which was
still modest and simplo, but alShe had hoped
ways becoming.
Craig Forrester would return. Mara
was
too
young to live out her
garet
life alone, and Hannah had im
she might have cared for
" urresier.
So when she observed Margaret
before her mirror studying her
face, saw her trying her hair in
the new fashion affected by other
women of her age, noticed Bhe
dressed in gayer clors, she rejoiced.
Margaret also did more entertaining. Heretofore, save when
Mis. Walters was with her, she
had spent most of her time witn
Joan, and it was her daughter's
friends she entertained to the exclusion of older people.
k
Margaret mentioned a card
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BV F.LOISE.
Authentic
Information gleaned
from visits to garment factories
where the first hints of what will
be worn in spring are now being
shown is to the effect that great
emphasis will be placed upon the
three-piec- e
suit.
Tho
dress has found so many admirers
and the corsetless
figure is so
prevalent that the dress with coat
to msttch seems to bo the only solution for the woman who v.'ants
a suit but not a skirt and separate
blouse.
Tho attractive model is made
of navy tricotine. The frock Is a
straight line model with short
sleeves and is trimmed with double rows of stitching in .gold thread
at four-inc- h
intervals from the
,
t0 the ,
coat has a scalloped edgVanS
h?ivgapVerJS?ni..She lau8hBo
a row of stitching marking a low
"Go it while the going's good belt. The
appears on the
Mumsie! You can't get into much collar, flarefacing
sleeves and narrow
mischief with those old fogies no shoe string belt.
disrespect meant, but one1 can't
think of having a real good time in
that little town. New York is the ST. LOUIS HAS HAD
The cakes came all
only place.
SHIFTING
POSITION
We
right, I, too, had a party.
had a wonderful time, artists,
IN CENSUS RETURNS
writers, all sorts. But if it was a
sort of human hash it was an inSt. Louis, Mo., Bee. 22. Thh
teresting hash. They all seemed
has ranked fourth three times,
to like me. I am thinking of going city
fifth once and sixth and eighth
down to Greenwich Village to live twice
the population censuses
Instead of up here in the college of the in
last eighty years, according
dormitories but haven't quite de- to a
table of the largcomparative
cided. A thousand kisses, old dear. est
fifty cftles in tho country, from
Joan.' "
1850 to 1920 inclusive, issued
Was Joan right? Could one have
by
bureau.
a really good time only In a big theIncensus
1850 St. Iouis was eighth
city? It was rather tame in a with a
population of 77,860, New
smau piace.
nut she made no
Baltimore, Boston, Philadelmention of her thoughts when an- - York, New
phia,
Orleans, Cincinnati and
swerlng Joan's letter.
Brooklyn being ahead of it. Chicago then was tho twenty-fift- h
city
with 29,963 inhabitants, Detroit
was thirty-flrs- t
with 21,010 and
Cleveland forty-thir- d
with 17,034.
St. Louis again was eighth In
I860 with 160,773 but Chicago
Jumped to ninth place
with
109,260. Chicago climbed to fifth
position right behind St. Louis in

HEROINE OF EDGAR
COMEDY 'GROWS UP'

fit

one-pie-
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1870.

GIVE BIBLES
Cambridge King James Version
Edition
The Scofield Bible

American Standard

Eagster Text and Reference
Scholar's Edition, Illustrated
Catholic Bibles and Rosaries
Episcopal Prayer Books andHymnals
New Testament and Psalms
Small Pocket Testaments
Smith's Bible Dictionary

-'

Pelaubet's Notes on Sunday
School Lessons

some grades of satin. Apply it
first to an Inconspicuous portion
of your skirt, to try it out. Dissolve one tablespoon of cooking
soda in 1 quart of cold water and
sponge tho silk, wringing out tha
sponge as dry as possible. Then
take one.nliart of water and add 2
tablespoons of household ammonia
to it, and sponge the silk again
with this. Dry and press. You
will have to throw away the
mouldy cotton inside your silk
comforter, for you will never have
any satisfaction from trying to
renovate it. Burn it up, exposn
the inside of tho silk covering well
to the sunlight
(sunlight kills
mould), then put new, dry cotton
inside.
Constant Reader: "I have Just
finished my guest room and it is
done in French gray, tho furniture
and woodwork.
But it has no
closet, so where will my guests
hang their clothes?"
Answer: If it were my guestroom, I'd buy a second-han- d
black walnut wardrobe
the kind our grandmothers used,
which are very high, broad and
massive, with doors. I would wash
this well, then enamel it in French
gray.

In order that the Christmas
back
packages from the folks
home and tho friends on the coast
may reach their destination on the
proper day, the ma41 clerks who
assist the good old saint in tha delivery of Christmas gifts will work
all day on Christmas.
All parcels post mail will be delivered to homes by carriers although there will be no distribution of letters or other mail. The
indow will bo
general delivery
open at the postoffice from 9 to
No
11 o'clock in the morning.
other windows will be open, however. All mail will be delivered on
Monday, although the day is a
holiday throughout most of the
city. All windows except the money order window will be open from
9 to 11 on Monday morning.
Tho postotfica has had the busiest Christmas mailing season for
many years. It was necessary- to
open five windows for outgoing
packages, two more than last year,
and to employ three extra clerks
All
and ten additional carriers.
are working several
employes
hours overtime each day to clear
up the day's business. The entire
force will work on Sunday and
Monday to take care of the inChristmas
coming parcels and
mall.

evenings until Christmas.
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Lucille Ricksen.
Would you have recognized little
Lucille Ricksen,
heroine of the
"Edgar" comedies, if her name had
not been supplied? It is doubtful,
for this pretty little girl who is
about to appear in her first mature
rple has usually been photographed
in gingham frocks, Peter Thompson suits and Mother Hubbard
dresses. Bhe looks quite grown up
here and quite ready to play any
part which comes her way.
Her first step out of "kid" roles
will be in Rupert Hughes' story.
t3mporarlly titled "Remembrrance."

RIPPUIiG RHYMES
By WALT MA80N.

In trie future our Sunday and Holiday Hours
will be as follows:
7, A. M. to 9 A. M.
11 A. M. to 1 P. M..
5 P. M.to 7 P.M.
We thank you for your patronage

Albuquerque
321

North Second

Co-Operat- ive

1

Ass'n
Dairy
'

Phone 351

being-mangled-

."

Prices
Kiddie Kars

An extraordinary assortment of Silk Shirts, regular prices up to $7.00.
Packed in Xmas boxes.
For Friday, (JJQ QQ
Saturday only

Best made Kiddie Kars,
big lot, while these last,
extra good values.
Sale

pOuO

S

1

FOR BOYS

For Friday and Saturday
special while these lastO
&-- t
Extra
AO
D JL4:0
.
special,

49c

Carpet Sweeper
BISSELL'S TOY,
SWEEPERS

69c

in u WE don't care what land of baking

powder you are using we don't care
how much you pay for it or how good the
results you'll never know how wholesome and tasty bakings can be until ycu

priced
at

try Calumet, Nor will you know the meaning of
greatest baking economy.

EIniStsd Ties

That's mora than a claim. It is an incontestable fact Let us prove it without

lot of assorted,
knitted ties, straight cut

Calumet is the product of the largest
ana nnesc Dating powaer lactones
in existence. Its wonderful excel
lence has made it the choice of
leading Domestic Scientists,
emmentLheis, and tne most
popular leavener with
, America s most partic
ular housewives,

Sale

,. 35c

n.'

98c

Dolls
Big lot of Imported
You now save
Dolls.
One-has
to
in all sizes.
Extra special
ap

One

Two-third-

lf

wrinkle-proo- f.

!:.pri:?...,,.98c
You Now Save

titters, and slam his tumbril to
and fro, and- malm more human
critters, If one is known to be a
nut, a reckless speeding tourist,
the door of mercy should be shut,
when he's before the Jurist. That
able magistrate should say: "You'd
heed not fines or Jailing; such easy
methods do not pay, they're punk
and unavailing. Tour car will now
be placed in hock and while for
months its cooling, you are condemned, young man, to walk, until
another ruling. Go, walk the pavement, toe and heel, and Join tho
footsore sweaters, and if you touch
a steering wheel we'll load you
down with fetters." Condemned to
walk the reckless boys might see
a great light breaking, while they
sent up a doleful noise to show
their hearts were aching.
-

.

A Bissell makes a most
practical and appropriate Xmas Gift for girls.
While these last, sold at

Slippers

Women's Ribbon Trimmed Comfy's, all colors.
$2.00 values.
Special

and

$,l0

Farnisr Wagons

133

Fiber Silk Ties, good
quality, in all styles and
patterns. For Friday and

E;C!&3

CJIOQ

Price.......;

Big lot of extra fine
patterns and good selec
tions in quality and style.
For two days
only.

1

"

Silk Shirts

Ikavy Silk Ties

from.

25c

.

to

One-Ha- lf

Two-Thir-

ds

All Toys, Dolls, Games, Novelties and Holiday
merchandise of every description drastically reduced for the next two days selling, to assure a
complete clearance before Christmas.

Grocery Department
CRANBERRIES,
. .
Each pound . . .
Christmas Candies, each pound.
-.

.-

.t

mi

..

x..

9fir

...... .25c
.yua.34c
32c

Brazil Nuts, each pound....-....;.......25c
and
Date
Plum,
Fig
Puddings,
Fancy
QQn
OOC
Each large size can
l.....
"1
Fancy Plum, Date and Fig Puddings,
Q
Each small can
,,.,;,- Orange and Lemon Peel, each pound.. ....... . .34
Seeded Raisins, each pkg.. . ..
...-- . ..220
Seedless Raisins, each pkg...
21c
...15c
Fancy Cooking Figs, each pound.....
Blue Ribbon Figs, each pound carton
t.i.;.Bi-30-

w

lut

NOT- EA pound can of Calumet contains full 16 oz.
Some baking powders come in 12 oz. cans
instead fit 16 oz. cans. Be sure you get a
pound when you want

DOJJ'T

it

N

c

Almond Meats, in glass containers, glass. . . .ui.45c
Walnut Meats, in glass containers, large glass. .45c

Walnut Meats, in glass containers, small glass. .26c
Union Leader Tobacco in Lunch Pails,

REGLEC

Your friends and loved ones this Christmas.
You get ' better value for your money and
change back when you buy from us.
FRENCH IVORY
Toilet set. $12.50
SOLID GOLD
Military sej; 3 pieces
.$1 up
Baby Rings.
$7.50
Neck chains $1.50 up
.$1 up
Eversharps.
Waldemar chains
Fountain pens $2.50 up
$S.OO up
WATCHES
Cuff links. . .$5.00 up
Ladies and Gents
.
Ruby rings. .$3.50 up
$10.00 to $35.00'
La Valieres. .$4.00 up
Simmons
Watch Chains
Lingerie clasps. .$1.50
Stitck pins. . .$1.50 up
Rosaries
Tie clasps. . .$3.00 up
Charms
Pocket knives.. $5 up
Gold brooches
Cameo brooches
silver set $7.50 up

Each pail, only
3

Cans, No.

Only

1

.

..... . .v. . ... . lit) Is

Sugar Corn,
..v.

vm.

OKrt

,y. . .M.;T. .. UO L

c.

...

NOTICE

At These Special

English Walnuts, each pound.
Mixed Nuts, each pound.....

and Boston forged
Chicago
ahead of Bt. Louis in 1880, Chicago
going Into fourth place and Boston
fifth, Bt. Louis being sixth.
In 1890 this city passed Boston,
again being sixth,
and Chicago
worn io us present position, second
place. In 1900 St. Louis
fourth place only to lose itregained
to DeBetty Blythe, who has been entroit in fourth place and Cleveland gaged for the leading feminine role
fifth in 1920.
in the next Rex Beach release for
United Artists, will play the part
CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED. of a wealthy Italian
countess
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington around whom is woven a thrilling
Ave., New Orleans,
La., writes: story of Sicilian vengeance,
My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
Gflston Glass and Marguerite de
strangle coughing.
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved her la Motte won first prize in a danccough, and I recommend It to any ing content in which many famous
mother."
Foley's Honey and Tar film actors took part at a Los Angetfl rlGThf at tVia annf a
AKla geles hotel the other day. Nearly
clears nose and throat of mucus) 600 picture celebrities took part or
neais raw end inflamed surfaces, looked on.
loosens tightness nf the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough
Champion Jack Dempsey and his
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold manager, Jack Kearns, are doing a
turn in vaudeville and going big.
everywhere.

THE QUICK AND DEAD.
So many gents, are in their
graves, because of reckless driving,
we should suppress the speeding
knaves, to save the gents surviving, The reckless driver goes to
court, and small remorse is hls'n,
when ho is punished foa his sport
by drawing fine or prlsxm. "Ten
days in hock," the Jurist cries,
"may cure you of your hurry; and
when released. If you are wise,
you'll cause no further worry. Ton
have endangered many lives, tho
speed cops' nerves you've Jangled,
and moral voters and their wives
are tired of
And
when the speeder's paid the kaio
he's fined for his offending, or
when his little term in Jail come
to a happy ending, he is at liberty
to go, with calloused grins and

Christmas
Shoppers

ill

cause waste, ten your oeaier ana r.e will cheer
fully refund purchase puce. Order a can today.

1

for

G5ve useful gifts of
hardware f o r Christmas.
Raabs and Mauser's, open

risk to you.' Let us show you how to secure
superior baking results and to save on
baking costs. Just, ask your frrocer to
send you a can. Try it. Then if you are
not convinced that Calumet serves you
better than any bakinjypowder you have
ever used if you are not sure it save3
you where inferior powders frequently

par-,ec-

.4.';-

Nelson

LETTERS.

MORE ANSWERED

d,

By JANE PJIEIiPS
FHEEPOM.

TO WORK ALL DAY ON
CHRISTMAS H0LIPAYS

EFFICIEHT KOUSEKE

By Edna Kent Forbes.
BREATHING

PARCEL SANTA CLAUS

M

13

Page Fivtf

Because It's "Rich and Mellow"

...

26-p- c.

Sterling belt buckles

$1.75 up
Our merchandise is the highest quality obtainable
for the price, and fully guaranteed.

WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
218

SOUTH

SECOND

STREET

We
CHOCOLATE

Sell

mm
TfP

We
Sell

COFFEE

Tha Highest Crad Macaroni
EeI NoodUt, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni rroaucra

lans

Store

"Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place"

109 NORTH FIRST

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

Six

Pag-- e
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CARS

FIVE

DOCTORS DOUBT
VALUE OF BEER
(ll.v Tho AxKiM'lnli'd rrena.)

SEIZED

LI0UOR

W. Snyder and Force of
From
Return
Agents
Southern Part of State
After Series of Seizures.

A caravan of five cars, heavily
laden with Christmas cheerlessness
in tho form of confiscated whiskey,
tequila and assorted cordinlos, entered Albuquerque ' last night in
charge of prohibition agents who
have been working in the southern
part of the state for the past ten

Chicago, Dec. 'i a (,1'y tho AssociatThree thousand and
l'ress.)
e
physicians In Indiana
and Illinois, replying to the alcoholic liquor questionnaire sent to
53,000 doctors by the Journal of
tho American Medical association,
divided almost equally on the value
of whisky as a therapeutic agent;
while, a big majority declared they
did not consider that wine and beer
had any value in medicine.
The Journal, in its Issue of December 24, will announce the tabulation in these two states, the first
in which the canvass has been comThe doctors returned a
pleted.
majority in favor of restrictions on
the prescribing of whisky, wine and
beer, and a limit on the number of
prescriptions to be issued by any
one physician.
ed

Hixty-tlire-

days.

All of the five oars vere seized
hy the afrents while lietnff used for

the transportation of liquor. The
cars seized included an Overland
a Ford
touring car, a Ford truck,
sedan, a Dodge touring car and a
nnd
cars
Both
Bodge roadster.
Hquor were felzed in the vicinity of

Iis

Hill, N. M.,

Cruces and

SFI

whiskey, forty cases of tequila,
Whifour cases of Canadian Club
nn nacnrtmpttt of Alirll COr- sts..
dialesas creme dementhe. creme de
cocoa and cognac, beveniy-iw- o
cases were contained in tho lot.
Most of the liquor bore Mexican
export stamps, while some of it
bore the Canadian stamp nnd the
remainder had apparently been
In
manufactured
Illegitimately
Mexico without payment of tax.
Thirteen arrests were made in
connection with the seizures. Five
of these, in addlllon to tho ordiand
nary charge ofwillpossession
be Indicted
transportation,
under the state law which provides
a penalty of from twoto fifteen
for the transyears imprisonment while
carrying
portation of liquor
arms. Two will he charged with
firewith
officer
federal
resisting a
arms, for which a maximum sen
tence of ten years is provided.
The occupants of the Overland
car fired on the officers when ordered to stop. The officers returned the fire wounding the driver
seriously. The driver of the Dodge
roadster also resisted the officers,
d
struggle enand a
sued. In the course of the struggle the nlleged bootlegger pulled
the trigger of the officer's gun, and
both men were wounded in the
hand.
D. W. Fnyder, state director of
the federal prohibition office, personally assisted- in the ten days'
work and wag present at all the
raids and seizures, supervising the
work. Although work of this character is not included in the duties
of the director, Mr. Snyder has assisted his agents in the work whenever possible. nTUi beneficial results
have been achieved.
To date nine cars have been
seized in this state since the first
of the month. This is said to he
the largest number of cars seized
in this state in any month since
prohibition became effective.
The agents will leave immediately for the southern part of the
state to continue the work there.
hand-to-han-

-

IN LOANS
AGRICULTURAL
PURPOSES APPROVED

$322,000
FOR

Notification of the final approval of $322,000 in loans for agricultural purposes to New Mexico
hanks was received yesterday by
the local officers of the agricultural lean agency, from the Washington headquarters of the agency.
The amount named includes the
a
within
applications submitted
period of aproximateiy one month,
as the reports of loans approved
are prepared monthly by the Washington oTflce.
t

FAMOUS GOLF PLAYERS
TO MEET 4 LOCAL MEN
Grover Divine, state golf champion; Joe McCanna. Dr. P. O. Cornish, Jr., and Roy McDonald are
the four local golfers who are to
meet Jock Hutchinson and Jim
Barnes, world famous champions,
when they play here on February
15 on the Country club links.
Two of the local stars will play
the visitors for nine holee, when
their places will be taken by the
other two Albuquerque players.

Give useful glf ts of
hardware f o r Christmas.
Raabe and Mauger's, open
evenings until Christmas.

LIDUPE

ceived

re-

300 pair of

Officers Dress Shoes
all new stock and
for this week only
will sell them at
the remarkable low
price of

$4.65
Buy Here and Save
a Dollar

Army & Navy

Store
323 South

t

ment, there follows the obvious be vested not In the hands of those
"IT'S A CHEAP SHAME TO ARREST ME!"
who are entitled to be designated
necessity that legislatures should as
i
public officers but rather In the
CRIES ACTRESS, HELD FOR SMUGGLING
be free,; that they should be under
no domination save the obligation hands ofa those privately selectej
serve
to
interest.
special
to serve the
welfare.
public
Wherever legislative bodies have
Women clerks are more conin
been lowered
the public estimation, the foremost duty of the peo- scientious than their male colleagues, is the verdict of the head
ple is to seek their
of one large New York firm.
and restoration..of
most
"One
the
difficult probSAYS COO
lems for the legislator is to disNOTICE
tinguish between the advocates of
The State National bank and the
private Interest and public welbe State Trust and Savings bank will
fare. Unless this distinction
(Ity The Asaorlated PrM()
Xew York, Dec. 22. Efforts to made, representative government, close at 2 o'clock this afternoon,
as usual Saturday
establish an International Jurisdic- as we have established it In Amer- but will open
tion under any sanction of forco ica, fails and public authority will morning at 9 o'clock.
in failure,
have always resulted
Vice President Coolidge told the
New England society tonight, "but
this cannot mean," he' said, "that,
as in domestic affairs so international affairs, the rule of reason
shall not apply."
"This to me, is the gre4 hope
of the Washington conference," he
continued. ""It is the consummation of ideals which first found
f I .
their practical application on tho
stern shores of New England, yet
by the very New England theory
which expresses them, are ac,
i
claimed to be the common heritage
of all mankind."
"Unless through representative
bodies of the world "there can be
provided security against the rute
of force, and a guarantee of tho
t1
rule of reason, it cannot be provided at all," he declared.
"The problems of nations are to
yield, not to conflict, but to confer, not to force, but to reason,"
he said. "The voyago of the May1Ccme
flower is not done. Her course. Is
set. With an ever increasing cargo
of Ideals she is sailing on bearing
DiaHere you will have the undivided attention
to the
tho hope and ministering
3y
welfare of tho world.
of any one or more of our trained, efficient
"The great moaning
of New
England has been the part it has
minsalesmen, who will be pleased to give you
played In the establishment of a
. &,
2 ff
' JT IT,..
responsible representative form of
indeon
founded
government
the
prompt, intelligent service during the usual
"
.
VIS i
pendent conscience of the indicitizens.
vidual
i
Christmas rush.
...
,
"To the early settler of New
20-ye- ar
ho"
declared,
England,
belonged
the credit for the working out and
putting into practice of the solid,
the substantial and the stablo form
of representative government.
The federal constitution "was
Regbut a beginning of the triumphs o'
that form of parliamentary gov$12.50
$17.50
Miss Muriel Spring.
ernment which New England nourmore
and
sustained
for
ished
than
"It's a cheap shame to arrest me. Whv should I have to pny a duty 150 years," he said.
on articles that were presented to me by admiring friends?" This tear"Triumph on triumph, has folful protest was made by Miss Muriel Spring, actress, when she was lowed,
$8.95
$12.00
from the establishment of
arrested in New York charged with failing to pay duty on jewelry and tho republic of France down to the
Exclusive.
Clothiers"
"Albuquerque's
wearing apparel valued at $15,000. The protest availed her nothing. recently freed nations of continenShe waa held in 2,500 bail for further hearing January 3.
tal Europe.
Open Evenings Till 9:00
"From these great benefactions
which have accrued from representative parliamentary govern
HIGH SCHOOL TO PLAY
TRAINS HELD UP BY
$27.50

RITE

Hearing Before I. C. C. Set
for January 9; Freight
and Icing Charges Cause
of Losses to Many.
(Hy The Asuociiittd Pre.)

I.as Cruces, N. M., Dec. 22.
When the' members of the Interstate Commerce commission meet
nt Wnshincton. D. C. January,
9, the matter of freight. charges on
cantaloupes from I.as Cruces nnd
other shipping stations in tne
valley to Kansas City. Chicago, Pittsburgh, New York and Boston and New England points will
receive full consideration.
C. M. McChord, chairman of the
commission, says in a letterBur-su-to
United States Senator H. O.
of New Mexico, received in
Las Cruces this morning:
"I have your letter of December
5 enclosing a telegram from H.'H.
Brook, president of the Elephant
Butte Irrigation district, I.as Cruto
ccs, and others, with respect
freight rates on cantaloupes from
and
that point
vicinity.
"In connection with the matter
I am enclosing for your Information a copy or an order issued November 23, 1921, No. 13.293, in the
matter of rates, fares and charges
of carriers by railroad subject to
the interstate commerce act, instituting an Investigation to determine whether or to what extent
further general reductions can
lawfully bo required by orders of
the commission?
"The proceeding; Is assigned for
hearing beginning December 14,
1921, (the new date is January 9,
1922), nt 10 o'clock a. m.
"I am also enclosing cpy of n
notice to the public relative to the
matter, dated November 23, and
a stntement under date of November 28, setting forth the purpose of
the hearing and suggesting certain
matters to be included with others
presented."
H. S. Mooltland, president
of the
Farm Bureau Marketing association, commenting on the foregoing fcald that the cantaloupe industry in southern New Mexico cannot stand tho high freight and
icing charges, "and " he added,
"unless these come down materially the growers In the Mesilla valley will abandon tho crop,
"The freight and icing chnrges
this year amounted to $171.70 an
acre and as a result growers and
distributors alike lost money In
the deal. This is enough to ruin
an- farmer who speculates on cantaloupes. It is enough also to ruin
the distributor, who has been
compelled to divide the kiss with
the grower.
"Our farmers have had enough
of these losses and they have organized to protect themselves
against 1922. Instead of signing
up with tho individual distributors,
they have signed a contract with
the Karm Bureau Marketing association, calling for specific guarantees from the distributors over
and above the crate mnterial. The
guarantee Is graduated so as to
diminish with tho progress of the
season, and shipments to be ordered discontinued at any time the
conditions of the market shall not
warrant the payment of these
guarantees.
"The agreement
also provides
that should the association fall to
secure an immediate
substantial
reduction In freight and icing
and
contracts
with discharges,
tributors in line with the foregoing provisions, the association shall
be released from its obligation,
and the growers agree, in thnt
event, to grow no melons In 1922."
Tho committee elected hy the
cantaloupe growers in the Mesilla
valley to have charge of the freight
rate fight includes S. S. Hook-lanC. E. Locke, P. R. McElrov.
II. H. Brook. II. U. McDowell.
James Quesenberry and N. M.
Smith. The committee has had
several meetings with Governor
Merritt C. Mechem of New Mexico,
and it Is the belief of the members
that matters may be so shaped up
that tho cantaloupe industry may
be continued.
"If, however, the committee,
should fail in this effort,"
Mr.
Ilonkland said, "the thousand or
more acres set aside for cantaloupes should be planted to such
other crops as could be consumed
locally or marketed without gambling against the odds of prohibitive transportation.
"The welfare of the farmers
themselves as well as of the community as a whole demands that
concentration be made on such
lines of production and such Industries as will so far as possible
eliminate risks and avoid disastrous losses. While we need In
this valley to encourage intensive
cultivation and the growing off
high priced crops, to carry the
costs of production under irrigation, we need more than, anything
to play safe for the same reason
and to engage in such enterprises
as will encourage Immigration and
dense population because of safe
and steady profits on all
jue-sil- la
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Gifts

see our Display
of Jewelry and
monds, a good assort
ment for the last
ute shopper:

I.

Bracelet watches,

gold filled case,

v

V

fully guaranteed.
ular
to

E. L. WASHBURN

COMPANY

values. Special

to

Elgin bracelet

to
$31.50 values. Special,
$21.50 to $25.00

watches,

HEAVY RAINS NEAR
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL.

INDIAN SCHOOL TEAM
TONIGHT AT 8 O'CLOCK
In their last game before the
new year the Albuquerque
high
school team faces the Indian school.
The contest will be played in the
Indian school gymnasium
at S
o'clock' tonight.
The Indian school defeated Men- aul Monday night and Meanul defeated the high srhool last Saturday
nigni, so it would seem mat tne
Indians have the "edge." However
the high Bchool men have been
practicing hard and are strengthened by having Glassman back in the
lineup.
The lineups will probably he:
Indians.
Albuquerque High.
Hoicomb
f
Mestas
f
Anallo
Rodgers
c
Ahmie
Benjamin
Glassman
Fals.mo
g
Wilson
Siow
g

Eastbound Santa Fe trains have
been delayed for the last three
Redays by rains and
ports from trainmen indicate that
washbeen
and
track
have
bridges
ed away a short distance east of
San Bernardino, California,
Trains number 2, 4 and 8 of Mon
day and Tuesday were several hours
Number 2 or yesterday was
late,
reported for 12:50 this morning,
number 4 for 11:20 last night, num
ber 8 for 1:35 this morning and
number 10 for 1:10 this morning.
A stub number 10 was run cast to
Kansas City yesterday morning on
the regular schedule.
Train crews and passengers report that after repairs had been effected on the damaged track near
San Bernardino, a second strip of
track was washed out. Hard rains
have been reported in tho vicinity
of the wash-out- s
for the last few
land-slide-

s.

Christmas Sale of Sli PP ers,
Shoes and Rubbers

STOP COrGIHVG AT NlfillT.
When anyone is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
that lingers on and grows worse nt
night, the loss of sleep tends to
weaken the sufferer and grows
longer It Is negmjre serious tho
lected. Mrs. M. Suter. 647 Long- Stratftird.
brook Ave.,
Conn., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar has given
m great relief from a severe atNo medicine
tack of bronchitis."
stands higher throughout the nation as a family remedy for colds,
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere.

The fraternal
Aid Union of
America, Coronado lodge 907jjiad
their election of officers last night.
Tho officers elected for the ensuing
year are:
President, Seferlno Crollott; vice
president, David M. Perea: secretary, L. M. Garcia; treasurer, Martin Carrillo;
chaplain, Ambrosio
Candelaria: guide, Jose R. Chaves;
Mrs.
Zulema
Franco; incaptain,
ner guard, Sofia Archebeque; outer
guard. Mrs. Dulclnea Romero; trus
Direct C. Burnett 2:01, has
tees, Paula vargas, ,. M. i'fiirer,
Rafael Trujillo, holdover. .
been sold to British racing interests and will race in England in
Journal Want Ads bring results. the future.
.

$9 Women's Patent and
Suede Sally strap Pumps,

$5 Boy's High Cut Boos

1--

S2.03

$2.98, $3.98
$4.98

$1.49
$1.93

Misses' and Child's
Dress Shoes

For Children

$7.00 Men's Dress Shoes

S3.G3

Women's Fine
Dress Shoes

For Men

$1.39,
$1.69,

6

$4.98

$1.03

$1.69,
'

$2.49

$10.00 Women's Suede
Boots, Baby French
Heels

CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS
For Women

89c,
$1.19

A

$1.49,
$2.49,

$1.98

m

UL1J,

mr
-H-

J-Jl;

'
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Green gold Waldemar,
chain and knife. Special i...........$5.00

Solid gold
structed

recon-

ruby rings.

Values, $6.00 to $15.00
Special
$3.85

to $10.00

silver belt
buckles. Special $2.00

Sterling

301

i

...........$6.95

Mesh bags, gold of
silver. Values $30.00
to $35.00. Special
$20.00 to $25.00

$2.98

Manufacturer's Sale Shoe Store

K

cial

f

days.

FRATERNAL AID UNION
ELECT OFFICERS HERE

Indestructable Rich-lie- u
pearl beads. Spe-

NORTH

FIRST

Sterling silver rosar
ies and case. Special

at

,

S

jj

...$4.00tj

Solid gold cameo
Brooches, less 25
Discount.

'tis im

Solid gold lavallieres,
less 25 Discount.

d,

Extra
have just

FOR

Dem-in-

Among other varieties of liquor
the agents brought to the federal
vault eight cases of James I'epper

We

HERS

WILLFIGHT

23, 1921',

RULEOFREASON

AS A MEDICINE

HUGE AMOUNT OF

D.
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First St.

n. .T. Helm & Co. will hnvn their
representative at Daily's Cash and
Carry today to demonstrate their
products.
In some European countries there
is a superstitious belief that if you
steal anything on Christmas without being caught, you can steal
safely for a year.

HURRY! HURRY! HURRY I
If you want cheaD dirt.
SPRINGER TRANSFER CO.

Genuine French ivory,
Discount.
less 20
i

ft

wjr. Z

A.1

SPECIAL PRICES

for Christmas

Home-ad- e

All YOU do is cut,

eat and enjoy!

u

T
Sellers Majestic'

Don't 'deny yourself of the Christmas
joys by spending all of your time in the

The World's Best Kitchen Cabinet

ON ALL JEWELRY
See Our Window
;..C.

OPEN EVENINGS

k

kitchen.
A' gift

that women always appreciate

BAKJNG IS OUR BUSINESS
and we "think" that we are past masters in the art. A full line of
Cakes, Pies, etc Don't fail to have Dainty American Toast
on your table for Christmas Dinner.

GOTTLIEB

,

y

Geo. C. Scheer
Phone
I. O. O. F. Bldg.

Union Bakery

Furniture Co.
431

207 North

314 S. Second

1

JEWELRY CO.

1

First Street

Bakers of Dainty Bread
ASK YOUR GROCERYMAN

105 North First St.
Opposite Y. M. C. AV

Your Guarantee I
Our Name

i

Jf

Ik
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he continued, that the submarin
"could be used under honorable
conditions," and said that it was

STflTEM ENTS ON

Fl
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TROTSKY FEARS

LOCAL ITEMS

certain these condition would be
formulated in conformity with th
loal Supply Co- 1'hone 4 and 5,
lessons ot the war.
The Central school basketball
The number of submarines
ARE
RATON
VE
AGAINST
team
defeated the Library school
nation needed depended upon "th
team yesterday afternoon by the
needs of national defense." he said.
score of 28 to 12.
and submarines of large size were
more In accordance with the laws
James Walt,
salesman for
TO
SELL'
RUSSIA tne continental city
Oil company In
of humanity, which demand that
crews of torpedoed vessels should
Pueblo, Colo., left last night for El
Paso after spending several days
be rescued, than small submer
sibles.
actory wood, full truck load,
cruising radius was
AMOclnted
Lord Lee Presented Esti needed, Larg
The
Trrti.)
(By
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,
he said, to protect distant Several
of Men Arrested
AssO'
22
Deo.
the
Moscow,
rnone
(by
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com
and maintain lines of
si.
mates of Existing
Have Previous Charges elated Press.) Leon Trotzky, bol here with
his family.
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In an administer
of
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war,
The
the
For
Christian
Italian
Sena
Endeavor society
Stibma
Said
delegation,
Local
Tonnage;
Them;
Against
to
dress
the
commanding
or
today
tne St. Paul English Lutheran
tor Scnanzer said that the Italia
rine Not Effective.
naval experts did not share Lord
Authorities Help in Raids officers of the army warned them church will hold a Christmas social
that the alleged recent predictions at the church on Friday evening.
Lee's opinion "that submarines are
not efficient means of defense."
(ny Tlie Amortntecl Trett.)
"White Mule" was found behind of M. Brland, French premier, at ah young people are Invited.
the Washington conference that
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-"They think that the submarin
Washington, Deo. 22 by the As
Is still an Indispensable weapon for the bar In five soft drink parlors In soviet Russia was planning for a
R. L. Maddox of Silver
nass.
d
sociated
Press). An
to
federal prohi- spring campaign were Intended to ed through here yesterday City
defense of the Italian coasts, Raton, according
with his
y
communique
by the armament the
bition
who
jester-dareturned
agents
the plans of the entente for ramny en route to Aztec. N. M
committee after today's meeting he said. "Our naval experts are
a number of screen
after
aggression against Russia. There- where they will spend the holl
waa In the form of a paraphrase of furthermore of the oplnon that raids there. making
were
in
assisted
They
submarines
to
are
fore he cautioned the officers to days. Mr. Maddox Is an agent ef
pro the raids
necessary
the statement made for the dele tect tne lines
by Sheriff Abe Hixen-baug- h be ready. He said that the Russian the Pacify Mutual Life Insurance
of communication.
gation of each power with respect
of
and
Dis
Colfax
county,
"We are not ready today to re
company.
military schools must bo thorough
to the British proposal that sub
trict Attorney H. B, Woodward.
There will be a Christmas enter
ly awake.
marines be abolished as a naval solve these doubts of a technical
The
of
soft
the
proprietors
We
to
venture
character.
He said he believed that the talnment at the Mountain View
observe,
The argument of Lord
weapon.
drink establishments in which liqwe
that
not
school
moreover,
do
this
think
house this evening given
In
movement
the
Lee of the British admiralty stated
uor was found were taken beforo
in which
only five the
Ukraine and the activity of the under the joint auspices of the
the view of the British government conference
States
United
commissioner,
s
are
association and
represented, could re.
Finns In Karelia were "hangto be "that what wan required was powers
the question of submarines and their bonds fixed at sums overs from the general campaign the school directors. There will be
not merely restrictions on subma solve
from $1,000 to $2,000.
ranging
can
which
concern
a
tree and a
other
Christmas
a
many
fall."
program,
Russia
last
against
Tines, but their total and final
Liquor was found in the follow planned
powers not represented here." He
He added that the Karelian sit- live Santa Claus with gifts.
abolishment."
to
the
agents:
ing
places,
according
said
or
was
&ave costs
a suit by paying
liquiuation would be
He presented the following estl not that theto Italian delegation
"associate ourselves "Busy Bee" pool hall, Jim Pappan, dated, although thisspeedily
ready
would not your poll tax this week. Pay at
mates of existing submarine ton with
Slavo Sepich's soft
a
of abolishing sub proprietor;
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National
State
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prevent another attempt against
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United
States, 83,600: Great to do so."
Carlos Alvarez, proprietor; "White
R. Kennedy, accom
Benjamin
He also advised the officers that
'Britain, 80,500; Japan, S2.000
For Japan, Mr. Hanlhara said he Light" soft drink parlor, John
Mrs. C. B
France. 28,360. and Ital", 18,200.
they must be ready to cope with panied byofhis mother.
o
and In tha
was "unconditionally opposed to all
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S. D will ar
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Kennedy
eastern
movement
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far
He pointed out that under the abusive uses of submarines," but
against
Joe
restaurant,
Val, proprierive In the city today. Mr. Keiv
American proposals of 90,000 tone felt that a legitimate use of sub tor.
republio In Chita.
nedy's marriage to Miss Lois M
ach for Great rirltaln and the marines was justifiable and neces
The agents report that there Is
of this city will take place
Stearns
United States and 64.000 for Japan, sary for defense. He
that no county In the state where they GOLF TOURNEY TO BE
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the United States could build 6.600 International rules of suggested
from
receive
better
war be modi
A. Fchlocmer and A. L. Baldwin
HELD DAY AFTER XMAS workmen
tons. Great Britain 9.500 and Japan fled to guard
abusive use the local authorities than In Colat the Santa Fe shops.
21,800 with the other two countries ot submarines. against
fax county.
Sheriff Hixenbaugh
were
CLUB
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AT
COUNTRY
Injured yesterday when they
In proportion.
Chairman
said none and his deputies have aided the
Hughes
a
fell
from
scaffolding.
"He felt bound to say." the could fail to be deeply Impressed agents on many occasions In mak
Maj. A.' G. Wilde, with Mrs.
A medal handicap golf match
statement
of
Lord
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Lee, and ing raids, and in addition it is statby
Wilde and two
arrived
seemed to him very strange to put
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' before a conference on the limita- tnat it was no
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deputies.
Mrs. David Meyer nnd son will
contended that It waa a. legitimate principles of international law re- addition to the liquor raids a
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Mr. Hughes said he understood filed against them under the state ing the lowest net score, one to holidays with
Both con- taht the "crux of the controversy law.
communications.
the player making the highest net Meyer,
on is as to the use of the submarine
tentions could ho challenged
The agents state that the district score, and the third to the man
clear-FOR
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technical grounds and
i as a weapon of defense."
L,ora attorney will also file injunction muking the middle net score. The PLANS COMPLETE
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orce complaint against his wifo
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limitation In size of
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abandon submarines,"
alleged that she was In the habit
of screaming in order to make the
"The war had made it abundantly
crry m.rxTKio snore shop
21.1 Snnth Second.
clear that the greatest peril to
olghbors believe that he was
rhone
Free Call and Dcllterr.
AND FUNERALS beating her.
maritime communication was the DEATHS
submarine and that peril was esof
SANDOVAL The funeral
pecially great to a country which
did not possess command of the Abran Sandoval, who died last
sea on the surface. Hence It was Wednesday evening, will be held
power this morning at 8 o'clock from the
;,to the Interest of any such
to ret rid of this terrible menace." familv residence. Burial will be at
t. ' io snow xne eartimiurBi ui
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British srovernment," he pointed will be in charge.
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out. the paraphrase said, "Great
Britain possessed the largest and
THOMAS - Pete Thomas, B0
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Diamond M Flour 24 lbs, $1.00
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lb...
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pail. . .$1.40
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figures were, he said: United States, which he
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95,000 tons; Great Britain, 82,464; family of Ralnbolt is reported
practical
France, 42.850; Japan, 31,400, and be In destitute circumstances.
friends, both young
Italy, 20,228.
"The United States has, thereand old, a
fore," the communique continues,e
in quoting Mr. Hughes, "ninety-fivthousand tons, which It is preThe reduction Is
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1
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We also take this opwith at the peace conference and
portunity to wish our
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favorable to the continuance of
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He asserted the besubmarines."
SCHUMANN-HEINK
lief "that the submarine was prei
a defensive weapon,
eminently
especially for nations scantily sup2
plied with capital ships." He
argued that "the submarine had
proved itself to be unequal to gain-ln- g In Which to Purchase Ticket
tor
control of the seas, and could
not be considered as a dominating
It was also undeniable,
weapon."
Schumann-Hein- k
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.
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-
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Mexico Phonograph company, as
TO ALL WHOM IT MAY
ucKec selling facilities at the armCOXCEK:
ory are limited to such an extent
Notice Is hereby given that I
as to cause inconvenience should will not be
responsible for any
moro than a few hundred people debts or accounts
contracted by
get their tickets at the door.
S. Vigil, except
Kmilla
my wife,
It be by written order signed by

TO
SING POPULAR DUET
WITH GEORGE GEAKE

SCHUMANN-HEIN-

FIVE BURS

K

The program for the Monday night
concert of Madame Ernestine
Schumann-Heinincludes a duet
by the prima donna with George
Oeake, local tenor. The two will
sin Verdi's well known duet
"Home to Our Mountains," from
"II Trovatore." The Apollo club
will appear twice on the program
and Arthur Loesser, accompanist,
will play two piano groups.
Muslo lovers planning to attend
the concert In the armory are urged
ny oitieiais or tne Apollo club, fostering the conCert, to get their
tickets today or tomorrow from
members of the club or at the New

me.
TWO ARRESTS MADE
Dated
at Albuquerque,
Nety
AFTER LIQUOR RAID Mexico, December 20, 1921.

k

ALFREDO VIGIL.

In

a raid

on

a rooming house

on West Gold avenue
yesterday
afternoon,
prohibition
agents
seised a small quantity of con
whiskey, and arrested Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Cunico.
The Cunlcos were cited to appear before I'nlted .States Commis
sioner I. F. McDonald at 10
o'clock this morning on a charge of
possession of liquor.

IT. J. TTcIni
Cn mill
.. 1.
l,i- t'itr
rcnrcflPllfntlvf
nt Ttnilv-'- a v
,
aim.1
t'nrry today to demonstrate their
products.

r.

J.

W.

BRASFIELD

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and English
American,
mnkes.

117 S. First

Phone 91

7--

J

8,000-wor-

lk

Raisins for Christmas!
Don't forget
them

Parent-teacher-

Ho-ga- n,

Ital-lan-

one-ye- ar

11

Everybody's
Stocking
Little red
of
On the

night before Christmas
When all through the house
Not a creature is stirring,

wasn-ingto-

'

Sun-Maid-

The

Sun-Mai-

"The Detween-MePacked

1

SMiVKT

Stocking!

BOOK

J

V

CANDIES)

n

Just

Days Left
tne.

Money Savings

We have
v

INDIAN

a

CONCERT

great line of

JEWELRY
BEADED

BAGS
A

MOCCASINS

and many other articles that
we do not mention.
Get our prices before you
buy your gifta
'

- B. Marcus
218

South First

'

St

-

1. W ft ft. V

MONDAY. IEO. 26. at 8 P". M.
Get Tickets at
rt,NEW MEXICO
PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY
402 W. Central
Oat them there today and
tomorrow, ant) avoid delay at
the door Monday eveninsr.

No More Happy Expression of Good
Will Can Be Given Than

Johnston s
"The Appreciated Candies"

We haye Just received a most excellent assortment of thesei
Famous Candle, and Invito the "Christmas Shoppers" to call
and see them.

Free Delivery

Quicker 'n Lightning

PALACE DRUG COMPANY
Phone 54.

216 West "Central

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

State

Trust & Savings

like "big sister"
in a great, modern,
plant in California.

Had Your Iron Today?

rCutTiiYs"Ou"nTs"ndlt1
J

I
I
I

California Associated Raisin Co.
Dept.
Fresno, Calif.
Pleads send me copy of yonr free book. "San.
MaM Recipes."

,

-

.

MCMBCR ,
FEOEPAL KStRVE

SVSTEM,

-

mmmr

rATWlHI

Stl

Look 1m lkl Dfeplay Cjrtoa
oa Your Dealer' Counter

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
RAISIN CO.
Mtmbtrihip il.ooo Grcwm

Dent.

Fresno. Calif.

Street .
City

--

State.

Let Ihe Journal 'Be Your
Christmas Guide
DO YOUR "shopping" at home your

buy-

ing at the stores, ,.f
BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
tins coming Christmas.
...... "How can I do rav
at
homer""'
snopping
4

Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
Blocks
Dolls

THERE'S Mother
nair shows

Rings
Wagons

'dear, old Mother, her

silver-gra- y

golden tor her it must
mas ever

where once 'twas
be the best Christ-

a

a

Bookcases
Cook Books

Pianos
Phonographs

poor Da'd, who usually gets
smile and "Merry Christmas" for him,
regular gift this year
.

,

Gifts for Her
Flowers
Furs
Handkerchiefs

ND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
.mints ana uncles, too and friends, perhaps a score.

SHOP THE JOURNAL
YOUR CHRISTMAS

j

Hosiery
Lingerie

r'

Jewel Cases
Necklaces

,

GOOD gracious there's so many gifts to
make an.d so little time to look around.
I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The Morning Journal. We can "shop" there and save
hours and dollars.

'1

Silverware
Tea Wagons
.Vacuum
Cleaners

,

AND Bab Betsy it's Her first real Christ-- .
mas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on
.Christmas morn

, ;

Gifts for the Home '

'AND Da'd, too
'

'
.

Kiddie Kars
Rattles

.

Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
Cigars

Cigarette Cases
Canes

Hair Brushes
Safety Razors
Tobacco

Bank
Albuquerque, N. M.

m

ft

Name..

gift to

BANK

Raisins"

Mail coupon for free book containing
"
loo raisin recipes, saMi.rw---

b.

Sticking In The

al

sanitary
Wholesome, tweet snd clean.
Made from highest quality,
seedless table
grapesthe finest kind.

SHCWi

5c

ds

Jut

Sun-Mai-

b.

Oh,

mas day
So don't forget them. Get them now.
5 c each at drug, grocery, candy and
cigar stores.

most luscious little Christmas

LITTLE

11

See What's

A natural, healthful sweetmeat for
the kiddies just the thing for Christ- -'

s,.

useful

820

pre-di-

thing
in at the top, so it's the first
thing seen, a little red package of
Little

s.

Seedless, full of practically
-'
gested nourishment and rich in food-iro- n
which helps to fortify the blood.

Slip

i.

,6-l- b.

grown-up-

more

I,

IWT--

raisins that ever delighted children'and

Not even a mouse
And you've got all the things arranged around the tree and hearth
And the stocking will hold only one

at

.

raisins

packages

WAY

WILL BE COMPLETE

Jars

z

J

I
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
He seldom thinks of the need of or-- 1
Industries.
eanlzint: the farming Industry, nor of the extont to
The city dweller
which this has been accomplished.
whose acquaintance with agriculture Is established
largely through farm products on his dining-rootable has little knowledge of the extent to which
our department of agriculture serves the farming
interests of the nation.
An important fedturo of the department's work
is the gathering of crop reports from all parts ol
the country. Aside from innumerable trained officials scattered all over the country, there arc
220,000 crop reporters located in all parts of tho
United States, whose activities are supervised and
checked up by field agents and trained statisticians.
The monthly reports gathered in this fashion
cover acreage, condition, yield, total production,
stocks on farms, progress on farm work, wages, supply or deficiency of farm labor, fertilizers and seeds.
Reports are made for about 60 crops, which represent about 95 per cent of the total agricultural production In the United States.
There is a touch of the romantic In the dissemination of this news from Washington. Obviously
it must be given out to all parts of the country at
the same time. Advance Information would serve
the Interests of speculation. On the evening before
crop report day all telephones to the department are
The next morning all doors are
disconnected.
locked and guards see to it that no one enters or
board
leaves the building while the
Is In session. Then at exactly 2:15 in the afternoon
the telegraph wires into virtually every city and
town in the United States are singing with the message of crop conditions.
The tremendous importance of this work is Httlo
It is little
recognized by the average Individual.
known, too, how much patience and ingenuity wera
required to bring it to its present state of perfection.
For most of us It is sufficient to know that at the
last meeting of the general assembly of the International Institute of Agriculture at Rome, to which
came delegates from all over the world, It was rreeiy
conceded that we had developed the most complete
and accurate system of agricultural statistics eve
devised.
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independent newspaper
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LET'S SEE NOW, WE AREN'T FORGETTING

ANYBODY,

ARE

changes were lower, despite cables
indicating an amicable meeting be
tween the British and French precents,
miers. Sterling reacted 1
other allied rates easing seven to
ten points. The German mark also
fell back with Scandinavian quotations, but eastern European rates
were firm.
Closing prices:
28
American Beet Sugar
324
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 424
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 30V4
113
American Tel. & Tel
12
Zino
American
,
JIB'
92
Atchison .
35
Baltimore & Ohio
58
Bethlehem Steel "B"
18
Butte & Superior
47
California Petroleum
119 H
Canadian Pacifio
30Central Leather
55 Vt
Chesapeake & Ohio
17', 2
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
26
rhino Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Steel
Crucible
6
Cuba Cane Sugar

WE?

m

WHAT WILL TOU SAT?
During the war billboards in Canada and England were covered with a single expressive question: "What will you say to your grandchild when
he asks you where you were during the war?"
Ten years from now a greater Albuquerque will
have been built. Citizens then are apt to considei
that the building of a community hotel In the year
1922 started the advance of Albuquerque commercially Just as the launching of the shops and the
lumber mills started Albuquerque industrially.
What will you say when people ask you what
part you had in the building of the new hotel? A
week ago It appeared that the project might fall
and you were possibly congratulating yourself that
you had had no part In a falling venture. Today
its success Is probable If not certain. What will
your part have been?

so.

Miami Copper
Missouri Pacifio
Montana Power
73
New York Central
78
Northern Pacific
33Vd
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14

A LOCAL FIRM EXPANDS.

VERSE OF

Albuquerque should be Interested in the expansion of any Industry located within it. Citizens
here are therefore doubtless gratified to learn that
the New Mexico Construction company has secured
the contracts for two big paving projects, one being the stretch between the west end of the Barelaa
bridge and Pajarito and the other covering a concrete road from Anthony to Bcrino in Dona Ana
county.
More business for the local firm means a larger
headquarters here, which, in turn, means a greater
l.
The gradual development of a paving
program for important roads over the slate may
mean the building of an Important industry In
Albuquerque.
Congratulations to Mr. Hebetn'rei:
and his firm.

.JACK

And

DOMESTIC DRAWBACKS.
Those who are wondering why prosperity does
not return are peering over their spectacles. They
fix their eyes on the far-ohorizon and keep
mumbling about the loss of our foreign commerce.
Foreign commerce Is good. America has made a
lot of money out of It. But this country has prospered on less foreign commerce than we have now.
The Inside works of the commercial machine
need adjusting.
Our domestic commerce should
cause us more worry. The country never has been
prosperous when its farming population was down
at the heel. And under present conditions It Is
futile to expect farmers to feel hilarious.
The armistice signatures were not dry of their
Ink before a lot of folk set up a cry for deflation
and readjustment. Three whole years later we
have got as far as readjusting and deflating tho
We have
greatest of our Industries, agriculture.
deflated the farmer's Income down to about the
1913 level and we have left his expenses pretty
nearly at the topnotch of war times. He can hardly
give away his hides, but he pays as much for his
shoes as ever. He begs the buyers to take his fat
steers, but If he wants a steak at the meat market
he Is charged the full
price of tht
darkest days of conflict. Pork chops are worth
their weight in gold, but there is a slack market
tor corn-fe- d
hogs. Twine binders cost twice as
much as In the former days of dollar wheat, but
the dollar shakes hands with the bushel of the
farmer's grain on terms of equality.
The farmer must be a reluctant buyer of all but
the barest necessities under such conditions. And
when the farmers can not buy there will be no
prosperity in this country. Those who would remedy the evils from which the country is suffering
should scan closely the economic conditions which
are thus oppressing the nation's greatest Industry
nd reducing the legitimate Incomes of nearly half
the country's population.
ff

KEEPING

TAB ON THE FARMER.

When he talks of how industry has been organised the average Individual has in mind little more
than the manufacturing, transportation and mining

ferns

of

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones
By Howard

Claris

B.

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

Herald.

uncle
wr;f;n.Y and the
CHRISTMAS POPCORN.

Uncle Wiggily was hopping past
IT NEVER PAYS TO HEAT THE BARRIER.
the house of Curly and Floppy
As we understand it, China messed things up Twistytail
one
Juat before
Dallas Christmas, when day,
by disarming a thousand years too soon.
the bunny rabbit
News.
heard the two piggie
gentleman
$
4
boys squealing with joy,
MAYBE THEY MKAN HE'S A JOKE.
"Curly and Floppy must be
Most of the persons who have Interviewed
having fun!" said Uncle Wiggily to
tay he has a keen sense of humor. It's hard himself. "I'll JuHt stop for n moto believe. Birmingham
ment and see what is going on."
And when the bunny gentleman
OR MAKES DRIXIiElt A "BLOCK'KA D ?"
entered the plggle house he saw
Down south they call moonshine whisky "block- there, not only Curly and Floppy,
ade liquor." doubtless to emphaslie Its fortifying but Sammie and Susie Llttletall.
the bunny rabbits: 'Buddy and
qualities. Washington Post.
Brighteyes, the guinea pigs; JackTHE STI FF DREAMS ARK MADE OF.
ie and Beetle How Wow, the pupFrance wants a "theoretical third place navy," pies, and Johnnie and liillle
which is something like that army of 1,000,000 Bushytail, the squirrels.
"springers" Bryan used to have. Indianapolis News.
"Hello, Uncle Wiggily!" shouted
the animal boys and girls.
"Well! Well!" exclaimed the
bunny gentleman,
twinkling his
pink nose like a saucer full of rice
Le-ni-

j

.

S

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
REDUCING

SUICIDE

"Bang, Bang! Banglty - bung
bang!"
"But who Is popping the corn,
and where is it being popped?"
asked Uncle Wiggily. "I don't see
any fire or any corn popper," ami
ho looked around the room.
"It is being popped out in the
kitchen," answered Floppy. "Curly
and I are popping It for the other
animal boys and girls. We're going to divide it when it is all
popped. And when we heard you
coming wo all ran .to say 'hello.' "
"But your popcorn will burn if
you leave it over the fire too long,"
said the bunny gentleman.
"Oh, Baby Bunty is watching
it!" barked Jackie Bow Wow.
"And I must go help her. She
may forget about the corn and try
to play tag with the hands of the
clock!" laughed Susie Llttletall,
the rabbit girl.
"We'll all go out In the kitchen
and heln Baby Bunty pop the
Christmas tree corn," suggested
Uncle Wiggily.
Out to the kitchen they skipped,
laughing and shouting In glee. And
surely enough Baby Bunty was
tickling the face of the clock with
the feather duster. Oh,, she was
a little mischief! She had forgotten that she was to watch the popping corn, and shake the popper
so tho kernels wouldn't burn. So
It's Just as well that Uncle Wiggily and the others came out, for
the corn was beginning to burn.
"Oh, here's my dear Uncle
cried Bnby Bunty. and she
Jumped up and kissed the rabbit
gentleman on his pink nose.
"Easy now! Easy now!" laughed
tho rabbit gentleman.
"We must
go on with the corn popping!"
Morn hard kernels were put In
the popper, It was shaken over the
hot fire, and soon the heat made
the kernels burst open, turning
them into queerly-shape- d
knobs
as white as snow.
Then the animal children took
some
sugar and some
d
which
sugar
Mrs.
Twistytail gave them, dipped the
white popcorn into the melted sugar and colored It like Uncle
's
rheumatism crutch. Then It
was time to string the popcorn into
long strands that could be hung
on Christmas trees.
And while all this Jolly fun was
going on, and when the animal
boys and girls were talking about
what Santa Claus would bring
them, all of a sudden the door
opened and In came the bad Bob
Cat.
"Oh, ho!" howled the Bob Cat.
"Lots of ears to nibble today!
Pecks and bushels and quarts and
oceans of ears to nibble! Let me
see, whose ears shall I nibble
--

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Age-Heral-

TO ABSURDITY.

il

(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
The dignity of suicide as an exit from life Is
forever destroyed. Tragic romance used to fling a
certain aureole of grandeur about the splendid lover
who, on discovering that she loved him not, hurled
himself off a cliff, threw himself on his sword, or
lightly quaffed a cup of poison. But what opera
could give a thrilling aria to a tenor who, acting
the part of a congressman, was about to take hU
bill had not been
life because his pork-barrpassed ?
California
took his own
Elston
of
Congressman
life, if reports are to be believed, because he could
not obtain any action on his bill to have a naval
base established in his own district. This is either
taking human life rather lightly or a congressional
bill rather seriously. In earlier days suicide used
to have a certain Impressiveness as a gesture, a
In those
protest, or an expression of resentment.
days, however, It was usually reserved for the heroic
emotions and for issues that appeared to some degree appropriate. But now even suicide can dignify
a congressional bill, or raise it to the tragic plane.
Suicide is losing caBte. If this sort of thing goes
on a man will commit suicide because of over-fustreet car passes him by, because a waiter is slow
with his order, or because the boy forgets to deliver him his morning paper. The romantic glamour
surrounding suicide will disappear forever, and the
nobler souls will have to discover some new gesture
for expressing their dissatisfaction with life.
The congressman who took this method of indicating his pique has perhaps performed an unconscious service. He has reduced suicide to the
absurdity that It properly is. He, more than most
suicides, has made clear its Intrinsic Ullness. The
suicide gesture has been overdone before; but this
is Just about the last word. The next thing we
know the habit of suicide will become ridiculous;
and when that happens it will lose all its attractions. Congressman Elston has harmed the cause
of suicide a good deal more than he has helped the
cause of his bill. The world may at least be grateful to him for that.

Wlar-elly-

red-xlor-

blue-elore-

Wlg-gily-

All of

ll

su4&enilve.'.door
"opened.

a.

pudding. "What's going on here?"
As if In answer came a noise
like:
"Bang!
Eanglty - bang - bang1!
Bung!"
"Oh, my goodness me, sakes
alive, and a pailful of soap bubbles!" cried Uncle Wiggily, taking
"That
hold of both his ears.
sounds like a hunter man shooting
his gun!"
"Oh, no, Uncle Wiggily!" laughed Curly and Floppy. "That's only
tho popcorn! We're popping some
corn to string and put on the
Christmas tree. It's going to be
all colored, red, white and blue,
like your rheumatism crutch."
Then the noise sounded again:

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

(Copyright

first?"
"You will nibble no ears!"
bravely cried Uncle Wiggily.
"Who says I shall not?" howled
the bad Bob Cat.
"I do!" cried the bunny gentleman. "Come on, boys and girls!"
he said. "Take some of the string
we have for the corn and tie this

1921 by George
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78
45
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125
81

ST'

7.15.

Sheep

25c

Receipts

higher.

ewes, $3.60

$8.008.75.

Market

1,200.

Lnmbs, $!.00(ff.9.85r
4.50; feeder lambs,

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago, Dec. 22. Butter Mar
ket unchanged.
Receipts!
Eggs Market higher.
2,544 cases.
Firsts, 61ff?62c; ordinary firsts, 43W45c; miscellaneous,

4750c; refrigerator firsts.

1

88

40c.

Poultry Alive, unchanged.
Potatoes Market dull. Receipts)
cars. Total U. S. shipments, 298.
Only sale reported was one car ofj
T

Idaho Rurals at

$2.10

cwt.

.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

..1
7

'
I

ae- Before profit taking salesmarMnm0T.tm tha wheat
Kansas City, Deo. 22. Egg-sket was influenced by reports or Market unchanged to lc higher;
iuiuie un- Firsts, 4546c; seconds, 8637o,
European demand iorand
Butter and poultry, unchanged,
by talk
liveries at Winnipeg
of harvest delays in Argentina.
'
FOREIGN FX CHANCE.
Word was at hand, too, that the
Australian
exportable
New York, Dec. 22. Foreign e
would show a material reduction
been change heavy. Great Britain de
from estimates which have stress
$4.19
trfand, $4.19 J cables,
current of late. Bulls put
also on what they described as the France demand, 7.89 V, cables,
domesthe
for
demand,
4.43; cables,
7.90. Italy
precarious outlook on
hopes tor 4.43. Belgium demand, 7.68 y,
tic winter crep and
of prospective cables, 7.58. Germany demand
stimulating feffect
Holland demand,
Russian relief demand for corn.were .54; cables,
of
the flay
36.68; cables. 38.74.
Norway deHighest prices
demand
15.60. Sweden
mand,
reached after announcement tnat
to
24.95. Denmark demand, 20.10
put up.
the relief bill had beenThen
19.46.
Spain
profit Switzerland demand,
president Harding. out, however,
demand, 14.87. Greece demand,
taking broadened
declined.
83.60
4.15.
demand,
rapidly
Argentine
market
and the
Corn and oats advanced as a re- Rrazll demand, 12.76, Montreal
but
sult of Russian relief plans,
like wheat, reacted under pressure
Few Turks have more than one"
of sales to realize profits.
Provisions averaged higher witn wife, although their law allows
,
them to have four.
hogs.
Closing prices:
HAD
July.
-TEN
TROUBLE
KIDNEY
Wheat
May, $1.15;
YEARS.
$1Corn May, 54 e; July. 6se.
Don't give up hope if you are
from backache. rheu
suffering
Oats May, 38c: July, 39e.
matlc pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
Pork Jan., $14.85.
$9.15.
always tired feeling, pains in groin
lnrd Jan., $8.72; May, $8.10.
and muscles or other symptoms of
Ribs Jan., $7.87; May,
kidney trouble. J. T. Osborn, R. F.
D. No. 1, Lucasvllle, O., writes: "t
NEW YORK COTTON.
had kidney trouble for 10 years. I
all kinds of kidney remedies
New York, Dec. 22. Cotton fu- tried
they did me no good. I took one
tures closed steady. Jan.. 18.08; but
bottle
of Foley Kidney Pills and
March, 18.06; May, 17.66; July,
they helped me so much I am well
17.24; Oct., 16.48.
now." Sold everywhere.
LIBERTY BONDS.

;

surplus

pale

New

NEW IDEAL IN ATHLETICS.

The flatter the pocketbook the merrier the ring
of Christmas.

lacy

bank
arose

bud
In spirit beauty leaf-anLong folded In the snows.
The frost from silver negatives.
Behold! It came to pass,
Had printed all their photographs
Upon my window glass. York

General Dawes has cut out free seeds from hl.
Is congress going to stand for this?
budget.

A decade or two ago the idea would have met
with but scant approval that the aim of university
'athletics should be the development not of a few
intercollegiate athletes but rather the physical development of all students.
Intercollegiate football
becomes so easily a spectacular contest actively engaged in by not more than SO players to the enjoy
ment of thousands of onlookers, that it Is difficult
to think of football and athletics as serving anv
but this one purpose.
We are always Inclined to look on university
and college athletics only from the point of view,
these contests no doubt play a Justly vital part In
university life.
Nor need they be crowded out entirely because
of the fact that we are finding It expedient to widen
the scope of college athletics. The 95 per cent of
the students who have hitherto had but little emphasis given to their physical development may
come In for their due share without necessarily
athletes with less
furnishing the intercollegiate
training than they need.
The point Is that the demand of the 95 pefce.it
Is growing.
We are realizing that mental vigor
is dependent on physical vitality, and that good
health is a prime requisite not only in the life of
the student, but also In the life of all men and
women. The growth of physical education departments In our public schools, the development of
playgrounds and recreation centers In our cities
all these are evidence of the spread of the Idea
that the Individual can get no exercise by letting
someone else do It for him.

ARTIST.

a

:.

I

Denver Livestock.
Denver, Dec. 22. Cattle Receipts 1,200. Market dull, draggy.
Beef steers, S5.00ifr6.00; cows find
heifers, $S.50 ff? 5.00; calves, $7.00
9.00; bulls, $2.00(!?3.OO; stockers
and feeders, $4.75 5.75.
Hogs Receipts 500. Market 25o
higher. Top $7.20; bulk, $6.60

20c up.

1

Like shadows from

51
21

Chicago. Dec. 22. Heavy profit
of recent
taking sales on the part
buyers did a good deal in toward
wheat
bringing about a setback
notwithstanding some
prices today
market
In
the
display of strength
of the session.
during the first half weak.
c to
closed
Quotations
1.15
IHe net lower, with May
to
$1.04
and July
to $1.16
Corn finished unchanged
$104.
c to
e higher, oats off
c to
to
o and provisions unchanged to

After a night of bitter cold,
Lo! on the window pane
I found my dear dead blossoms limned
In loveliness again
The lilacs and the violets,
The dainty anphodels.
The valley lilies from he grass
Uplifting pearly bells.

pay-rol-

S3.754.25;

mostly

i77

OF TRADE.

CHICAGO BOARD

TODAY

1HOST,

?2

Tlpftdlnflr

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair OH & Refining
Southern Pacifio
Southern Railway
fitudebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

those In doubt that it
to give military hair

It might be suggested to
may be their last chance
brushes.

others

5.50;

heifers mostly $4.50 5.50; calves
steady to Ftrnng; .bettor grades
vealers. $7.00 at 8.00; other classes
around
steady; canncrs mostly
$2.25672.50; better grade cutters,
good
$3.00 (fp 3.50:
light feeders,
medium stockers, $5.00(511
$6.10;
5.50; irnod and choice stock calves,
$5.75 tii 6.50.
Hogs Receipts 6.500. Market
10c to 15c higher, spots up more.
Extreme
shipper top on lights,
10
$7.25; practical ton to shippers and
7 5
packers, $7.15; bulk of sales, $6.90
38
(R17.10;
good packing- sows lip
61
$5.75; pigs steady, best $7.00.
24
Sheep Receipts 5,000.
Sheep
108
Most desirsteady to 25c higher.
111
able weight fat ewes around $4.00;
26
lambs 25c to 40c higher; one load
17
to shippers, $10.65; to packers,
58 H
$10.50.

Erie
Oreat Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum

project.

If

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas Cltv, Dec. '12. Cattle- Receipts 3,000. Beef steers dull,
steady to 1 5c lower. Ton. $7. 7";
other sales, $6.5007.25; phc stock
opened steady to strong, closed
weak to lower; few cows, $4.75 !i

-

Klwanls voted to give twenty-thre- e
men to the
finishing of the task.
Rotary has matched tho
Developments at Washington plainly indicate
number. These business men will throw their en- that world-wid- e
peace is nearer than It ever was
ergy and Influence Into the completion of th-- j before.
to be on the band wagon?
Are you gol-.iit's time to start climbing.

pigs mostly steady to 10c higher;
bulk desirable, $7.00 (fi) 7.35.
Sheep Receipts 8.000. Best fat'
lambs and yearlings strong to 25c
Fat
higher; others closing steady.
lambs top early, $11.00; -- rime light
light
yearlings, $9. So; no choice comeewes sold early; top. $1.75;
back feeder lambs, $10.25.

--
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By Gene Byrnes
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NOTICE
New York. Dec. 22. Liberty
NOTICE OF FIN AL ACCOUNT.
4s,
first
$93.40;
closed:
bonds
(Bt The Auoclatal Fres.)
4s, $95.46; first In the Matter of the Estate of Jesus
New York, Dee. 22. Tendencies $96.00 bid; second
$95.26;
Salazar, Deceased.
$95.90; second
in the final markets today were IrNotice is hereby given that Joss
fourth 4V4s,
414 s. $96.60;
from the third
regular or reactionary
VicR. Salazar, Administrator of the
$100.02;
Victory
beginning.
Only a few of the $95.88;
estate of Jesus Salazar. deceased,
standard or representative
Issues tory 4Vts, $100.02.
has filed In the Probate Court of
showed more than casual support.
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, his
NEW YORK MONEY.
Trading In most other respects
final account as such Administrator
was characteristic of the holiday
New York, Dec. 22. Call money and the court has appointed Monseason. Further heavy selling was
the 2nd day of January, 1922,
Easier. High and ruling rate, 6 day,
noted In certain speculative Issues,
low, closing bid and last at 10 o'clock a. m, Ifas the day forf
presumably to adjust Income tax per cent;
objections,
offered at 6
any there be,
per hearing
losses.
The Investment
inquiry loan, 6 per cent;
to tne approval of said finnl acwas keen, however, as evidenced cent.
count
and
the
90
discharge of said AdTime loans Firm. Sixty and
by the steady sale of new offerings,
B to 6
1
per ministrator.
including Louisville & Nashville days and six months,
Witness my hand and the seal of
bonds. Industrials continued to be cent; prime mercantile paper, 5 to said Probate
Court this 1st day of
per cent.
depressed by adverse trade condi- 6
December, J921,
tions, more cutting of prices being
FRED
(Seal)
CROLLOTT, "
METALS.
YORK
NEW
reported In steel and Iron products.
Clerk of Salfl Probate Court.
Oils were under constant pressure
NOTICI0 OF PRORATE.
New Yorlr. Dec. 22. Copper-Ste- ady.
and with motors. Junior eteels, copNo.
Electrolytic, spot and nearpers, chemicals, textiles and to14c.
the
In
Probate Court, State of New
baccos registered extreme reactions by. 18S14c; later,
and
nearby,
Mexico,
Tin
County of Bernalillo.
Easy. Spot
of one to four points.
the Matter of the Lat Will and
Equipments, especially American $32.6033.00; futures, $32.5033. In Testament
of Nicholas M. Cuda-baIron Steady, unchanged,
Locomotive and General Electric,
Deceased.
Quiet. Spot, $4.70(9)4.80.
were about the only stocks In which
deSt.
Louis
To
East
Cora
E.
Cudahac
Zinc
Alfred Cuda-baQuiet.
the short Interest deemed It advisHiram Cudobac, and To
able to cover contracts. The slug- livery, spot $4.90
All Whom It May Concern:
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
gish course of rails other than
You are hereby notified that rt
coalers reflected further neglect of
MARKETS.
LIVESTOCK
paper purporting to' be the last
those issues. Sales, 700,000 shares.
will and testament of Nicholas M
The money market was Inclined
Cudabac, deceased, has this day
Chicago Livestock.
to relax, although Interior banks
Re- - been filed In
92
Pnttle
Titr
the Bernalillo Probate
drew upon their local reserves for I m,t..A
slow;
Market
opened
4,000.
Court, and that snld court has set
Call loans icelpts
home requirements.
same
the
for
Deei
6
steeia
sales
6
cent
dhus
hearing at the court
but eased to early
opened at per
uuin. cn house In Old Albuquerque, New
In the afternoon with private of- higher; quality piain.
stock
she
at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
7.60;
$6.25
steers,
ferings on good collateral at 4
to Mexico,
m. on the 19th day of January,
steady to strong; bulls steady
per cent.
stockers
at
firm;
which time and place any
1922,
closing
15c
higher,
In the bond market the feature
person interested may appear and
was the heaviness of foreign Issues, and feeders steady.
Market
82,000.
show cause
the said will
Hogs Receipts
notably French municipals, which
s should not bewhy
admitted to probate.
broke sharply on relatively small 15c to 25c higher than yesterday
big
25o
Inhand
higher;
Witness
and the se'al of
mostly
average,
domestic
my
bond list.
scales. The
nothing, but most the said court on this 15th day of
cluding Liberty Issues and rails, packers doing
hands
Top,
first
December, 19 21.
was Irregularly lower. Total sales, hogs sold out of
FRED CROLLOTT,
$7 40 for light lights and up to
par value, aggregated $18, 760,000.
7.30 ; (Seal)
$7.00
bulk.
ex
Clerk. M
average;
Without exception, foreign

Trade Mark Registered C.
bMsmm

sa
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Matthew Adams

Bob Cat so tight he can't bite any
of us."
"Yea. and I'll stick htm with mv
needle!" cried Susie Llttletall, who
had been stringing popcorn,
"And I'll shoot him with a gun!"
cried Baby Bunty. And then the
littlest rabbit girl held some more
corn over the fire. It went:
"Bang! Bang! Bang!"
"Oh, a hunter with a gun! A
a gun! This Is no place
hunter with
for me!-- ' howled the bad Bob Cat,
and away he ran, not waiting to be
tied with string or stuck with
needles.
"Let him go!" laughed Uncle
Wiggily.
"Baby Bunty and the
popping corn scared him away.
Now for some Christmas fun!"
Thus every one was happy except
the bad Bob Cat, and he didn't
deserve to be. And if the trolley
car doesn't chase the roller Hkates
up a tree so they can't come down
to eat supper off the piano stool,
I'll tell you next about Uncle
's
Christmas tree.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
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furnished
nicely
modern house, with three
sleeping porches and
screened
front porch;
largo
shade.
sheds,
walks,
garage,
Fine location In Highlands,
Rents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for $4,750,

the Internationa) News

pJ

Pn'enf

ByGeorge McManut

Bervloe.

Offtrs,

HE 5AiD""THEi

,vHAT ARE TOO
PIC KIN' ON ME FOR-

CHILOREH

KNOW TOO CAN'T
WHM

tIN4-THAT.'--

DID HE

b

MMEb

HONEST TO
GOODNESS HOME
Euilt for a home less than a

-

year ntro, but must sell now.
Close to enr lino and school In
the Holfrhts; east front, adobe
stucco, nice sized rooms, oak
floors
throughout,
fireplace;
good basement with hot air
furnace, etc.
All timbers in this house were
ordered
special for owner's
own home; Its genuine, you'll
admit when you see It. Shall
we show you this morning?

THAT?

m

Nine-roo-

HURRY!

QUIT PAYING RENT
(iO LOOK AT
1208
North Eleventh Stree
for a good three-roohousa
on a lot 100x100 foot, fine garden soil, well and ditch water,
electric lights, etc. Easy terms.
Its worth the low price.

3

Several good houses and apartments for rent.
A REAL BUY
furnished,
Completely
fire
brick, two sleeping porches,
feabuilt-i- n
place, good floors,
tures, all modern improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.
six-roo-

Loans and Insurance.

Phone

007--

Ackerson & Griffith,

120 S. Fourth. Albuquerque
room frame cottage, sleeping
furnished, oorner
porch, completely
lot; highlands, one black from Central avenue; terms.
$8,000 One ot the finest homes on East
Hilver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full basement; hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage vith
servant's quarters.

A. FLEESCKEK,
Ill
-

Editor

nil Its brunches, Loans,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth Street, Next to' V. O.
I'hone 674.

ntmniCN SERVICE.
rao- Tha Red Arrow (all over the Weat)
dora Hidden Bervloe on tvoaaa iwuui
Work
demand
quality.
to people who
.
m.
:a befoie 11
Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Addresa work to
THB BED ARROW.
L
Albuquerque
want
W
representative In TOJR

"

territory.)

In

HOME

AND

Realtor.

459--

21

J.

W. Gold.

'

3

Insurance

trge

m

Phone

TOR SALE
$2,100

N. M.

MAKE CHRISTMAS REAL.
Give her a present of a home
that is also an infestment. Let
us show you this one with ton
nice rooms, completely furnishsteam heating
ed. Splendid
plant. Running water in every
bed room. Is In good condition. Location is ideal. Will
serve as a home and bring excellent return on Investment.
Owner has moved away and is
very anxious to sell. Communicate with
A. L. MARTIN CO.. Realtors,
Phone 156.
228 tVcBt Gold. -

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for it? Also figure on this
home?
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better In 1922. .
SHE1XEY REALTY CO.

INCOME

"A BARGAIN"
laree
Four room brick: modern:
sleepinff norch. with
front and
furn
and
features,
latest built-inished complete: larce lot. ear-acbalance
etc. $500 cash and

e,

Fine brick

house, eight large llkMc7ONALD & WORSHAM
rooms, sleeping rjorch. furnace,
Real Estate Insurance
firenlnce. Karaite: one block from Phone 9G6-lt!8 S. Third
Central avenue In best section of
lowlands.
Must be sold, and nrlce and
will
terms, location considered,
"SOME BUNGALOW"
sururise you,
East
Have five bunealows on comR0LLIN E, GUTHRIDGE
Central avenue, almost livlnn
have
Thev
pleted,
Phone 1023
314 W. Oold room, dlnins room, bedroom.
Kiassed-i- n
bedroom, breakfast
floors
room and kitchen: oak built-in
HELP WANTED
lireulace.
throughout.
water
heat Ideal
hot
features,
Male.
bungalows in an ideal locaOne Thousand , Dollars
tion.
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE Wo furnleh all
kinds of help. Try our service. 110,
down, balance like rent. .Make
South Third, phone 354-vour selection now a splendid
Christmas uresent for the famSvANTED Five men to work; can make
BPKin savins: rent now.
ily.
120 to $r,0 per day; easy work. Apply
Savoy Cafe, ask for Mr. Williams.
C, M, BARBER
WANTED Men for stenograph
and
Phone 744
115 S. Second other

office employment. Southwestern
Educational Exchange. Phone 524.
WANTED Twenty extra toy with
needed for December 24 and 25;
'
leave name and addresa at Western Union Office.
Frmnla
WANTED Cook. Apply 809 West Copper.
WANTED Experienced coll ar gtrl. Ex
oelelnr Lnnndry.
WANTED Qlrl for general
Apply 619 North Second.
' WANTED Girl for
general housework.
Apply 323 North Thirteenth.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Apply 423 South Third.
WANTED Middle-age- d
housekeeper for
lono woman. 805 South Edith.
WANTED Girl for general housework;
'
810 North Thirteenth.
good wages.
WANTED Maid for general housework.
823
West Copper.
Apply mornings,
WANTED Woman for general housework; must 'be good cook. 705 West
Lead.
WANTED Second girl to assist In care
of Infant.
Mrs. S. J. Lewlnson, 605
Luna boulevard.
WANTED A cook In a family of four;
Mra. D.
good wages to right party.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
WANTED Young ladles to toka r.rdeis
for beautiful
medallions; go d pay.
Call mornings, 605 North Seconl.
EARN BOARD Room and 110 month
whlla attending school; catalogue free.
Jlackay Business College, 906 ft. South
Main, Los Angeles.
WANTEP -- Ladles all over New Mexico
to take orders for my medallions; good
pay. Write me for particulars.
Harry
Alb iqu to, ji,
Ilea, C05 North Second,

HOW
To Stop Taylne; Rent,
Small payment down buya either of
the following;
Two-roofrome, Bleeping porcn,
lot; '11,700, 260, 123
bath,
month.
prFive-roobrick, two porches, bath,
lot; 4,750 1760, 160
garage,'
,
per month.
Two-rooframe, sleeping porcn,
lot, Fourth ward; 11,250; I500t
125 per month.

...

REALTY CO.
fhona 670.

PIEKMANN

809 West Oold Avenue.

A BARGAIN
Two frame houses on East Santa Fe, one four rooms and
porches, the other two rooms

and porches, on good sized lot.
are both In good condition, revenue $45.00 per month, will sell
for $2,800; $800 cash balance
in$30 per month including
terest. See
A.

C.

ST A

R E

810 W. Gold.

FOR
FOU

SALE
SALE

GrLENDID

S.

Phono 108.

We have one of thoso new. little
that mako a real
bungalows
Chiistmasy kind of home; three
rooms, modern, sterning porch
and a small payment will handle
it. Why noti
J. L. PHILLIPS. Real Estate
110 S. Third
Phone 364--

FOR RENT'

hay.
812.

618 East

FOR SALE Lloyd
Pacific.
31(1
FOR SALE Fresh egBS. 1182-Bout'l
FOU KENT
East Lewie.
FOR HHST Large furnished front roitu. TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
414 West Bom,
Phone 2413-RFOR KENT Nice newly furnished rooms. FOR SALE Kitchen
range. In good con1 1&
West C'- Id,
dition. 619 South Fifth.
FOR RENT (Several unfurnished room. FOR SALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
124 South Edith.
208 South Arno.
FOR KENT Furnished roum for light FOR SALE Cement blocks,
cheap. 628
housekeeping. 222ty Norm Third.
South Walter, phone 2.114-FOR REN I' -- Three furnlpned houselteep-91- 9 FOR SALE One 1500 diamond
ring; will
North Fourth street.
ll? rooms.
sell cheap. 117 South First.
FURNISHED rooms, hot wuter heat; no DENVER POST delivered at
your door,
ick; no children. ' 414 W est Bliver,
65o per month.
Phone 1949-FOR RENT Two furnished front rooms- NAVAJO RUGS Positively t cost. 117
for light housekeeping. 609 Bouttt becNorth Mulberry, phone 1730-ond.
BALE
Smith & Wesson revolver,
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping, FOR
1411 South Walter.
like new, $10.
114 per month.
Apply 1415 South
TayFIREWORKS AND XMAS CAND
Edith.
Old
Town, phone
lor's Store,
FOR RENT Furnished room with privi
two
SALE
Winter
house,
dog
lege ox parlor; garage available, rnone Fori
710 West
1714-J- .
pairs new feather pillows.
Lead.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms; also can
forty-fiv- e
ary birds for sale. 218 boutn waiter, FOR SALE Edison machinenew.and Plron-i
records; good aa
phono 1067-2404-JFOR KENT Furnished light housekeep
short trouoers.
ing room for lady, Iiu per montn. sua FOR SALE Coy's suit,new.
718 South
)
alze 17; practically
South Edith.
Arno.
FOR KENT One nice large room lor
with
I'OH
SALE
Clark
Jewel
range,
gas
mi
for
lady employed,
housekeeping,
Loratne regulator;
practically new.
West Silver.
"
-'
pnone
aentlanil.
"
rooms tor
VOmtENT-Sleep- lng
men employed. 88.00 up; no aica.
BAi.rj ueauuiui rew uiosou weir
dolln (flat model), leather can, cheap.
WeBt Silver.
Call 605 North Second.
FOR RENT Two largo furnished rooms
5
and
and porch for light Housekeeping, tus FOR SALE Used tractors,
Hardware Departwith gang plows.
North Arno.
ment
Korber
ft
Co,
J.
out
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
New Mexico.
side entrance; also garage; no ic. JUST RECEIVED a large consignmentn,
of plnons, 16o the pound. Robert
WANTED Experienced shoe saleiladles 1116 North Second
1114 West Central.
for Saturday, extra; regular positions FOU RENT BIngle rooms ana ugni
uaes. FOR BALE Buescher C melody saxa
to those who qualify; Spanlsh-speakjtn- g
housekeeping rooms, imperial
a
Rt
once, Manufaclute.
phone. Ilka new, at half price. Phune
First and Central.
preferred. Apply
1908-Sale Shoe Store, 801 North First.
FOR RENT Two front rooms lor ngnt
houaekeeplng; no children, oua ivesi FOR SALE Office furniture, desk, safe,
WANTED Man and wife desiring to lo
etc.;
machine,
typewriters,
adding
cate In new and comfortable home, to Silver.
ma
on
room for gentleman, aa- - reasonable. Call phone 701-DESIRABLE
good proposition; living
jsee
v
will not amount to aa much at
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
Jolnlng bath, outside entrance.
la only ona place to obtain It. Albu
Jost to rent. Address 117 South' Qtrard, North Walter.
. querqua
n
sleep-glassed-lDairy Association. Phona 851.
and
Room
RENT
FOR
AM LEAVING CITY and want girl
S24
South
only.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot.
Ing porch, gentleman
companion for my wife; good tome ai,d
2272-in gallon
Phone
Walter.
school
will
tags cheese; also fresh milk 1915-girl flw
elegant front room;
lots.
Bwayne'a Dairy, phone
appreciate a good home will do. Reply FOR RENT Housekeeping rooma and
no
K.
Address
two
M., tare Jour
persons;
by letter only.
FOR SALE Chicken sandwiches, PlgJ
sleeping porch, for
nal.
children. 110 South Walnut.
Whistle candles, best lea cream in ine
We deliver
free. College inn,
ROOMS rice, clean rooms; city.
IMPERIAL
Board & Room rates by day or week. Over Pastime phone 241.
WANTED
N
RU'3 ir GER- Central
West
SEND
21H4
a
aenulne
Theater,
WANTED Young man secretary wants
MANTOWN
PILLOW Tor noma mr
room and board in private family;
porch and two
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
1005
East Cec
at
s
Christmas;
bsrgalna
across
west
lowlands.
aireeu
sick; desires location
airy rooma; board
tral, phone 1419-Address Oil. care Jour nil.
North Maple, phone 1888-upstairs BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu-If
FOR RENT Two furnished
querque Dairy Association butter;
WANTED Board
n
rooma for light housekeeping; llghta
your grocer can not supply you, call at
. 806 West coat.
1
4AN AND WIFH want table board; must and water paid.
Norm gecono.
the
dairy,
be near Twelfth and West central. A a FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms, PLATER nlano for a Xmas gift, wit
and water
with sleeping porch; lights 1511-'dress Box 811, care Journal.
sale cheap; Liberty
for
thirty records,
and use of bath, $28. Phone
bonda taken; terms to responsible party.
roome
TYPEWRITERS
ELGIN HOTEL Bleeplna
101S-or
1123 west uentrai.
Phone
oy m
housekeeping apartments,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
1'Yl'EWRiTEKS All makes overhauled week
or month. 602 H West Central.
and repaired. Ribbons tor every ma
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
unfurnished
Two
nice
RENT
Arch Supporta. Thos.
fOH
E
Plantar
$1.
chine.
troublea,
Albuquerque Typewriter
rooms with bath and large aleeplng F. Keleher Leather uo eos west wnirai.
123 South Fourth.
change, phona 908-- J.
porch. 115 West Mountain Road, rhone fou sale Fine apples, by the box
302-Jonuhansv Roman Beauties, vrKansaw
MATTRESS RENOVATING FOR
RENT Nicely furnished room for mek. Oenns. Bon Davis, wine sapps.
heaV bath adjoin- Phone 1628-UATTHES RENOVATING, 13 50 and up.
or call Wm. Dolde, 705
gentleman) steam 1761-421 South
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur ing, close In. Phone
South Broadway.
niture packing. Phone 471. Srvin Bed Third.
FOR SALE Fox terrier pups, six weeks
g
Girl to share large bed room
ding Company.
rYANTED
atocK, wen
old, trom
breakfor delivery Christmas.
with young lady: could furnish
60$ marked; ready
Prlcea $15 and $20. Address . w. m-fast; boarding house across street.
South Broadway.
Kellar, Jemes Springs, N. M.
furnished, nice.- FO RESALE
Newly
WOODWORTH
Fresh corn-fe- d
pork; whole
.
.
hmisMkeenlna
apart.
or half hog: hair win average
uieau V...
Moving Picture Funnies
W. B.
n,. ruiAv week or moftth. sis seventy pounds;
18o a pound.
South Third,
nicks, prrone zoo, j. w. Penney Store. .
asssssaaiaBaiawaBBMsaB
asHaMajtfM
vnn dcvt Nieelv furnished front room FOR SALE Vlotrola, mahogany, cac-inewithout sleeping porch; suit
.u,
else and sixty aeleet records; a barin.
presable for one or two gentlemen; cloaa
gain: would make dandy Chrlstmaa
416 South Tniro,
recorda and Victrola all for $75.
ent;
and
rooma
801 South Arno.
FOR RENT Two nice clean
u. ..v -private porcn, oompieie
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
postofflca and OOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per galkeeping. One' block fromWest
Gold.
110
South
Central avenue. 220'
Co.,
Tha Maiano
lon.
FOR RENT -- Beautifully furnlsnea ironi
Try a built up
Walnut, phona 1884-J,
adbath
mom. In orlvata home,
roof, will last aa long aa tha building.
employed gentle1
f.,n,M heat,
90S
West Marquette, FOR BALE Brand new 800 pound platmn: no sick.
form aoalee; alao
nht,ne 1584-J- .
and large Ice box, aultabla for atore or
mD.ir. SS7 fee ell. Scales alone worth
LOAN
TO
MONEY
..
the money. Sea them at 124 North Mul
rt...,.in
..
ij'..Qn watches. dia berry.
monds, guna and everything valuanle.
218
Buutn
Urst
Mr. B. Marcus,
MONEY"TO LOAN on diamonds, watohee FOR 8ALJJ Five hundred shares of City
mm a -- nM 4wlrvt liberal reliable, eon
Eiaotrlo Railway, balow par. . Sr. B.
fldentlal. Onttlleb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st U Uuat, N. T. Artnljo building.
dlaon
loana
Jewelry,
CONFIDENTIAL
lea
monrte watcnea, uueny ouima,
Loweat
ralea, Rothman a UBB EFFBCTO AUTO TOP and aeat
117 South Flret.
Bonded ta tne atata, . dressing. Effecto Auto tnamei, v..-..- .
nn .automobiles.
fr.mi.Paint,
Homestead
FOR RENT Office Room. Plymouth Cottage
.
cement. Sat
end
Paint
ain
ii
RENT Front office room. Inquire isfaction
Thoe. T. Keleher Leath
assured.
Cut out the picture on all four FOR
Gem Hotel, 316H West Central.
er Co.. 408 Weat Central. hona 1067-- J.
Then carefully fold dotted FOR RENT
pldes.
Attractive
office, ateain
lino 1 Ha entire length. Then dotted
furnished.
water
and
heat, light
line 2, and so on. Fold each see-tlo- n Wright building, opposite poetatflce.
underneath accuralely. When FOR RENT Three very desirable offlrooma. light, heat and water; will rant LEARN TELORAPHT In four months;
completed turn over and you'll find
for price and terms apply 117 South
a surprising result. Save the pic- separately or as a whole. A. B. Milntr,
113 Va Weat Central, phona Hit.
..
..
ulrara.
., .
tures,

Rooma

FOR RENT
lit"-ni-

.

120

ij,ituk

".

I

Dr.

Phone

2409-Kt,

rour-roo-

FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at
1008 South Arno.
Call at 1702 East
Grand.
FOR REN'l Four-roomodern house,
two screened
and garage.
porches
Phone 1238-FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
with sleeping porch. Phona ..U5-K- ,
or
call 1203 East Copper.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
furnished, si)4 South Waiter. Inquire
614 East Srcnta Fe.
FOR It EN'T Several cottages, furnished.
I25, 835. $40 and (ir,, on car line. In
quire K'18 South Edith.
FOR KENT Furnished four-roohouno.
two porches, modrrn. near universHv
oar line. Call 1478-FOR KENT Four-roohouse. Klaflsed
Sleeping
porch, modern, furnished
highlands. Apply at 710 East Central.
Three-rooFOR RENT
unfurnished
house; Vater paid, llelits. lis. , chII
afternoons, ifii9 South Edith.
FOR KENT Furnished
house,
four
rooms. Bleeping porch. at
911 West
Iron, $30 mouth. Phone 2374-FOR ItlSNT Three, four and five-rooapartments and houses: some furnish
ed; steam heat. W. H. McMllllon. 20C
West Gold.
FOU RENT Three-roofurnished cot
tage; bath, sleeping porch-- . 714 Bast
Haseldine.
Call at 702 South High,
phone 1310-FOR RENT Unfurnished four rooms.
bath, basement and two porches, at
1201 East Copper.
Inquire at 210 North
Cedar, phone 237S-FOR Rent Three-roofurnished house.
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Sou.n
Edith; will be vacant December 13. In
quire 224 South' Edith.
five-rooMODERN
house,
garage,
Fourth ward: three and four-roohouses, Ughlnnds or lowlands. Rollin Ki.
Gtithrldge, 314 West Gold.
n
FOK RENT Unfurnished
house of five rooms with large lot, at
418 Weat Atlantic avenue; very handy
to railroad employea.
City Realty Co.,
G7.
207 West Gold, phona

BUSINESS CHANCES

A

houso,
fruit, alfalfa,
miles from postofflce, $S,500.
acres all cultivated, a bargain.
fine lots West Fruit, $075.
house, J 5.500.
W. U. McMILLION, Realtor.
206 West Gold.

FROM

FOR SALE

House

hout-t- .
Hy owner, four-roulnquiro 1015 West Fruit..
brick house, on
Jb'uu iSAhl'j

SAL.il

Phone

North

IM01-H-

l''OU SALK (Jit KENT
Kurnlslud or
houHu, Apply b'il Bast Caw

tral.
FOU BALK

Good

flve-ruu-

houbo,

gar-ag- o

und small grocery.
Call at 316
Soulh Seventh.
FOH b:A LIS liy owner, new mod am
house, near Hoblnion park, $760
cash, $0 per month. Phone 1825-Flve-ruuFOIL HALili
frAme, modern,
convenient for two families; large lot;
east front; Jilghlamli. Phone 166K-FOR SALE Uy owner, n"WeVt Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 'I
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms If declred. Phone 18G3-FOU SAL13 OR IUfieST Six brand new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong, or L C iien-nf.t- t.
Phones 75 or 145.
Account
FOR HALlia"
leaving city, furmodnished or unfurnished
ern house; screened porches, nicely arranged for two families. West Central,
near park. Phune owner, 2204-and
FOR BA1.12 13y owner,
large front porch, modern bungalow,
In good residence
section; east lront,
lawn and trees, in very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
town. Phune 1488-FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth
modern bungalow, gar-arcward,
haa llKht and heat; very best residential district In city; priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone;
Puone
shown by appointment
only.

the Anderson Addition.
Easy payments.

LEVERlSTiT

Realtors
Third and Gold.

For

REALTORS.
Second and Gold Avenur.
840
Thone

65'(

with Board

Rent-Room- s

able;

tion; light, sunny rooma glassed and
screened porches;
beautifully located.
Owner leaving city. Easy terms If de
sired. Make an orTer. Phone 2335-modern house In
BY OWNER-Fourth ward, hard wood floors. lirethree
porches,
place, large screened
light, airy bed rooms with extra targe
on
closets, fronts east
large lot wim
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
I'hone
desired.
It
terme
condition;
J.

AUTOMOBILES
foil Vale

r.t.i

TAINTING"

WH:N YOU consider painting, phona
HEN considering oalntlng, naperliang
1547-estimates furnished free; all
Ing or kalsomlnlng, call 234, or call at work guaranteed; ao Job too large.
rowers,
East Central, for Hanson a
first-clapainters and paperhangera
LOST AND FOUND
we guarantee all our work; no Joo to'
big o- - too Bmall.
fOND Belt chain two fact long owner
mtty hav Mu&,by paytnf for tbii ad.
Journal .Want Ada bring results.

M

A

lJb"r'j

Perilling

A

dandy, roomy,
cheap. Small cash
balance like
luss. No reasonable offer
be rejected.

pay-ren-

West

220

Oold

PROFESSIONAL
JOHN W.

IK

A M

O N T E H - O N - TH

Homa

E - M E SA

R A N A TO Hi U M-OTIS fj for tubercular
convalescents; ftrafluate nurse in
rotes by the week or month.

rail
Foil

2400-.7-

KlT

Kurnished room with boar 1.
home cooking, for two
privato entrance, $11 per wee-$4." per month;
all conveniences. 702
South Third.
NEW LY
With
FURNISH Kl
ROOMS,
steam heat, hot and cold water, two
first class dining rooms, wit h best of
Mrs , HlKRins,
home couklnif.
222'i
K.iRt Central.
Occidental Hutldln?.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
$17.50 to f 25 per week; Includes private
room with aleeplng porch, connected to
bath and t'jllet; medical care, medicines,
general nursing; excellent meals, tray
service; no extras. All rooms have steam
rheat. hot nnd cold running water. Rev.
rnone
II. Z leg lor,
Superintendent,
first-clas- s

FOR SALE

'

Real Entate

Gold.
FOR BALE
ranch, threo-rooFOR SALE Fine 50 foot
Sheep
new house, near main ditch and pub- Silver at reduced price.
lie road, aeven miles south ot town. Call mond, 124 East Bilver.

will

Aye.

CARDS

WII-SO-

17

19,

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Practice) Limited to
GKNITO - I IUNAKY DISEASES
AND UISEASKS OP THE SKIN
In Connactto.
Wastermua ijiburittory
Citizens Dank Illilff. Phono HM.

CHIROPRACTORS
srT7AKi"ij?r'0

"

Chiropractor.
10 nnd u Armljo Building.

t OR

SALE

Livestock

Airedale puppies, 105 East

FOR SALE

Coal.
FOU KALE

Fresh Jersey

Phona

low.

IM05-R-

and frying
FOR SALE Bucks, does
rnbblts. 710 West Lead.
KALE
oow,
Fresh
FOR
young
giving
three gallons milk. 717 Bouth Arno.
FOR 8ALE- driving mare,
prlce $75, Taylor a Btore, Old Town,
phone 8S3-FOR SALE Milk goat, cheap; also two
Rhode Island roosters.
Csjl at 11
West Silver, phone 878.
FOR HALE Two horses, two colts, 100
chickens and good collie dog, cheap.
Mr, Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
FOR SALE Fine bred rabbits; all young
stock; new hutches; will sell reaeTi-abl- e;
must leave city. Call tnorulngs.
rear !11 Weft Marquette.
FOTt SALE Ten head of Missouri mules,
ten head of work horses and marea
and twelve head of Holsuin and Jersey
milk cows, for sate cheap or will trade on
town lots. Cows at corner of Mountain
road and Fourth; miles and horses at
or 45.
null's Livery Stable. Phone 942--

FOR RENT
RENT
Centrnl.

FOR

Private

M iscellaneous
garage,

12:14

TIME CARDS

MM
Train.
No.
No,
No.
No,

1

1
T

0

No. 29
No. 27

No. I
No.
No.
No. 10
No, 28
Nn. 30

WESTBOUN-- J
Dally.
Arrive.
The Scout.... 7:80 pm
Calif. Limited to :30 am
Faigo Fast. .10:50 am
The Navajo. .12:35 am

1:30
11:00
11:20
1:0

El Paso Exp

10:10 pm
11:50 am

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp

Tha

EASTBOUND.
Navajo.. 2:10 pm

Calif. Limited. (.00 pm
8. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm
7:20
The Scout
FROM BOUTH.
From El Paao
pm
From El Paso 7:00 am

Depart.
pm
am
am
am

2:40 pm
1:40)

1:10

No. 80 connecta at Telen wtth He). II
for Clovla, Pecos Valtev. Xanar City
O
Coast.
No. 29 connect, at Balon with No, fl
from Clovls and points east and aath

A. Ham-

Bouth Fourth.
FOH BALK
Country home, stucoo house,
seven rooms, ateam heated, electric
ranch; In alfalfa and
llghta; on tan-acr- e
orchard. Adareea Postofflce bo 277, or
Four-aer-

ranch, two miles

e

from poatofflca, on main ditch; 'lub;e
chicken houses, t 'Ola,
house, garage,
blooded chickens and turkeys; also furniture; terms.

FOR

Phona

SALE- -

2lfl-J-

--

Furniture

dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
Will Be vSold at a Sacrifice. Easy Term
Frontage
Beven-roo-

library tables, two
BALETTwo
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
one
kitchen
table, and several odd
chairs,
chairs. 405 West Central.
FOH BALE
One bedstead, mattress and
springs, sanitary couch and pad, gas
range, arm chair, good second-han- d
sewing machine; all In good condition;
never used by alck. 207 North Arno,
FOR

EE
Ground

a&jljatfti!!

pm
m

Tilt am

lot on East

J.

ast

CONK STAR A I TO LIMt
Tha orange colored cars, Engle Elephant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all .trains at Engle, leaning
Hot Sprlnirs at 11:30 a. m. and l:l p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam ears en
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expense.
HEFFERNAN BROS., Prop
Hot Springs, N. M.

130S

phono I407-RFOR BALE

t,

or

Gober, Short & Gober.

Hanna. Master Photographers.
FOR RENT Apartments
AI.PUQIJERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
CO.
Windows cleaned and floors
scrubbed; stores, ofilcos and houses
cleaned; reasonable rates and honest FOH RENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
work.
Postofflce box 101, A. Granone;
and 2 large sleeping porchea. 1117
eave your calls American Grocery, phone
East Central.
53.
fur
ROUGH
DllY AND WET FOH KENT Two furnished rooms,
SUNSHINE
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
We are ready to do that wash
WASH
724 South Second.
our
We
dread.
work,
ing you
guarantee
Nice two-roo75o FOR RENT
apartment.
because
it is all handwork.
75c for 15 pounds rough dry; 4c each ad
large porch In front; modern; reaaon924-able.
Phone
ditional pound; 60c, 15 pounds wet wash,
rnone zih-j- .
3c each additional pound,
FOK KENT Three furnished housekeep
ing rooms; also two rooms and Bleeping
WANTED Position
porch. 1004 Forrester.
RENT
A sunny furnished apart
FOR
DO general house cleaning und ILojr
nient of three rooms, bath and screened
waxing. J. W, Lowe, phone 1430-401
Seventh.
South
porch.
WANTED
Washlns and Ironing to take FOR RENT Two rcoma and
aleeplng
105 East Coal, nhone 1505-home.
entrance
porch, unfurnished:
WANTED
To prune your fruit trees, no small children. 208 private
North Walnut.
first-clas- a
Fhone
work guaranteed,
Three-rooRENT
furnished
FOR
apart
fllkes, 1423-- J.
ment, hot and cold water and steam
NURSE
wants position. heat; light and telephone paid. 421 Bouth
1'RACTICAL,
charges reasonable. Mrs, Uarter, 804 Ilroadway.
South Third.
three rooms,
FOR RENT Furnished
WANTED
Position as pastry cook or
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
meat cutter; experienced. 1102 bouth water
and light furnished. Apply 1005
Third.
West Central.
MIDDLE AGED AMERICAN,
married FOR RENT Three rooms and aleeplng
man wants work of any kind. C.
porch, completely furnished; one and
one-haHaletead, 1315 South Edith.
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
house
of
WANTED
Work
Inquire 703 West Silver.
any kind,
cleaning, odd Joba of carpenter work, FOR RKNT Modern furnished two-roo201 Hast Lewis.
ete. Phone 604-apartment, with Bleeping porch, for
0
Bouth
WB AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and couple; no alck; reaaonable.
& ZANO,
WILLIAMS
Broadway.
keep booka.
room I Mellnl building.
Phone 701-DRESSMAKING
NUItgE wanta position, nursing und keep
ing house for Invalid or heaithsoeKer;
two ysars' experience In hospital. Address N. (?., care Journal.
HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' MiWE HAVE several stenographers, book- llinery. 200 Bouth Ttroadway. ph. 777-or
time
full
time
for
part
keepera, etc,
also mens shirts, lleay
service.
Southwestern Educational Ex DRESSMAKING,
done; reasonable. 808 West Iron, phone
change, Chamber of Commerce tsiag. 1174.
.
Phone 514.
accordion, sIJa and box;
WANTED
Position as store manager or PLEATING,
mall ordera. N. Crane, 216 North
salesman In grocery, dry goods, or gen Seventh; Crane Apartments,
phone 514.
counor
eral store, prefer mining camp
DRESSMAKING
Toung
years old. In
try town; am thirty-eiga
ladies'
dresses
i
specialty; reasonable.
id have had fifteen years'
good health?
Miss Bnlchuck, 309 'i
West Central
experience aa manager and salesman In Phone
634-tha general mercantile nusiness; can ana
will do anything that 1b to be done In a
FOR
RENT Ranches
and
record
can
clean
show
past
store;
furnish any references which may be re- FOR RENT
Eighty-acr- e
OR
SALE
C.
Journal.
K
care
M,
Address
quired.
house, seven miici
ranch, rour-rooot
east
water
and tele
town; fireplace,
FOR SALE Ranches
pl.one. Call at 1105 East Central, pho'.n
Funy-ucl- e
all'alfa I'unijh", 7B5-FOH BALK
four mil a from city. Inquire 400 Weat

at

five-roo- m

brick,
merit,

Attorney.
and 1 4, Cromwell BuHdla.
Phune 1153-1'lliMK IAM4 AMI H U Ktt IfcOWH.
Uli. H. I.. IILUION,
Diseases of toe Stomach.
Pulle. 9. Harnett Bulldtnr
lilt. H. C. ( I.AIikK,
Kje, 1 :ir, ,oe and Throat.
Phona IS.
Barnett Uulidlng.
Office Houra
to 12 a, m and 2 to
p. m.
DR. mAUQAUtl VA It T W RIGHT,
modern accommodations
for
111.
Room
Phona
Office
Urant
is.,
in,
IS,
In
healtlisceker,
country home; special
Resilience 1123 Eust Central
care given to bed patient; close to car
Phone 671.
line. ArT'lreuM Tin 224, city.

M. Steel Co., Inc., phone
W A N T K O A earn per wa n s to

;.

Jo

Rare Opportunity
Own a Home,

A

.

Phone 1720-NICttL.Y furnished
lunn. wllh board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
WANTED Miscellaneous
ROOM AND liOAHD with sleeping porch,
1(136
n'ljolnlne; balh.
Eist Central.
Cttlile
WAM'dD
t.'AN' A LVO M M ODATft
me lady convalescent.
de
Oro, 013 Weat
Apply Casa,
Mule
Airedale field.
WAIsTiiD TO
puppy. Phone
Houin and sleeping porch
ITult cckiiif and nei ving dinners and FOU KENT
with board. 215 Stanford, Utilvo.-sitlf.VJ-W- .
parlies. ph-nHeights.
OVi:S PULlbltiisO aiift set lip.
li'Olt HUNT Largo furnished room with
BeddlriR Co., phnne 471,
table board; rates for two people. 217
Sooth Fourth.
UAL'LlNti of ail kindu dune,
nn, pnnno 1&J0-JAMKSON'S KANCH -- Ideal location for
anil
W'A.VfKi)
Gentlemen's
few
vvushlng
healthscekers;
rPFervatlona now
Bmall
or
bundle washing. .l.u.s available. Phono 2238-Ironing,
South Wal t er.
F 11 IU'INT Room ana aleeplng porch.
v Ith board for convalescents; gentleSL'AVJUhiR AND GtiNLltAL liAUL-INXteasonablu ratea. 10. A. GnluUi, man only; prlvttto home. Phone 2148-72Lt Kixst Iron,
phono 23D:-liuAUO HOAItUTNO HOIj'SK
Nice, warm
EXPERTI'IANOTCNLNa and pltiyer
looping rnnrna; good home cooking.
James luran, phono 904 Houth Third; ahurt walk frm station.
repairing,
plana
19V4-H:0 Neff York.
FOR RENT Nice rooms wlthsleeplng
WELDING AM) CL'T'HNG of metata;
porches, with board, for convalescents.
also welders' supplies and carbide for M.a. Rted, 612 South Broadway, phone
l!47-sale. N.
pitch
tent where toilet and watiT 1h avail- state price. sildress Camper, care
lurnal.
WANTXD
and
furniture
Kecondhanc;
we buy everything in houne- trunks,
old ffoods.
Max's JBarKain Store, 31j
South First.
MAX liAROAlN STOllk, at 315 (South
Flist, will pay the bUhist prices for
shoea
and
your second hand clothing,
furniture.
Thone
HUti CLEAN EliS
MATTRESSES
renovated. $3 f.0 and op.
furniture repaired nnd packed. Ervin

COMPANY

&
Thone

UOOM and boanl.
823 North Eighth,
IIOARD $8 per week. Mrs. KnlKht,200
Houtli Ilroadway.
ROOM AND HOARD, all conveniences.
i1
South Urotiilway.
KOIt HUNT Kooni ami board; $10.50

40c Per Pound
On Foot Delivered
GEORGE A. riXISE,
Grunts, N. M.

Ford truck, enclosed body'.
Phone 420.
Radiator
EXPERT
Repairing. O. K.
Sheet Metal Works. 21 North Third.
FOR SALE 1918 Ford, A- -l condition,
$100. Broadway Central Store.
6
Bulck- touring
car,
FOR SALE
first-claCo.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
city.
WANTED Six Fords; will pay cash;
ask for Ed.
any shape. Phona 1227-224 North High.
fice.
Some
SALE
extia good used cars;
FOR BALE
confectionary FOR
easy terms. Mcintosh .Auto Co,
goods; good 1X7...
shop, handling high-grad- e
location: low rent. Address Shop, care
FOR SALE Ford touring car. :n ex
Journal.
Phone
cellent condition, price $200,
automobile 1S22-SALE Established
FOK
415 North Second.
specialty business; will take $7,600 to
handle. For full particulate write Box FOR SALE 1920 sport model Nash,
15, care Journal,
cheap for cash. Apply Central Auto
OPPORTUNITY la offered for Invest and Machine Works,
ment In local commercial enterprise; FOR SALE Ford roadster, good condi
safe and profitable. Addresa Postofflce
tion, $160; coma and see, after
box 214, Albuquerque, N. M.
o'clock, or Sundays. 609 South First.
FOR SALE At a bargain, five aecond-han- d FOR SALE Ford ton truck; also Ford
pool tablea and one billiard table,
touring car; wltl trade for Ford road- In first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve-foo- t ter. C. B. Bynum. 222 South Second,
A-Inl
condition.
soda fountain,
FOR SALE Oldsmoblle six, In excel
quire at 121 West Silver.
lent condition; a bargain', cash or
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old established terms. 1304 West Central, phone 3488-mercantile business, located on rail FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
road, Will aeU. for value of Improvements
car reaaonable. or will trade for Ford
alone. Cood reason for selling. If In runabout.
302 South
terested In good-size- d
proposition, ad' FOR SALE Ford lightBrnaly.
truck, $150; one- dress postofflce box.ri38, Albuquerque.
ton Ford truck. $300, worm drive; 6
$660. 116
light Bulck, $500; Bulck
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
West Oold.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred Barred Kock SEE McINTOSH AUTO COMPANY for
cockerels. Phone 1M7-J- .
ussd tires, all slsea, ueed parts; Max
FOR BALE Live, fat bens. 1214 South well, Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
fins west Central.
Walter. '
TURKEYS Mils, and grain fed. Pop FOR SALE A used Dodge Brothers
lar Dairy Farm, phone 2410-Rtouring car; also a Ford touring; terms
Korber A Co., Auto
FOR SALE Guaranteed - strictly fresh can be arranged. J.783.
Department,
phone
1S34-eggs, 80o; will deliver. Phone
USED CARS
FOR SALE Live turkeys, 40o pound WE PAYWANTED
CASH for used cars of any
112 South Ninth, ph. 1488-mornings.
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct
FOH SALE Six Rhode Island hens iai Garage. 600 South Second.
one rooster. 1008 East street, phone SPECIALLY
for
REDUCED PRICES
265.
Chrlstmaa presents for the whole ram
WB BUT POULTRY AND RABBITS "f lly.
1100
Six. $360: Maxwell.
Bulck
802 South Chevrolet, $300. Hoover Motor Co., 418
all kinds. Phona 852-Broadway.
Weat Copper.
FOR SALE Entire stock puro bred S. C.
R. I. Reda breeding Dens
r singlet
CARPENTERING
also a fins lot ot bronze turkeys. M'f PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN,
H. B. Watklns, phone 2416-JAt . kind of work. rhone 187S-RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred WANTED Odd Jobs
oarpenterlng. paint
S. C. R. I. Reda Ringlet Barred Rocks.
Ing and roof repairing. Phone 1466-- R
cockerala for breeding, fresh ground green
,
n3-w413
West
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; la-- re
boneJ
Atlantic, phone
joba or email; work by contract or by
nlcs young
FOR SALE All kinds o
hens, reasonable: also Borings, ducks, tha day: careful mechantca and reaaon
802 South able prlcea; work guaranteed; estimates
geese, turkeys. Phona 852-free,
call n&o-Broadway.

207

2

Co., phone 471.
DOKAK
BETTER
FINISHING It Is
better. Return postuge paid on mall
040-orders.
The Barman Studio, 219 '4 West
four rooma and Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
FoR SALE House,
glaesed-ii- i
sleeping porch, front and CLEANING PAPER and kalsornlne, wax
sack porch; big basement; furnace; coming floors, house and window cleaning,
guar-nteepletely furnished; large lot; this la a nd all kinds of repair work; work
good buy; easy terms. Address box C,
John Ooo'lson, phone 6U1-care Journal.
Careful Kodak fiinHhinK.
WANTM)
FOR SALE Estes bungatow, a delight
Twice dally service.
Remember, satis- ful new home with new furnishings; faction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
modern and complete: splendid construc to a reliable, established firm, llanna

1977--

Christmas Present

FRANKLIN & CO.

!l

woi-lr-

FOH

TTIIS WEEK IS
JCRT THE TIME TO GET
THAT I NIVERS1TY
HEIGHTS LOT
They are a HAVING ACCOUNT.'
AND INVESTMENT. Only 1
cash and $10 per month. Bet
ter get yours today.
Come in let's show you the
official map or we'll drive yon
to the lots any time.
A Few Houses to Rent.
SERVICE IS OUR MOTTO,
ASK US TO SERVE YOU.
We Do It Gladly.

2

MAS TOEIidlS

SALE
Garage, best location In
town. Phone $7.
n
SALE
Small
FOR
grocery and
dwelling. Call at 318 South Seventh.
FOB SALBJ A meat market; everything
complete. Call at 1105 East Central,
phone
FOR SALE One ot the vest business
21$ South
Dropertiea In Albuaueraue.
First street. Inquire at Savor Hotel of

PAPERING

Lots In

LOOKTNO FOR
II OF A NEW

:w

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NUKKERIES .
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG A CO.
Albuquerquu, N. M.

FOH

PAINTING

YOU MAKE PRICE
fine ranch, 13 acres, all kinds

l'i:

IlIXGALOW
This Is a Bwell home for that
Christmas or
Year home.
It's located In the Fourth ward
block off carllne paved streets,
etc. Look what It Is for only
Four rooms, three
$3,8i0:
porches, fireplnrp, bullt-l- n cup.
boards, sidewalks, shade, ete.
Easy terms. Let's show you It
today?

INC.

Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms
to suit.

m

J.

That

Thono 410

211 West Gold.

.MP

6EWVICI.

PARK VIEW COURT

Realtor,

J, D, KELEHER,

A

Steam heat apartments front-In- s
open . court that faces Hlfrh-lan- d
Pa-kRoof garden with
best view
in city. Garages.
rent
for
about March.
Ready
See J. A. HAMMOND, Agt.
821 K. Silver.
I'tiono I322-R- .

When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of saving rent receipts,
save money and before you
realize it your home will be
paid for.

Road

HOME
HOME.
brick sleeping porches, modern, built-i- n
dining room
and kitchen
garage,
features;
lawn, shade, a fine location.
Triced to sell, $4,200. Terms. .
T. P. GILL, Real Estate.
115 S. Second.
Phono 723--

Four-roo-

Dwelling

FOR RliiN X
Furnished, houne, fuur
rm.ms and bath. 425Wost Santa Fe.
house"
FOR RENT
Injure
Marl Brothers, 208 South Second.
FO R
REN T Furnished
house,
four
rooms end buth, $40. Phone 177.
F'OR RENT Five room furnished cottage, 125, at 116 West Silver or phone
678.
FOR KENT
house, at 328 North Fourth.

Mountain

INT'L FeATUM

BY

WHY PAY CASH?

THAXTON

C.

W.
705

FRUIT

WHY NOT?

Miscellaneous

"Sargum"

HOME

on East Silver,' new, well built,
furnace,
five rooms, basement,
built-i- n
features; furnished ready
move
to
in; good terms, and
priced to move it.
Realtor
R. MeOLUGHAN,
204 W. Oof4
Phone 442-- J

To Husbands l
Every Mother longa for "Home for
aelf and Children." She haa been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make the start. Delay la dangerous and time la fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome ntrrletmae
by presenting her wth a oon'.fa'it to
one of our choice
'os. You
will both be happier for the plvi.it'.
S20 cash starts you "Homewird."

AUK YOU

11
1921

'

REALTOR
210 W. Gold.

II

1

D, T. KINGSBURY

'

AN

Floor Cromwell Building.

a4

LAST GALL

M

CAKDY

d

Our New Shipment

WATCHES
Don't waste money on
watches of unknpwn quality
when you can buy "Gruens"
at $25, $250 and up
(ask those who have one)
Gentlemen s Gruens

defective steerlnsr
make our Auto
Rears,
Accident and Liability Insurance a wls investment.
Sklddlne:

ROBERT JONES

815 Marble Atcddb

Frank W. Graham

Coal and South Walter

676

Phone

207 West Gold.

Phone. 592

CURIOS

E

RUGS

NAVAJO

TODAY

Blankenship's New Flower Shop

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Trading Post,
VV IXIOI 1 1
J,n(jlnll BuU,iing
Opposite Postofflcc.

Trcscnts

CORPORATIOX

FILM

VATCH MAKERS & JEWELER!

action.

Also JIMMY AUBREY in "THE NUISANCE"

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

HURRY

BETTER

SPRINGER TRANSFER CO.

The Jeweler

FOGG,

Jewelry
Just out of the nigh rent district
Oppoalte Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth.
Phone 903-J.

Hf.

nnd Efficient Service.

Phone

j

GRAF0WLAS

First

117 S.

Phone

St.

tun

nx

01J-.-

I

678

Heirloom Silver
lasts a life time

modern,

Ninth

modern,
from Central.

that broken window

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North First

I

THK

.two

blocks

Can Make Good Terms.
If you are intending to buy
investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1919--

HE!

KNIVES

&

FIREPLACE

Fourth

North

124

MANY

STATE

lvnrv-

OUR

WATCH REPAIRING
VANN
Watch

Inspector.

JOHNSON

Fe R'y

Santa

COAL CO.

and

NOTICE!
Special Christmas Dinner will
be served at 218 Vi West Silver
avenue. Also a special dinner
on New Year's Eve. Price $1.00
tor each meal.

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Lump Sll.IiO n Ton
SOOO .NORTH
FIRST STREET.)

l'hone

bar-Rai-

WISEMANS WATCH SUOP
218 S. Second St.

Must Meet the Itlgltl Requirement
of the Santa le Time Service
Department.

17

E

388--

Coal! Coal! Coal!
GUYS TRANSFER
Call

$11.00 Ter Ton

3 7

rooms

Finest

Is now due and unless

paid

on or

December

31,

in

the

heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, 4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

Poll Tax
before
1921,

the law requires suit
for collection to be
brought.
For the convenience of the
public, a clerk has beplaced in the State National Bank, to receive
poll tax payments, during
-

banking hours, 10 a. m.
to 3 p. m.
BOARD OF
EDUCATION

$3.25
$3.00

10c

Oranges
Blus Goose, large size doz. 60c
Hunklst, small size, 3 doz., $1

20c

per lb

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. .. 7:48 am
in Kanta Fe. .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque

Phone 600

7:30 pm

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office
210

Sanger Clear
West Central

Honor

Baby!"

bracelet starts all the
hlrl ton
"rouble T in this spiffy
5
bells!
heart line away past the wedding
wedding
The storm broke Just when the the
spin
nailer had been adjusted lot
up the- bridal path.
-

A LAUGHABLE LESSON
FOR AMATEUR VAMPS

other Macaroni Product

Sell

Nuts

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

lbs
$1.00
English Walnuts, S lbs... $1.00
$1.00
Almonds, $ lbs
25o
Filberts, 1 lb
Black Walnuts, 2 lbs
25c
40c
Chestnuts, 1 lb

Price, $11.25 Per Ton

Mixed,

40c
23c
25c
20c

t

.

Least

;.

Burns

Expensive

MI'S FAHIIN LOVE"
"THE BRIDAL PATH Vr THOMPSON BUCHANAN

Longer

Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal

HAIIII

Spuds
100 lbs. for....,
10 lbs. for

35c
23c

$2.30
25c

COAL

PHONE

ADDED .ATTRACTION

CO.

"BACK FROM THE FROHT"

91.

A

Bacon

0m

Sugar Cured, slab, lb.,.. 25c
Cream of Wheat, pkg
25o

I

CHRISTIE Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Two-Pa-

rt

EVERYTHING FOR XMAS DINNER

We Deliver the Goods

IT'S
state-st-eam

and Oh,

Th Highest Grade Macaroni
Egf NoodUs, Spaghetti and

We

1

HOTEL
ELMS North
First.
Your 1921

Extra fancy Rome Beauties,
$3.50
box
Small Rome Beauties,

Tangerines

"Love

Phone 1517

Apples
box...,.,..

TODAY AND TOMORROW

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO.. Incorporated
No Mnll Orders Taken.
Phone 188
Corner Broadway and Central.

GROCERY

1124 South Edith

Wlnesaps, box
By the pound

TO 11 P. M.

1

'CONTDOIOUS

Broadway Central Grocery

5

Beef

ALBUQUERQUE TRANSFER
Phone 642, 401 North First St.

300 4

LYRIC

If you prefer the most staple items to the fancier
ones, we can make up a box just to suit you.

Trucks Brine Comfort to Yonr Home.

Bananas, 2 lbs.....
Dromedary Dates
1 lb. Plum Pudding
Bulk Raisins, lb
Pkg. Raisins, lb
lb. Hershey's Cocoa...

AXI
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coiil

CO.

COAL

cookies, candies, nuts, etc.

LOGS

PHONES

FORMHALS

Our window for Christmas
in Jewelry. Silverware

i

There is no better Christmas Gift than one of our
Christmas Boxes. We have different priced boxes
filled with Christmas dainties, such as bottled olives,
cherries, jelly, preserves, figs, raisins, dates, fancy

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

WATCH

Comedy
PRICES

Coal

At Our Store You Get the Best

Any size or length, dry and solid, full of cheerfulness and
just the thins for the Holiday season. Nothing like an open
fire at this time of year.

Let Onr

rt

REGULAR

PHONE 35

"Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store"

4

Two-Pa-

HERE

Christmas Season with all that It means has arrived at last.
And we are prepared to furnlHh you Just what you will need
We can truthfully say,
for your Christmas Dinner.
,"W have It."
We have Glass Jar Brand Canned Fruits, (the best fruits that
grow) put up in heavy syrup ready to serve.
Peaches, Pears, Plums, Apricots, Pineapple, Strawberries,
Blackberries, Cherries.
Pickles, Olives, Nuts, Raisins, Figs, Dates.
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.
, ...40c
Kolitare Mince Meat. 19 oz. glass
30c
Heinz Mince Meat, 16 oz. tin
Plum
and
22c
Puddlnir
and
Heinz
Llbby's
Fig
2Uc
None Such Prepared Mince Meat, per pound...
25c
Cranberries,
per quart
2"p
Popping Cora, (the kind that pops) S pounds for
IS
for
$1.00
pounds
Sugar,
Orders for $10.00 Delivered FREE

me

Turkeys

Springs
Veal

GEESE and DUCKS

SEALSHIPT
r

Your Xmas

Pork
Hens

Greeting

Mutton

"SAY IT" with the F.

S. S. Sunshine

OYSTERS

;

-

California Head Lettuce
Cauliflower
Home Grown Celery
Tomatoes

Grapes

Cranberries

Lemons
Sweet Potatoes

Apples

,

Oranges

?lti0U

Grape Fruit
Tangerines

,

Let us have your orders early, so we can give
them better attention.
J
.

v

"IF IT'S GOOD TO EAT WE HAVE IT"

201 North First Street

:

pifiowtiurs
TflllCirc

S. SPITZ'

Mfllrt Of FK
3Z5D0RTH TnTH5TRT

Copyright, 1D21,
by Fannie S. Spitz.

NUTS

They "Just Roll Out"
of my machines
CLEAN
SHELLED
WHOLESOME
DELICIOUS
SWEET
Mail Orders Given

mm
.

Phone 199

Package.

Machine-Shelle- d

Machine-Separate- d

Highland iSJ Grocery
GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Comer Coal and Arno.
Phone 328

,

3

You may win the Christmas

Manhattan Cafe
FOR YOFR MEALS

A

$11.50 Per Ton

KORBER

and

ATTRACTION

llonty Banks in "Peaceful Alley"

COAL

GALLUP EGG For the Range and Heater.
SWASTIKA LUMP For the Furnace.

un.tH

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

Let Us Send a Man

TRY

GUARANTEED

Just the kind you are looking for. Tremendous
r
large new stock arrived. Absolutely
prices. Guaranteed prices

j.

her!
The story of a marriage that
started wrong and that thrilling
revelations set right.

435--

pre-wa-

Music and Jewelry Store

.

You can "nail" a lie that is spoken
but when that lie ts unspoken.
Come and see what it did to this
wife and the husband who loved

ADDED

Dainty and genuine

POCKET

ROTHMAN'S

Cast includes
Mary Glynne

ls

Order Today

Easy Payments
if you wish

Phone

304 West Central Ave.
Add-A-Pear-

D avid Powell

FEE'S

3

trill linlrt flir stmna observance
at the- Masonic. Temple Sun
day morning promptly ai :ju,
December 25, to which the
imhlin is enrdiallv Invited. Sne- cial music has been arranged,
together wun an excellent, program. Services will be over by
10:20, so those who wish may
attend regular services in the
churches.

Lies"

25c PER POUND

We have only a limited supply. ORDER NOW
If You Want the Best, Be Sure It's

$125, $175

one block from

To replace

Candies.

at $45, $60, $85, $100

Gold.

116 W. Silver.

Hodges.

I

Nn.

Pnmnifttiili'l'V

f (X

100
PURE
kiddies more than a
the
could
please
Nothing
generous supply of Fee's Home Made Mixed Xmas

These homes are all Las Vegas
I'ress Brick and built by owner

Brown's Transfer
C. A.

TMlr-rl-

Christmas

The Mixed Candies that the kiddies like," and without which no Christmas is complete. All kinds,
sizes, colors and shapes.

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all

Hold

Knights

t
1437-- J

Candies

Mixed

Made

For

Silver Pieces of
Every Description

Manufacturer
A OUT II FIRST

to
Templar
Publii- Christmas
Observance

Cm

COLUMBIA

I will exhibit an ideal modern
bungalow, furnished, Christmas day
holiday Monday, December !!(, anil
Tuesday, December 1!7, at 1505 East
Central avenue complete in every
detail.
C. M. BARBER,
115 South Second Street, Phone 744.

Prompt

"

611

Phone

Home

Fountain Pens
$2.50 to $35.00

A. Schaltegger

Motor Tours

n

1500--

109

DELICIOUS
COUX CONFECTIOX

POP

raw

EXHIBITION

Beautiful
"Picard" Gold Ware

CRISPETTES

PRICES

fig-uri-

Hickey-Fergusso-

Phono

Eversharps
$1.00 to $35.00

REDUCED

Humor has it that one of the
leading plumbers of the city is on
with one of the lot owners
Harvard avenue to erect a suitable
Pueblo style store building where
a complete line of hardware and
plumbers' supplies will be handled.
This will be a big boon to the
Heights and would enable the one
hundred or more prospective builders in the spring to get materials
of every kind as needed without the
long drayage delay.
The University
Heights school
will hold their Christmas exercises
room will
Each
Friday afternoon.
have a Christmas tree and a very
Mrs. Burch
interesting program.
end Miss Vcaer, the teachers, exto the
invitation
cordial
a
tend
parents and friends to be present.

HUTS

Phone

PRICES

ADMISSION

.fiu

For Holiday Gifts
15c a Pound
Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.

Ilerc is what yon hnve hern wilting for another James
Oliver Curwood picture, filled with thrilling mlventuro nnd

UFGCLAR

Will conduct parties to the Christmas Eve Dances in several
of the pueblos also to the Buffalo Dance on Christmas Day.
Rates vary for the different trips.

205 W. CENTRAL AVE
oa t n
i
vvrwi airar

PINION

Onooslte Post Office

THE KOSHARE TOURS

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
"GOD'S COUNTRY and the LAW"

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

FLOWERS"

118 South Fourth St.

WRinHT'1

THE ARROW

CO.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

ROSES. CARNATIONS. MUMS.
YELLOW AND WHITE NARCISSUS. POM POMS. ETC.
POTTED PLANTS AND FERNS
PLENTY OF CALIFORNIA VIOLETS FOR CHRISTMAS

1885

STABUSHED

HARDWARE

"SAY IT WITH

up to $200

$25

LET'S GO

WHITNEY

23, 1921.

THEATRE

We will lease that part of our store room now
occupied by our TOY DEPARTMENT, 305 West
Central Avenue. Size, approximately 12x54 feet.

"GRUEN" WRIST

CRESGENIGROCERY

Phone

the Celebrated

Of

etc..

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. WARP

Central Avenue Store
For Rent January 1st

LAST- -

AT

Week-EnChocolates go on sale today and tomorrow, 59c is
the price of a pound box of first class chocolates.
Jumbo Virginia Peanuts are in. There arc no other kind
quite so good. Black Walnuts are a treat. See our mixed
nuts.
Figs. Imported have the flavor. Dates in all shapes. Lettuce
by express today and tomorrow.
Extra fancy hothouse cucumbers.
Buy the canned goods today, fruit salad, berries, peaches,
apricots, rlums, pears, black and white cherries, corn, peas,
beans, etc.
A world of fresh cakes.
Tomorrow for the perishables.
(

CHRISTMAS

December

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Ten.

I

'

Careful Attention.

for price list
'
order sheet
FANNIE S. SPITZ;
Send

323 N. Tenth St.

Inventor and Proprietor of
the F. S. 8. Smislilne
Shelling and Separating
Machine.

Tel. 802

Sold exclusively

at

from and
.

my factory

,

